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Kazantzakis-Sikelianos:
The Chronicle of a Friendship*
by PANDELIS PREVELAKIS

The "Year of Sikelianos," commemorating the thirtieth year since
Sikelianos's death, has recently ended. 'The Year of Kazantzakis,"
commemorating the hundredth year since Kazantzakis's birth, will commence soon. Friendship between poets of the same age and nation is
not an unusual phenomenon. In the case of Kazantzakis and Sikelianos,
however, other connecting factors existed, other innate differences, which
aroused problems and passions in their relationship to one another. Whatever I have to present on this theme I have drawn from unpublished
letters between the two friends and from my own personal impressions.
I shall not, of course, fail to use events by now well-known, and which
I have written or talked about on previous occasions.
Meeting of the Two Poets

Kazantzakis was born in Iraklion, Crete, on February 18, 1883, and
Sikelianos in the town of Lefkis, on the island of the same name, on
March 15, 1884. When the two poets met for the first time, on November
11, 1914, in Athens, they were thirty-two and thirty-one years old,
respectively. The meeting took place in the offices of the Educational
Group, and this had a special significance. The Educational Group had
been founded in May 1910 for the purpose of contributing to the
modernization of Greek education. Kazantzakis was among its founders,
together with such progressive vanguards of the nation as Ion DhragoCimis,
Alexandhros Papanastasiou, Lorendzos Mavilis, and Vlasis Gavriilidhis. 1
The Educational Group expressed the desire of the nation for rebirth
and progress. This desire was determined by historical circumstances: the
appearance of new social powers, the governing of the nation by Elef*This talk was given by Pandelis Prevelikis on March 15, 1982, at ceremonies
during which he was presented with an honorary doctorate by the University of
Athens.
lion Dhragoiimis, Greek statesman and demoticist greatly admired by Kazantzakis, born 1897 and assassinated 1920. Alexandhros Papanastasiou, Greek statesman (1876-1936), progressive, founder of the first Greek Republic. Lorendzos
Mavilis (1860-1912),. Vl&sis Gavriilidhis (1848-1920), men of letters, demoticists.
All four were founding members of the Educational Group.
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therios Venizelos, and the victorious issue of the Balkan Wars, during
which both our poets had served. Sikelianos, indeed, had hymned the
victory of Greek arms.
By November 1914, the two poets had already been recognized as
among the first of their generation and as among those destined for
eternal glory. Kazantzakis had studied law at the University of Athens and
philosophy at the College de France. He had published his doctoral dissertation at the Univeisity of Athens under the title Friedrich Nietzsche
in the Philosophy of Law and the State (1909), and had distinguished
himself as a dramatist and prose writer. Sikelianos had appeared to the
public in the more concentrated form of poetic creation. His poem, The
Visionary (1909), his physical beauty and manner of life in general had
already marked him as legendary. The two poets had much in common:
their island origins and common traditions, their faith in the demotic
tongue, their lofty spirituality. At this point it should be noted that each
considered himself predestined for a mission loftier than that of a mere
man of letters. They wished to become initiators and prophets. This
messianic zeal of theirs was due to the overbrimming fullness felt by an
inspired poet, to the antirationalistic spirit of the age, and, more specifically, to the symbolist movement in poetry, which equated Poet and
Prophet. But it was not only passions in common which united the two
poets, but also a spiritual affinity which prepared the ground for friendship—the noblest of sentiments, according to Aristotle.
It was not strange that Kazantzakis and Sikelianos recognized each
other immediately as blood brothers. The first, in his Report to Greco,
describes the spiritual desert that existed in Athens during the first decades
of the twentieth century. He felt utterly isolated in his metaphysical
anguish. "But one day," he tells us, "the light shone. That day I met a
young man of my own age whom I have continued to love and honor
without cease. He was very handsome, and he knew it; he was a great
lyric poet, and he knew it. He had great gentility, rare grace, and nobility.
We became immediate friends; we differed so much from one another
that each at once felt he had need of the other, and that both together
we might constitute the complete man."
Wanderings in Athos and Greece

A few months before his death, Kazantzakis answered some questions
I put to him: "Sikelianos: We made an appointment to meet for the
first time at the Educational Group. Coup de foudre. 2 Three days later
we left for Mount Athos. Forty days. . . . Travels in the Peloponnesos:
Mycenae, Sparta; Mystra, Olympia. . . . We parted in 1922. We parted
does not mean we quarreled; it means we no longer wrote one another,
for I was then living abroad." This brief informative note may act as a
starting-point from which to inspect later events. The wanderings of the
2 "Love

at first sight."
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two poets to all the monasteries of Mount Athos was equivalent to a
pilgrimage and spiritual exercise. Kazantzakis kept a journal—still unpublished—of their travels. Among its pages is a notation which confirms
what I have said about the messianic zeal of both poets: "Monastery
Karakilou, November 29. At night in our beds we talked again about
the essence of our highest desires—to create a religion. Everything made
mature! Ah, how to manifest within us whatever is most profound and
most holy?" When, in his old age, Kazantzakis reread his journal, he
marveled at their youthful self-confidence. "Dear God," he wrote, "what
resolutions we took, what vows we gave! Such certainty is the atmosphere
which at times gives birth to insanity, at times to saintliness and heroism."
Their wanderings over Mount Athos ended on December 25, 1914.
The First World War had been raging in Western Europe since August,
but the two friends were devoted to interests beyond time and place.
During all of 1915 they traveled throughout Greece, seeking the "consciousness of their earth and their race"—if I may use the titles of
Sikelianos's first two books from Prologue to Life. 3 But by now the war
had spread to the Mediterranean. The Greek ship of state was tossed by
disagreements between Venizelos and the king on the central problem
of whether or not it was in Greece's interest to become embroiled in the
titanic struggle. The two poets did not long remain indifferent. On March
27, 1915, they telegraphed the prime minister of their country: "From
Sparta, under the austere inspiration of Artemis Orthia, we send reverend
greetings to the magnanimous citizen who today has been raised to the
supreme sacrifice."
Kazantzakis and Sikelianos lived together from time to time in the
latter's house in Sikii, near Corinth. Eva Sikelianos 4 was often absent in
Athens, where she and Angelos had their permanent residence. Kazantzakis writes: "We lived together in a country house amid pine trees on
the edge of the sea. We read Dante and the Old Testament and Homer;
he recited his verses to me in his thunderous voice; we took long walks.
We tore down and recreated the world; we were both certain that the
soul was omnipotent, but he was thinking of his own soul, and I of
man's." Kazantzakis felt that the particular manner in which they were
educating each other was transforming him profoundly. In May 1915 he
noted in his journal: "My three great teachers—Homer, Dante, Bergson."
On the following day he continued: "All this new evolution of mine I
Vrologue to Life, a book-length poem in four parts, published between 1915
and 1917: "The Consciousness of My Earth," "The Consciousness of My Race,"
"The Consciousness of Woman," "The Consciousness of Faith."
4Sikelian6s married Evelyn Palmer of Bar Harbor in 1907. Their son, Glaukos,
was born in 1909. She collaborated closely with her husband on the Delphic
Festivals, parted with him in 1933 when she went to live in the United States,
but continued to support him financially until his death. Because she had never
been converted to the Greek Orthodox faith, their marriage was annuled, and in
1949 Sikeliaas married Anna Kamban4ri. Eva returned to Greece in 1952, after
Sikelianfis's death that same year, and soon after died and was buried at Delphi.
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owe: (1) To my travels: Mount Athos, Mystra, Delphi. (2) To what
I have been reading lately: Dante, Rodin, Bergson, Claudel. (3) To my
companionship with Sikelianos." Their spiritual elevation, their wanderings amid the holy places of Greece, and their educative readings were
life experiences the two poets shared in common. What it was that
Sikelianos derived from these we may guess from his poem, "Greetings
to Nikos Kazantzakis." Since the poem consists of twenty-three quatrains,
and thus would take up too much space for me to present fully, I shall
confine myself to a resume. Sikelianos and Kazantzakis find themselves
on a high mountain slope on a morning after it has rained. "A mystic
joy in an ineffable worship caused us to raise our hands," says the poet,
"when the voice of my friend"
struck my ear. Brother, blessed be the day I took the road,
the fragrant road that leaves the town, and found you like an
ascetic
under a fir tree, exulting in the feast of the mind,
and we shared as bread together the happiness of the starry sky . . .
"Blessed be that hour," I said, "and thrice blessed when I saw
from afar
that your heart had already reached the summit, and that only a
divine love
had spurred you on to go beyond bitter passions that from the
highest rock
of your power you might look more and more at the complete
sunrise."
The two poets eulogized one another and glorified the hour of their
meeting. The poem condudes:
Like two eagles who in the North rejoice more fully in games
unrestrained,
thus did our minds take a holy road—never the same—to divine
freedom.
The poem concludes with two more stanzas.
The Snare of History

When Kazantzakis had returned from a brief visit to the island of
Sifnos, the two friends went to stay for fifteen days at Sikia'. from the
tenth to the twenty-fifth of August 1915. "In Sikia," Kazantzakis
is wrotethin
his journal, "my life is divinely balanced. I lack for nothing." "Laudato
si, mi Signore, per it fratello Angelo chi e Bello et robustoso et casto et
forte," 5 he added, paraphrasing St. Francis of Assisi's "Hymn to Brother
5 "Be praised, my Lord, for Brother Angelos who is handsome and robust and
chaste and strong."
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Sun." From Sikia, during the first twenty days of September, Kazantzakis
and Sikelianos took various trips to the Peloponnesos. On September 11,
1915, Kazantzakis noted: "We left for Sikia, and at Pâtras learned about
the military mobilization." He is referring to the mobilization called up
by Venizelos during his temporary agreement with the king. The tempestuous times had disrupted the divine indolence of the two poets.
To ensure his livelihood with various odd jobs, Kazantzakis went to
Thessaloniki toward the end of September 1915, where the Anglo-French
troops had already disembarked in their haste to aid the Serbs. He spent
the next two years, however, 1916-1917, in the village of Prastova, in
Mani, where, together with the notorious Zorba, he tried to organize
the operation of a lignite mine for the needs of the war. Sikelianos
stayed with him there during May and June of 1917. After the failure of
this enterprise, Kazantzakis settled in Switzerland, where he spent all of
1918. At the end of February and the beginning of March 1919, we find
him on the island of Spetses with Sikelianos.
In my account I am deliberately omitting the feverish activity of each
poet in order that I may concentrate my attention on their life in common.
But it would not be superfluous to note that in the dispute between
Venizelos and King Constantine, Sikelianos finally took the side of the
King, and in the Athenian newspaper Akropolis published his "political"
poems, "For the King," "The Furnace of Famine," "The Bread of Dung,"
and, later, "Greetings" to King Constantine at the time when he was
abandoning Greece (the poem is dated: Night, June 1, 1917.) Kazantzakis remained faithful to the politics of Venizelos. In May 1919, the
prime minister appointed him director (and a little later director-general)
of the newly created ministry of welfare, and in that capacity Kazantzakis
undertook the difficult task of guiding the repatriation of Greeks from
the Caucasus to a successful conclusion. After the defeat of the Liberal
Party in the election of November 1, 1920, he resigned from his post
and left for Paris, and then later for Germany, where he remained until
the end of January 1921.
A Problematical Relationship

For the period 1920-1924, one as highly dramatic for the nation as
for the relationship between the two poets, I had at my disposal a series
of letters from Sikelianos to Kazantzakis, from which I have gleaned
some information. Critical historical circumstances, and the continuation
of the Asia Minor campaign, led the two poets to darify their differences in regard to their ultimate orientation. During his travels in
Western Europe, and particularly in defeated Germany, Kazantzakis had
absorbed revolutionary and nihilistic ideas. Sikelianos, on the contrary—
as his creative work shows—plunged his roots deeper into his native
country and at the same time sought for Christian inspiration in the
Holy Land, where he traveled in April of 1921. The movements of the
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one were centrifugal, of the other, centripetal. It seems that Kazantzakis's
preoccupation with the practical problems of public service had somewhat
alleviated his soul of messianic aspirations. The spiritual distance which
now separated the two friends is indicated by the long silence which
interrupted their correspondence. Even so, neither one nor the other ever
stopped feeling nostalgic for their old travels together, and both looked
forward to some common activity. However, whatever Sikelianos proposed
seemed to Kazantzakis to be without foundation.
During the first ten days of October 1921, Sikelianos played host
to Kazantzakis in Sikia. On the very day Kazantzakis left, Sikelianos
wrote his friend: "Not a single doubt, not one, can be permitted. I think
our slightest doubt will throw us at the antipodes." This quotation indicates that a new utopia was about to rekindle the relationship between the
two poets. Kazantzakis had brought agitating news from abroad of the
Russian Revolution and of the hopes which thousands of men throughout
the world had placed on this cosmogonic experiment. The two friends
decided to study the revolution at first hand. What significance did they
attribute to this prodigious event? Kazantzakis reported his own opinion
later in the books he wrote about Russia. 6 Sikelianos also was to leave a
sort of testimony in his "Memorandum to His Majesty," written in
March 1922, where he called upon the king to look out on "the wide
Russian steppes" where "the Slavic people had undertaken to light up
in flame, in the face of History," new social values. In October 1921,
the two friends signed an appeal with others "for the suffering multitudes
of Russia." In a letter from Sikii, Sikelianos asked to borrow from
Kazantzakis "a few of the books you have read about Russia." After
eleven days, he returned to the same theme: "Only a trip to Russia is
worthy of us if we were to travel anywhere at this time. But even if this
trip proves impossible, our deprivation will not, of course, prove to be
unfruitful. I can't tell you how deeply I've felt this during these last
days, and how much I tremble in every fiber of my being with the vision
of the Divine Struggle. Whatever I may say, as I face you unceasingly,
is little, 0 my holy, my only Brother."
The trip to Russia was destined to be canceled (Kazantzakis attributed
this to a lack of courage in Sikelianos), and this was to prove fatal to
the relationship between the two friends. In the meantime, a new utopia
had inflamed their imaginations: to found a particular monastery for
spiritual creators, as Nietzsche had once envisaged. Sikelianos had already
in mind the appropriate abbot and the appropriate building, "the palace
of the Duchess of Plaissance." 7 Sikelianos's letters reveal great spiritual
tension and tenderness toward his friend, but many things remain obscure.
Kazantzakis felt uneasy because of an incertitude within him that grew
6These include What I Saw in Russia, 2 vols., Athens, 1928; Toda Raba, a
novel written in French in 1929 and published in Paris in 1934; and History of
Russian Literature, 2 vols., Athens, 1930.
7A mansion on Mount Pen&lis in the Gothic style of the late nineteenth century, now used for various cultural purposes.
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stronger day by day. His nature impeded him from sharing his friend's
enthusiasm. All he had to do was keep silent, but Sikelianos, inspired by
the Muses, interpreted the silence as consent, or at least as a mystic
journey together toward the supreme Good.
The Separation

It had now become dear to both friends that they were not made to
act in common. Their anxiety was augmented by the general mourning
over the Asia Minor disaster of 1922. According to one testimony,
Sikelianos heard of the dreadful news in Sikii.: "He was shattered by
the events, locked himself in his room and wept for three days." We
know how Kazantzakis reacted toward the coming national calamity from
the letter he sent his first wife, Galatea, from Vienna: "June 12, 1922:
Be sure to send me newspapers. I do not want to remain isolated from
the horror of the Greek agony." In another letter from Berlin, dated
September 9, 1922, he wrote: "The news that reaches us here from
Greece is deadful. I wonder if the Greeks now will come to their senses.
Will this catastrophe perhaps be the beginning of a rebirth?" The social
upheaval in Austria had also penetrated his soul. As he recalled Sikelianos's
idyllic way of life, he was provoked to vexation. The spiritual crisis
through which he was passing even caused him to think of suicide. In
his mind he was already delineating the vision he was soon to formulate
in The Saviors of God: Spiritual Exercises. Still a neophyte in his own
credo, he looked upon Sikelianos's visions as purely chimerical. His
rectitude impelled him to declare himself. On December 4, 1922, he
wrote Sikelianos: "I also think of you with sacred expectation. . • . But
our roads have separated. Not because in a critical moment you distrusted
the integrity of my judgment, nor because, forgetting all our decisions,
you took up the old road again. Such lack of courage belongs to the
human side of our existence and is of no importance, ephemeral, and
can have no weight in a view that goes beyond detail and time. But I
feel that my God proceeds constantly in the desert and wants to go beyond
the final task: Hope. . . ."
Sikelianos replied from Delphi on December 9, 1922: "Lack of
courage does not ever, in any way, touch even the margin of my being.
And as for my essential being, I believe it triumphs deep within me,
much before and much after your judgment. . . . If our roads have
separated, as you write, I have never paused to consider it, for my nature
is of another sort, it is beyond and outside all roads. All this is in answer
to your words only. But my spirit is much beyond all that." The tone
of both letters is lofty, temperate, and tender, befitting noble men who
part. Sikelianos, who had "greeted" his meeting with Kazantzakis with
a poem, did not neglect to say "farewell" in another poem:
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Just like St. Dhimitris when he embraced St. George about
the neck, 8
as each ascended on a spirited steed,
and they sensed delightedly that the road was to be long,
and the one horse was iron-gray and the other horse was white,
so I, as I set out to take the great road,
and you were at my side prepared to take another road,
I embraced you around the shoulder as we were mounted,
and said: "May God go with you on your roads, and may you
love me still."
The separation of the two friends was not final, nevertheless. The
chronicle of their friendship will continue to remind one of the movements
of a pendulum.
A Vain Attempt at Reunion

"That we parted does not mean we quarreled; it means we no longer
wrote one another, for I was then living abroad." These are the words
Kazantzakis wrote me in 1957, that is, six years after Sikelianos's death,
when all things had been purified. Events had unfolded somewhat differently, as we shall see. Sikelianos had always hoped for a renewal of their
friendship. But he let two years go by before he permitted his heart to
speak: "Berlin, February 19, 1924. Nikos, when, I wonder, shall we
meet again ? One moment of outer hesitation should never have shaken
us. I shall always share my bread with you, and I think that at times
yours, at times mine, is very salty, as from tears. I don't know whether
we should meet now or later. I know this only: that our strength itself,
our conscience itself, cannot help but make us meet again—gods and
omnipotent both. I have things to convey to you which you want to know
and should know." It is clear, from his last phrase, that Sikelianos had
come to some conclusions about his future course of action and that he
was impatient to tell his friend about it. The first Delphic Festivals were
to take place three years later. 9
We don't know exactly when Kazantzakis received this letter, but by
a later letter from Sikelianos we can infer that his friend not only received
8During their sojourn on Mount Athos, Kazantzakis had taken St. Dhimitrios
as his guardian saint, and SikelianOs had taken St. George.
9At Delphi, where the Amphictyonic Council used to meet in ancient times,
Sikelian6s hoped to establish an ecumenical center where, through a dedication to
a spiritual view of life, without dogma, and through a cultivation of the arts, the
nations of the world might meet to ensure peace and justice. The Prometheus
Bound and Suppliants of Aeschylus were sumptuously produced, athletic games
were held in the stadium on the Delphic heights of Mount Parnassos, Byzantine
music was played, Greek dances were performed, and an international university
was planned.
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the February message but also replied to it. In a new letter, Sikelianos
expounded the ideas that impelled him toward the Delphic endeavor,
and at the same time begged his friend to tell him where his own
inquiry had reached. "If truly it does not tire you," he wrote, "I would
like to know of your deepest yearning when confronting your own
problem, as you would describe it to me. You know that I have never
asked this of you, that I have always remained silent before your silence,
but now it is time, and I do ask it of you. You will not hesitate to force
yourself into a full confession, which the perfect and superhuman attachment I have for you has the right to ask, for the first—and if need be—
for the last time."
In reply to Sikelianos's passionate appeal, Kazantzakis sent him a copy
of his The Saviors of God, which he had finished at the end of March
1923. Sikelianos hesitated to express an opinion about the "credo" of
his friend. His judgment was guarded: "'Worthy'—and not 'unworthy'
is the expression of your anguish, but at the same time, as you yourself
write, it is 'imperfect.' I repeat this to you in your own words." After a
month, fearing that his friend had not completely understood him,
Sikelianos sent him a new, very long letter. Kazantzakis had been living
in Iraklion, Crete, since the fifth of July 1924, and his orientation had
by now become the very opposite of that of Sikelianos. Indeed, he had
become involved in unlawful political action. Sikelianos remained firm
in his convictions and forwarded to his friend his as yet unpublished poem,
"The Delphic Word." The reader of this initiatory text may remain
unmoved by the self-confidence of the poet, but there is no doubting
his sincerity. Sikelianos now considered himself to be a prophet of the
kind described by Edouard Schure in his Les Brands inities, and from
within himself drew out "ontological certainty" for the works he was
planning, which reached their culmination in the Delphic Festivals of
1927. But Kazantzakis did not permit himself to be swept away by his
friend's eloquence. His reply sealed the separation:
I understand your struggle. I know that in Greece it
takes great courage to defend your position, or even to remain
in the same spot, since to fail is here the natural, the recognized,
prudent and "fruitful" evolution of man. When I was in Greece,
I used to say: "If only three or five of us who want to be unyielding would unite and attempt to resist the steady current—not only
resist, but also try to work, transforming as much matter as we
can into spirit." I felt that this was not as yet ripe for Greece; we
three or five still find ourselves to be the forerunners, and whether
we want to or not, we shall struggle, we shall work, and we shall
die in isolation....
I live like an ascetic, quietly, with few means; I work during
the day, sleep during the night, have no ambition, hate no one,
would like to do good to all people. I am like a silkworm who has
eaten up all the mulberry leaves allotted him, has transformed
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them into silk, and now sways his head to the left and the right,
and from his entrails draws out and consolidates in air the precious
essence....
As his letter reveals, Kazantzakis had abandoned a course of action.
From other sources, we know that he had dedicated himself to writing
his Odyssey: A Modern Sequel, which was destined to occupy him over
a period of about twelve years.
The correspondence I have quoted does not need any explanation.
The student now has before him sufficient proof in order to perceive the
natural and spiritual differences which separated the two friends, for all
their mutual esteem and common pool of memories. Their final effort to
come to an understanding was followed by a long silence interrupted by
a few civilities and sentimental complaints, communicated either directly
or through a friend.
Eighteen Years of Silence

From 1924 on, for eighteen whole years, each of the two friends
dedicated himself to his own work, not even exchanging a "good day."
Nevertheless, amid the four hundred letters Kazantzakis sent me during
the thirty-one years of our own friendship, we encounter several testimonies of how Kazantzakis felt: Sikelianos's name appears some forty
times. In May 1927, Sikelianos made the first Delphic Festival a reality.
Kazantzakis urged me to follow these festivals and to bring him truthful
reports. The two articles I published in the Athenian newspaper Nea
Imira (New Day) did not seem to satisfy him. Sikelianos had fascinated
me, and I considered the Delphic Festivals to be the spiritual achievement
of a courageous soul, and the patriotic act of a responsible citizen, since
they took place during the period following the Asia Minor disaster.
From the first moment I approached him at Delphi, Sikelianos offered
me his friendship. When I returned to Athens, I found his first letter
waiting for me at home. Kazantzakis considered- my enthusiasm to be a
pardonable youthful error and did not cease to demonstrate his opinion
that .Angelos was a great poet who squandered precious time searching
for a utopia. This opinion is repeated like a refrain in the letters that
followed. Kazantzakis was inflexible in his judgment because in his own
case he had been condemned for his own messianic zeal. Besides, his
judgments were dictated by the unbounded admiration he had for the
poetic demon of his friend. He would declare his admiration at every
opportunity. "The Terza Rimas," which he wrote in 1934, he dedicated
to Sikelianos, although this dedication did not become known until much
later, when the poem was included in the posthumous publication of
Terza Rimasl° in 1960. When he published The Odyssey; A Modern
loTwenty-one poems written in tern. rima to men and women he admired,
both real and imaginary (Toda Raba, Don Quixote). In his letters, he often
referred to them as his "Cantos" and as "Bodyguards of the Odyssey." They have
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Sequel in a deluxe edition of only 301 copies, he sent one to Sikelianos
with the dedication: "This for my great brother, Angelos Sikelianos,
always, N. Kazantzakis, Easter 1939."
Before we continue the chronicle of the friendship of these two poets,
we should cast a glance on the documents which have been saved regarding Sikelianos's psychological state after the second Delphic Festival of
1930. It is well known that Angelos and Eva had been financially ruined,
since they had spent all they had to mount these festivals, and were
consequently burdened with intolerable debts. The Greek Parliament had
passed Law 6323/1934 "For the establishment of a Delphic Organization,"
which the government had entrusted to a council of many members for
the continuation of the Delphic Festivals. Both Eva and Angelos had
essentially been dislodged from the place due them. From the innumerable
letters Angelos wrote to Eva, we shall choose one ten pages long from
which we shall select a few items of information that will shed light on
the poet's position regarding the new conditions surrounding his Delphic
endeavors, as well as on his return to his clearly creative mission. The
letter, written in French (as was all his correspondence with his wife) is
dated Athens, December 5, 1935. The conclusions which he explicitly
formulates are these: (1) The poet was not inclined to lose "his life's
essence" by arguing interminably with a council of twenty who were
far from understanding his goals. (2) The past year had restored him
to himself and his work with renewed power. And now, methodically
and patiently, he had set himself the task of rebuilding his work from
its foundations. (3) In order to confront manifold difficulties, he wanted
to become the absolute master of his time and his own personal methods.
And for a long time he would be obligated to set aside all the means by
which he had hitherto projected his creative desires. (His italics.)

Theatrical productions—either at Delphi or elsewhere—would create an
obstacle and a contradiction because, with their legitimate but ultimately
exterior radiation, they would deprive him, from educating all who would
follow him. Consequently, he was now in need of a long intermission.
(4) With gratitude, he would accept Eva's financial assistance for the
publication of his Collected Works.
Sikelianos's reorientation of his destiny was manifested in another
manner, less categorical, but much more important: with the return to his
purely poetic mission. The great poems of his new creative period appeared in 1935: "The Sacred Road," 11 "At the Monastery of Blessed
Luke," and others. The years 1936-1937 showed themselves to be even
been translated into iambic pentameter by ICimon Friar and entitled Cantos: Bodyguards of the Odyssey, as yet unpublished. See Friar's Modern Greek Poetry
(Simon and Schuster, 1973) for "Buddha" and "Nietzsche," ICazantzakis's Report
to Greco (Simon and Schuster, 1965) for "Greco," translated by Peter Bien, and
his Journey to the Morea (Simon and Schuster) for "Hideyoshi," translated by
John Chioles.
11 See Friar, Ibid., and Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard's Angelos Sikelianos:
Selected Poems (Princeton University Press, 1979).
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more fruitful: "In a Deserted Field There in Salamis," "Autumn 1936,"
"Carmen Occultum," "The Summit of Mount Nisiros," "Lilith," and
others. The Delphic endeavor did not cease to preoccupy Sikelianos now
and then, but exterior difficulties confined him to purely poetic productions, and for which, according to the majority of his admirers, he had
been -ordained by fate. Kazantzakis saw that the faith he had shown in
"the great lyrical poet" was being confirmed, and he felt warm at heart.
The two friends never ceased thinking of one another during the
long years of their separation. Many times, either Sikelianos or Kazantzakis asked me for news of his friend. I was for both of them a living
connection. This encouraged me to plan a meeting on neutral ground.
The German poet Inge Westpfahl, who was then sojourning in Athens
with her husband, had written a tragedy, Semele, which Kazantzakis had
translated into Greek but had still not published. I induced the poet
to ask Sikelianos to read the translation at the Center of Arts and Letters,
under my supervision. The reading was given on March 24, 1939, as
had been announced, but Kazantzakis did not attend. In introducing the
reading, Sikelianos spoke warmly about Kazantzakis, who was then living
as a recluse on the nearby island of Aegina. An invisible bridge had
been established between them.
Historical Circumstances Hem In the Two Poets

The Greek-Italian War of 1940-1941 created a climate of spiritual
solidarity among the Greeks, which did not leave the two poets untouched.
But Kazantzakis's continuous stay in Aegina deprived them of an opportunity of meeting. Because of a coincidence, however, they were encouraged
to exchange a few messages. Helen Samiou, Kazantzakis's faithful companion since 1924, happened to meet Angelos and his wife, Anna, one
day in 1940, on a mountain in the Peloponnesos. The two women had
known one another at school, but Helen had now met Angelos for the
first time. "What do you say ? Would Nikos like to go with me to
Epiros?" Sikelianos asked her. The Mobilization of Intellectuals had
proposed that he visit the front, in common with other intellectuals and
artists, some who had gone simply to greet the fighters and others to glean
first-hand impressions. Helen imparted the message to Kazantzakis, and
he replied immediately with a postcard: "Aegina, December 27, 1940.
My dear Brother. I will go with you anywhere you want. What joy it
will be to hear our laughter together again. Always. N. Kazantzakis."
But the conditions of war changed day by day, and the plan was frustrated.
Sikelianos did not follow up his proposal. However, as it later became
known, he disembarked one day in Aegina, hired a carriage and readied
his friend's door, but failed to knock. In all probability, his shyness impeded him.
The torments Greece underwent during the German-Italian occupation created a climate wherein all souls became more submissive to the
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dictates of love. Sikelianos sent Kazantzakis a song written in his own
hand. Kazantzakis replied:
Dear brother. I received your precious song in manuscript, and
I had read and rejoiced in your other song in Née Estia. Always
St. Dhimitris stands at the side of St. George, and more than ever
before, in these critical moments. When you sent a message with
Helen to ask if I would want to go with you to Epiros, I wrote
you immediately that I would go with the greatest joy. I did not
receive an answer. I passed by your house in Athens in January,
to see you, but did not find you in; you once came to Aegina,
approached, but did not enter my house. It is time we met at last.
Perhaps we should now, in Greece's fateful hour. But how? And
where? Decide. May our "God" grant that 1942 be filled with
action, and that the two steeds, the white and the iron-gray, may
fight side by side.
The Friends Meet Again

The road had now been opened for the much-desired encountermuch-desired for three friends. Both Kazantzakis and I were born on
the same day of the same month, and we liked to celebrate our birthdays
together. In January 1942, I invited him to be my guest in Athens for
a few days. Although he had great difficulty in obtaining permission
from the Germans to leave Aegina, he was at my house on February 18.
Sikelianos knocked on my door the following morning. The two friends
fell into each other's arms: Sikelianos effusively, Kazantzakis somewhat
restrainedly. Before they had well overcome the first flush of their encounter, they had begun to plan how they could live together. Angelos
decided at once to settle in Aegina with his wife, Anna.
During the first ten days of April 1942, Angelos and Anna went to
Aegina for three days in order to prepare settling there. The painter
Takis ICalrnoilhos offered them his home, which was only a few steps
away from Kazantzakis's home. On April 12, 1942, Kazantzakis wrote
to Sikelianos: "My dear and great Brother. Words cannot describe the
pleasure and joy which your being here has left behind you; all this
desolate shore has taken on another essence. I count the days that separate
us from your definite arrival."
On exactly the same day Sikelianos had written Kazantzakis and
Helen from Athens: "My dears, those delicate and divinely joyful days,
mornings and twilights and evenings, with their insensible holy fever,
throb today in our pulses and cry out to strengthen our solitude by your
side on the promontory you hold, in a sentry of immortal friendship,
life, and creativity, the conquest of Time "
Angelos and Anna settled down in Aegina on May 14, 1942, and remained there until the end of October of the same year. During this period
Sikelianos wrote the play Daedalos in Crete, which later he dedicated to
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Kazantzakis, and "The Supreme Lesson," 12 dedicated to Anna. Helen
Kazantzakis has described the circumstances of their life in common in
her book, Nikos Kazantzakis: A Biography how they suffered together
during the occupation and struggled to survive, how they created their
work. Some information about what the two poets were writing are contained in the letters Kazantzakis sent me during this period. In a letter
to Sikelianos, he recollects nostalgically the days they passed together:
"Aegina, October 28, 1942. Dear Brother. Words cannot describe how
much this place longs for you. The fact that you once lived here has
given a new essence to my desolate shore. . . ." Sikelianos also was
nostalgic for the paradisiacal days in Aegina, but he could not obtain
permission from the Germans to return to the island.
—

The Two Friends After the Country's Liberation

The government of George Papandreou arrived in Athens in the middle
of October 1944. The prime minister had brought from Egypt a decree
that nominated Kazantzakis, Sikelianos, Vlahoyannis, and Parthenisla
for membership to the Athens Academy. The decree had to be published
in the Government's Official Gazette in order to become valid, but the
prime minister was persuaded that the normal electoral proceedings of
the Academy should be observed. Two empty chairs in literature were
publicly announced, the two poets submitted their applications, but the
verdict of the Academy went against them. The communist uprising of
December 1944 had confused the minds of many. Papandreou's government also considered sending Kazantzakis and Sikelianos to the United
States to support the rights of Greece before American intellectuals. On
November 11, 1944, in order to avoid unnecessary complications abroad,
Kazantzakis married Helen, his faithful companion for eighteen years,
in the Church of St. George of Karitsis in Athens, with Angelos as best
man and Anna as bridesmaid—thirty years exactly from the first meeting
of the two friends.
Kazantzakis was sworn in as minister without portfolio in the
Sofotilis government on November 26, 1945, and as part of his responsibility prepared for the national mission to the United States. The trip,
however, was finally canceled, and Kazantzakis resigned his post at the
Ministry, as announced in the Government's Official Gazette on January
26, 1946. One is inclined to believe that his collaboration with Sikelianos
on a practical level had always been doomed to failure.
New opportunities, however, came to unite the destinies of the two
friends. At the beginning of 1946, the Society of Greek Writers, of
which Kazantzakis was president, proposed Sikelianos to the Swedish
Academy as a candidate for the Nobel Prize in Literature. On May 27
12See

Friar, Ibid.
IsYinnis Vlahoyfinnis (1867-1942), eminent Greek historian. K6stas Parthenis
(1879-1967), eminent Greek painter.
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of the same year, the same society, this time under a new president,
submitted to the Swedish Academy the joint candidacy of Sikelianos and
Kazantzakis. Kazantzakis accepted after he had first secured the wholehearted consent of Sikelianos. But Angelos's first nomination had not
succeeded, and the second joint nomination was proposed too late to meet
the deadline. Sikelianos's friends, nevertheless, began to protest that
Kazantzakis had planned to snatch the prize for himself. The political
dimate of the times favored fanaticism. Kazantzakis was convinced that
his own conduct had been irreproachable. But the Swedish Academy
rejected the candidacy of the two Greek Dioscuri and awarded the prize
to Hermann Hesse in 1946, to Andth Gide in 1947, to T. S. Eliot in 1948,
and to William Faulkner in 1949.
The Illness and Death of Sikelianos

During 1947-1951, a heart disease of some years standing, that at
times got better and at times relapsed, continued to trouble Sikelianos.
In May 1950, the poet suffered a stroke that paralyzed his left leg.
Reverberations of these sad events are to be found in Kazantzakis's letters.
When death came to his friend on June 19, 1951, Kazantzakis found
the right tone to lament the great poet, the companion of his youth:
My dear Brother, never before was Angelos so dose to me, so
much within me, as in all these days. For some men death is unacceptable, it had never occurred to me that he could die; what
I felt when this terrible blow fell was indignation and astonishment. I cannot tolerate the thought that so many persons of no
consequence should be living and that such a perfect being should
vanish. I am tempted to open the black door and to leave. On
the dung heap of this earth my mind sits, like Job, and howls:
"It's unjust, it's unjust, I won't accept it!" All these days I pace
back and forth and follow what is happening under the ground
in a grave in Athens; I follow his decomposition with horror,
hour after hour, and I do not speak, 14 but I hold the beloved
corpse, like a Pieta., in my outstretched arms; I sleep and wake
and walk, and will not let go of it. And I know that I shall carry
this Epitaphiosi 5 around with me for many years, and as time passes
so much the more shall the pain and anger within me rage. Time
has never been able to soften my wounds, and this wound is the
greatest of them
In a letter written a little later, on August 5, 1951, Kazantzakis informs
me that he intends to write a book about his friend:
"See that powerful passage in The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel where the slave
describes the six waves of worms that eat up a corpse: VII, 750-802.
15 Epitaphios: An icon depicting Jesus dead.
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Beloved Brother, that my pain might be relieved a little, I have
decided to write a book about Angelos; we got to know much of
Greece together, we struggled together in utterly different ways
and by antithetical means, and perhaps it would be useful for
future Greeks to learn of the intensity and the flame that joined
us and that held us united for forty years.
Forty years united, then! And we, who thought of them as separated
for eighteen years! Their continuity was dictated "by the reasons of the
heart unknown to reason itself." 18 From the moment they first met to
the moment of their irrevocable parting, their hearts remained faithful
to their friendship, to the deep affinity which united them. "It is necessary," wrote Sikelianos to Kazantzakis in 1920, "for the body of our
friendship to rise divinely to the summit of Creation." In truth, poetic
creation was for both their common fatherland, their Upper Jerusalem,
invisible to others. Two months later, still scorched by death, Kazantzakis
wrote me from Antibes: "Beloved Brother, during the past two days I
have been gazing with deep emotion on the photograph you sent me of
Sikelianos's death mask, which I have placed on my desk. When I return
to Greece I shall buy a plaster cast of the mask, and I shall never part
from it."
Now that both poets are reposed in the ground but are also resting
eternally in our hearts, what else have we to do but to summarize the
chronicle of their friendship? Kazantzakis had himself longed to write
this chronicle, hoping to find some consolation for the death of his
friend. He managed only to dedicate his translation of the Divine Comedy
to the memory of his friend, and to devote a chapter about their friendship in his autobiography, Report to Greco. In his dedication he hails
Sikelianos as "il miglior fabbro del parlar materno," 17 thus granting to
his friend the highest possible praise a poet may yearn for. This dedication is equivalent to an act of modesty because throughout his life
Kazantzakis had never ceased to temper and to hammer the metal of his
mother tongue. There is no rivalry after death. The common fate of
mortals brings all things to an equal level. Our two poets henceforth
sojourn fraternally in those meadows of asphodel of which Sikelianos
sang in his poem, "The Visionary."
—Translated from the Greek by Kimon Friar

16 From Pascal's Pensees: "Les raisons du coeur que la raison ne connait pas."
17 In Dante's Purgatorio, XXVI, 117, the poet Guido Guinicelli (ca. 1230-ca.

1276) points out to Dante the Provencal poet Arnaut Daniel (ca. 1180-1200) and
calls him "the better craftsman of the mother tongue."
[Notes by the translator.]

Christopher Columbus:
Kazantzakis's Final Play
by PETER BIEN

On May 11, 1949, when Kazantzakis began to write the play that he
had provisionally entitled The Golden Apple, he dearly intended it to be
classical in technique: short, unified, and limited to four characters.' The
finished work, however, is very different: long, with five major characters,
a chorus, and two pageants or visions involving five additional characters,
in this case supernatural ones. Nor are the classical unities observed; each
of the four acts has a different setting, and the action involves considerable
gaps in time. Clearly, the original conception changed over the three
months during which the play was written? Instead of the measured purity
of classical drama, Kazantzakis came to favor something much more
sprawling, experimental . . . and alive!
What he had in mind is indicated by the heading on a page of one
of his unpublished notebooks: "Columbus—surrealist." Beneath this
heading are three brief jottings: 3
Columbus, by desiring, creates America, which did not exist
before his desire. How America is created sous le souffle [under
the inspiration) of Columbus. A[u] fur et a mesure [gradually).
Whenever he lost courage, America disappeared. When he believed, the mountains spring up, the valleys are formed.
Columbus's father weaver. Similarly, he (Columbus)
wove America, and at the same time he forged his chains.
Dissolution of time and place, and of all logic. Free play.
We shall return to the first two of these jottings in due course; for the
moment, we should be particularly interested in the last one, since the
play as we know it, while clearly more sprawling and experimental than
1Tetrakdsia greimmata tou Kazantaki story Preveldki (Athens, 1965), p. 608.
2The first draft was completed on July 27, 1949; revisions took place early in

August (see TetrakOsia greimmata, pp. 612, 614).
3Notebook VII, page 55. I translate the Greek but retain the French. Clearly,
Kazantzakis does not use the term "surrealist" in a precise, technical sense, but
merely to signal that he will include some non-realistic elements.
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the "classical" Kotiros, for example, is actually not very surrealistic, and
does not dissolve time, place, and logic in the interests of the kind of free
play or romantic fantasy that Kazantzakis had come to admire so much
in Shakespeare's The Tempest and had long aspired to recreate in his
own Akritas.
Technically, Christopher Columbus is a compromise, which perhaps
explains why it is so good. There is evidence that Kazantzakis indeed did
at first attempt to emphasize the surrealistic elements more, but then
drew back under the sober criticism of his friend Pandells Prevel4fris. 4
The retrenchment took place later, in 1954, when there was some possibility that the work might be staged in Greece and also in Norway. 5
Apparently, Kazantzakis doubted that the directors would be able to do
justice to his vision and that his readers or audience would be able to
assimilate the experimental element.° Accordingly, he removed a twelvepage scene in heaven that, interrupting the final scene on the ocean (Act
IV), had dissolved time, place, and logic. In the revised version, the
scene in heaven is done as a dream vision cum pageant, complete with
cinematographic projection, as the exhausted, overwrought Columbus
(who in real life, on his second voyage, went for thirty-three days with
almost no sleep and then fell into "a lethargy that deprived him of sense
and memory") 7 slumps to the bottom of the mast in a momentary trance
immediately after the first glimpse of an off-shore bird convinces him
that his "insane" desire is actually coming true. So this vision, although
experimental and perhaps even pioneering in its use of the cinema, is
certainly not surrealistic; on the contrary, it follows the logic of psychological exhaustion, while it also continues the standard tradition, present
in various literary genres, of the apocalyptic vision of future events. 5 The
only more-or-less unrealistic or surrealistic scene remaining in the play
is the brief prelude to Act II, where, in church, a statue of the Virgin
and a statue of Christ engage in conversation and then address a question
4 lnformation

5 Tetrakdsia

obtained in an interview with Mr. Pandelis Prevelakis.

greimtnata, pp. 664, 674, 682, 720. Neither of these productions

seems to have materialized. But the play was produced at the Demotic Theater,
Piraeus, by Minos Katrikis in 1974 and again by him in Athens at the Herod
Atticus Theater as part of the 1980 Athens Festival. In addition, it was mounted
three times in Argentina (in 1966, 1967, and 1969) and once in Mexico (1974)
in Miguel Castillo Didier's translation.
cTetrakesia grdmmata, p. 671.
7EncyclopaediaBritannica (1962), vol. VI, p. 81.
8 Thomas Mann exploits the logic of psychological exhaustion in a similar way,
to gain an experimental effect, in the famous "Snow" chapter in The Magic Mountain. The most celebrated apocalyptic vision of the future in English literature is
Adam's at the end of John Milton's Paradise Lost. Both of these visions, like
Kazantzakis's, juxtapose paradisiacal with hellish scenes. All this goes back, of
course, to the Book of Revelation, but the ultimate source of such juxtapositions,
in my opinion, is Homer's depiction of the two cities on the shield of Achilles
(Iliad, XVIII, 490-540).
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to the Saint Christopher depicted on one of the stained glass windows,
who proceeds to answer them "laughingly, in a thunderous voice." 9
Technically, then, the finished Christopher Columbus conforms neither
to the classical norms originally intended for The Golden Apple nor to
the fully surrealistic scheme mentioned in the notebooks. It is a compromise: sufficiently realistic, historically accurate, and psychologically
insightful to bring us into contact with the real man who actually did
discover America, yet sufficiently abstracted out of reality to bring us into
contact with the Columbus myth and, through that, with Kazantzakis's
beloved "eternal symbols." Best of all, the abstraction or free play (to
invoke again Kazantzakis's surrealistic goal) is achieved not so much by
fancy theatrical innovations as by a heightened tone of voice—an importunity of utterance that somehow escapes the artificiality and sterility
of our author's "high style," because it is conveyed in the rhythms of
more-or-less normal speech and does not distort what we know about the
historical Columbus's perseverance.
This technical structure, avoiding as it does the extremes of both innovation and conservation, becomes the vehicle of a political, social, and
personal approach to life much more balanced than that found, for example, in either Fratricides or Kofiros. What Christopher Columbus does,
in effect, is to return us to the paradox of tragic affirmation found at the
heart of Christ Recrucified—the paradox whereby the upward struggle
for the tangible improvement of life encounters its negation as soon as
achievement begins to replace aspiration, and nevertheless must be eternally
renewed, without loss of heart. Thus the wandering refugees of that
novel, who dream of a new home where justice will pertain and violence
be eliminated, and who are subjected to more injustice and violence than
ever as they attempt to translate this dream into reality, nevertheless move
on into the future with their dream still intact. Spiritual values are
affirmed, but tragically. A balance is achieved between the utter desolation
of Fratricides and the utter affirmation of Koiiros or—to go back to 1910
—The Masterbuilder.

The same balance appears in Christopher Columbus, which, like the
works just mentioned, and like Kazantzakis's personal experience after
the Germans withdrew from Greece in 1944, involves at first the dream
of a journey to a "new world," a crossing "from the old, well-trod world
to the virgin one. From soil to gold" (p. 173). In this case, the dream
does become reality, Columbus does discover the new world that he had
created by desiring and that "did not exist before his desire." But the
dream's realization is also its negation; instead of the virgin paradise he
had imagined, Columbus creates a hell of slavery, exploitation, suffering,
betrayals, and personal disillusion. The play diagrams what happened in
Greece between 1944 and 1949.
It is essential to realize that the tragedy arises not because certain
9Nikos Kazantzakis, Thiatro, vol. III (Athens, Difros, 1956), p. 197. Subsequent references will be included in the text. Translations are mine.
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forces of evil overpower the forces of good. Instead, the forces of good
contain within themselves the dynamic of their own negation. Columbus
wove America, and, at the same time, forged his own chains (historically,
Columbus actually was at one point sent back from the new world to
Spain in chains and fetters). In a sense, Christ himself produced the
narrow-minded cruelty of priests like Grigoris; EAM-ELAS wove the
intransigent fanaticism of soldiers like Kazantzakis's character Loukis in
Fratricides. In Bergsonian terms, the upward-spurting fountain of life, its
spray so free and effervescent, congeals into ugly, heavy droplets that fall
back again to earth. As always in the tragic view, evil stems from good
and does not simply oppose good.
Yet we must ultimately accept and affirm this entire situation in its
full complexity, doing this with clear-eyed understanding (i.e., with the
"Cretan glance"), without distorting the balance between optimism and
pessimism. The "surrealistic" introduction to Act II establishes the paradigm followed by Columbus himself at the play's magnificent condusion.
The statues of the Virgin and Christ, we remember, exchange words in
the hearing of the stained glass Saint Christopher, a Christopher who is
depicted as carrying the Christ Child on his shoulders. Mary begs Christ
to have pity on Columbus:
You know full well what awaits him—ingratitude, illness, poverty,
chains! Stretch out your hand, send him back! (p. 196)
But Christ refuses. Columbus is destined to place the Holy Infant on his
own shoulders and to carry him across the ocean—is destined to despise
happiness and comfort in the interests of a great idea. "Only thus," says
Christ, "can the world mature," whereupon he turns to the stained glass
window and asks the Saint, "Have you changed your mind? Do you
want to turn back ?" "Never!" is the thunderous reply, affirming the
dream in spite of the dream's own dynamic of negation. This, in effect,
sets up the ending. Columbus—about to realize his dream at last—is
vouchsafed a double, balanced vision. First, there is the Heavenly City,
the fabulous new world which he had created by desiring:
Paradise ! Just now emerged from the sea, newly washed, fully
virgin. Look at the people, how they are sitting beneath the trees,
naked, entirely pure, two by two, men and women, embracing. . . .
Embracing innocently, like insects (p. 280). . . .
Then, alas, comes the negation: wailing, threats, hoots, blood, the innocent natives initially begging Columbus to leave, afterwards hunting him
down, wounding him in the name of each of the islands he discovered—
San Salvador, Santa Maria de la Conception, Fernandina, Isabella,
Cuba . . .; the blacksmith already forging the chains which, in a deeper
sense, Columbus had forged himself in the very process of desiring a new
world; the frenzied widows running after him upon his return to Spain,
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demanding from him the husbands, sons, and brothers he in effect had
killed (pp. 281-5). For a moment, Columbus weakens, feels sorry for
himself, wishes to escape. The first angel tempts him: "Almighty God
created you free. . . . Turn back!" But Columbus replies resoundingly,
as had Saint Christopher earlier, "Never!" Then the second angel, repeating the temptation, pushes matters to the crucial, final stage:
You still have time to escape. Turn back! Why don't you reply?
Do you accept the misery or don't you? Answer!
Columbus cries "I accept!" The tempters vanish, the psychic drama ends.
Columbus emerges from his trance, and the play proceeds to its beautiful
coda in which, land having been sighted, everyone is congratulating
Columbus, fawning over him, the formerly mutinous sailors swearing
renewed allegiance, whereas the captain himself remains with lowered
sight, refusing to set eyes on what he has desired so pertinaciously for
eight years: the new world. "Look," cries the Abbot, "Antiilia, your
AntiIlia. Aren't you happy?" "I'm happy," Columbus gasps with bitterness, whereupon he breaks into uncontrollable sobs as the curtain falls
on what is certainly one of the most brilliantly unexpected endings in
Kazantzakis's oeuvre.
Despite the final emotion, we must not think the conclusion pessimistic. Kazantzakis is not telling us that aspiration for a new and better
world—precisely what he and so many others desired with such optimism
after the German withdrawal—is futile, only that it is complex. Columbus
does not turn back; nor does he renounce his endeavor, any more than
Christ, in The Last Temptation, will renounce his. The point is that men
who dream of a better world do succeed in establishing that world in
the imaginative consciousness of mankind even if nowhere else, thereby
spurring other men to conceive new dreams—men who, when they come
in their turn to experience the complexity of action, will accept negation
along with the originally pure conception, reaffirming once again the
tragic dignity of human endeavor. Hope remains, although certainly not
sentimentalized hope. Instead, the play balances pessimism against optimism, fatalism against activism, just as, technically, it balances realistic
elements against surrealistic ones, history against myth. Taking a universally known subject, it renews that subject's eternal symbols in a fresh
way, consistent with Kazantzakis's own experiences between 1944 and
1949 of unrealized or perverted dreams and also consistent with his
refusal, despite these experiences, to turn back.
Given Kazantzakis's preferred mode, the mythic one, his artistic
success depended to a great extent on two factors: first, the particular
story or figure he chose to convey ideas that were old, and, secondly,
the treatment. If the story were too remote from modern consciousness,
or too incompatible with the ideas it would be forced to project (since
Kazantzakis never let ideas grow out of subject matter, but always sought
subjects that would flesh out a preconceived set of ideas), then the
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resulting work would be bookish, arbitrary, or both. If the treatment were
too artificially elevated, then the resulting work would be sterile. Christopher Columbus is successful precisely because all these pitfalls were
skirted. The story, far from being remote from our modern consciousness,
is the paradigm of a whole series of similar sagas of heroic exploration
and achievement, all of which still offer to the modern imagination the
same kind of mythic power that the stories of Jason, Hercules, or Alexander offered the ancient consciousness—a series reaching from Sir Walter
Raleigh, Magellan, and Captain Cook down to the astronauts of our own
day. Far from being incompatible with the ideas it had to convey, the
myth-history of Columbus already contained all the "insane" dreaming,
perseverance, fortitude, idealizing expectation, and disillusioning realization that Kazantzakis needed. Thus he did not have to distort his
material to the point where the manipulation became painful to the reader
or viewer. What he did, simply, was to accelerate and telescope the disillusion. Historically, Columbus was not returned to Spain in fetters until
1500; Kazantzakis—relying on our knowledge of the subsequent events—
allows his hero to anticipate this turnabout as early as October 12, 1492.
As for the treatment, I have already attempted to analyze how Kazantzakis
was saved from the sterile purity of his high style by his desire to make
the play surrealistic, and then how he was saved from surrealistic chaos
by his desire to see his play produced and understood, all of which
resulted in a fortunate technical compromise or balance whereby we see
before us real people speaking believable lines which at the same time—
because of their sustained importunity—raise the proceedings above realism into the domain of eternal symbolization.
The subject had been incubating in Kazantzakis's mind for over twenty
years, 1 ° hatching when he needed a way to find a balance once again
between dream and reality, achievement and disillusioning failure. I say
this because I think the case of Columbus illustrates the fundamental way
in which Kazantzakis worked in general. Given the extraordinary richness
of his experience—the plunder he amassed because of the intensity with
which, from boyhood onward, he had confronted the world both intellectually and sensually—he accumulated a huge treasury of possible subjects all waiting patiently to be "liberated" by having their eternal symbols renewed in his art. This, however, is not the important point; the
important point is that often in Kazantzakis's career the subject had to
wait until circumstances were precisely right. The clearest example is
Buddha, whose eponymous play gestated in the prolonged manned described
by me elsewhere. 11 Zorba is another instance, Jesus and Saint Francis still
others. All of these, and Columbus as well, were picked out of the bag
of treasures when the outward and inward circumstances of Kazantzakis's
10More accurately, Kazantzakis's acquaintance with the Columbus story goes
back to his boyhood. See Report to Greco (New York, 1965), p. 58.
11 In Nga Ertia, Christmas 1977, pp. 97-110; more briefly, in my Introduction
to Buddha, translated by Kimon Friar and Athena Dallas-Damis (San Diego,
California, Avant Books, 1983).
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life—circumstances often political in character—made the choice a logical
one. Zorba could not have been written, at least not in the same way, in
1919, 1937, or 1949; Christ Recrocified could not have been written in
1920—even though, in both of these cases, all the material was in Kazantzakis's treasury by the earliest date mentioned. There was usually some
political experience behind Kazantzakis's choices; he was not just churning
out work after work in a random order.
The basic ingredients for the play Christopher Columbus had entered
his experience as early as September 1926, when he first traveled to Spain.
But, as I said, the symbols did not receive their renewal for over two
decades. The thoughts of 1926 are preserved for us in the short section
on Columbus in the travel book Spain, 12 in the chapter on Seville.
There, in the cathedral, he visited Columbus's tomb, 13 engraved with the
names of the three famous ships, the Santa Maria, Pinta, and Nifia. Behind
the tomb he saw a canvas depicting Saint Christopher crossing a river
with the Christ Child on his shoulders—obviously the original of the
stained glass Saint in the play. The remainder of the play, in essence, is
contained in Kazantzakis's 1926 meditation upon the tomb:
Only one thing—the most important—is lacking for the great man's
story to be complete: the chains with which he was bound in order
to be transported to his homeland from the world he had discovered.
The bitterness of Columbus's tragic fate poisoned my mind.
He had been "intoxicated by the stars" that bestrode the prow.
He looked out over the empty sea, far out toward the west. He
wasted away—wasted away like the silkworm that is finally filled
with silk and draws itself out of its own insides, knitting the
cocoon. Similarly, one might say, this Don Quixote of the sea
drew himself out of his insides night and day—without speaking,
full of obstinacy—and created the new continent, flesh of his flesh.
Until one day the dream broke away from him and the first birds
appeared, clutching bits of green grass in their claws. . . .
Contained in this meditation, ready to be fleshed out into dialogue and
action, are the play's central ideas: (1) that Columbus "by desiring,
creates America, which before his desire did not exist"; and (2) that
the dream's realization is its negation.
The remaining historical details Kazantzakis presumably learned in
1940, when financial needs forced him to compose a novelistic biography
of the great explorer (he chose not to publish it under his own name). 14
Queen Isabella's hesitations, the role of the battle against the Moors in
Granada, Columbus's persistence, the general interest in fabulous western
12New

York, 1963, p. 125, cited below in my translation.
his cenotaph. The actual remains lie elsewhere, apparently.
14Tetrak6ria greimmata, pp. 386, 500.
13Presumably
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isles collectively called Antillia, Spain's need for gold, the collaboration
of Juan and Alonso, not to mention again the oft-mentioned chains—all
this comes into the play with reasonable historical accuracy, although
also, of course, with certain artistic liberties (two historical Alonsos, for
example, are coalesced into a single fictional one).
Having fetched out of his treasury the portrait of Saint Christopher,
the original meditations on the tomb, and the historical details researched
as hack work in 1940, Kazantzakis possessed in May 1949 a subject which
could be developed so that it spoke specifically to his political and personal situation at that time, while it still retained enough of its original
character to be recognized as a universal myth. The development, we
should remember, was meant to be a balanced one in which fruition
became darkly complex in light of the disappointing realities of achievement, yet without being nullified or vitiated. Kazantzakis's way of attaining this balance is extremely daring, because the method which he chose
to produce balance was imbalance. Almost the entire play is positive,
building up our confidence in the power of Columbus's will and imagination, as though he were another Theseus (in Kogros) setting out to
replace a decadent old world with a "golden" new one, without so much
as the intervention of a transitional age. Everything goes right for him.
His enemy Alonso becomes his friend; Isabella, despite herself, is won
over to his cause. And, of course, we know from the start that he does
discover Antillia! Thus he rises higher and higher in our estimation, just
as he does in his own. His extravagant claims seem not so much the
impudence of a maniac as the prophecies of an inspired genius or saint.
If I hold out my hand, the world, like a golden apple, comes
and sits in my palm. (p. 209)
Have faith in me. . . . I believe the great soul can create what
does not exist; that is my great secret. (p. 228)
Non-existence is the name we give to what we still have not
desired. (p. 240)
Blessed is he . . . who retains during daylight his nighttime
dreams and struggles to translate them into action ! That's what I
call youth, that's what I call faith. Only thus can the world move
forward. (p. 244)
For once, Kazantzakis's clichés seem to be dictated by characterization: to
be dramatically justifiable. We feel that these sentiments emerge naturally
from Columbus himself as opposed to being forced through the character's
mouth by the author. The magic of art lifts us into a heroic world where
men are giants—into a world like that of the Iliad, whose warriors are
not such as men are now. Columbus seems dependent on Isabella, it is
true. (See pages 239-54, and note that the confrontation is treated once
more in terms of relationships between will and mind, dream and practicality, as with Theseus and Ariadne in Kogros). But, even in this case,
the mariner's importunity ultimately transcends circumstance, so that the
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Queen, the victory over the Moors, Spain's financial plight, all seem
somehow part of his original conception rather than independent forces
outside of that conception. In any case, by the end of Act III, we see a
protagonist who is wish-fulfillment personified, a man whose volition,
imagination, and self-confidence have disposed of every hindrance, a man
who is acting as though he were absolute, as though a god, and getting
away with it.
I mentioned the Iliad. Now I wish to say that Columbus is very much
like Achilles, the prototype of all heroes who, although mortal, act as if
they were immortal. Achilles, too, has his way throughout a great portion
of the epic; his will seems actually to determine the course of the fighting
—specifically, the Trojan attack on the Achean camp and ships. Homer's
achievement in the Iliad is to make us consider Achilles throughout all
this as not just a peevish or childish megalomaniac but as a man with
sufficient depth of soul to be able to register, later, the truth that he is
not absolute: that his dream has in effect caused Patroclus's death and,
through this death, irreparable injury to himself. Kazantzakis achieves
something similar with Columbus, although obviously on a much smaller
scale. Three full acts, and even part of the fourth and last act, are devoted
to building up Columbus's dream of absolute control over circumstances
precisely in a way that prevents us from considering our hero a fool. On
the contrary, Columbus's stature becomes sufficiently grand in our view
so that the reversals which follow do not negate his previous stance but
simply—as suggested earlier—complicate and deepen it. In this way, a
balance between fruition and failure, dream and reality, the absolute and
the relative, is made possible by a serious imbalance in the mode of
presentation, with nine-tenths of the play being devoted to the positive
side and one-tenth to the negative.
All this enables Kazantzakis to introduce the negative aspect at the
end without fear that it will undo his positive position. We should
remember, also, that he prepared for it earlier in the tiny dream-like
episode at the start of Act II, where the Virgin laments Columbus's forthcoming disillusion. Thus when the angels descend into the Admiral's
trance at the very end of Act IV, with their double vision of heaven and
hell, they do not function as some wholly unexpected dei ex machina
twisting the action arbitrarily round in a new direction. Instead, as so
often with divine visitors in Homer, they serve to project the depth and
complexity of the hero's soul, and at the same time they respond to a
dynamic established earlier on the supernatural level, technically, as a
way of reflecting what happens generically in the natural world of men.
Christopher Columbus, in its tragic affirmation, states Kazantzakis's
ultimate political position, the one that received obsessive restatement
throughout his final years, reflecting his own acceptance of the relativity
of political endeavor. We should also remember that this work is his final
play—the last of a theatrical oeuvre adding up to at least nineteen completed playscripts. Kazantzakis was not a great dramatist; yet plays like
Christopher Columbus—not to mention Buddha, Othello Returns, Sodom
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and Gomorrah, Capodistrias, Day Is Breaking, The Masterbuilder, Melissa

—show the extraordinary talent, the extraordinarily diverse talent, that he
possessed in this genre but never developed to the full. He worked too
quickly in many cases, wrote too much, and was deprived throughout his
career, except at the very beginning, of the chance to revise his plays in
light of actual production. He also labored, of course, under the conventions of declamatory style imposed upon so many twentieth-century Greek
writers by ancient Greek drama as it has been played in contemporary
Greece, and under the absence of any significant modern Greek theatrical
tradition. His theatrical oeuvre touches the modes of Aeschylus, Sophodes, Ibsen, Shaw, Pirandello, Sartre, Claude!, Shakespeare, Maeterlinck,
Racine, and Brecht ( !) —which is fine, but also not fine, because he never
really developed his own, dearly identifiable mode, nor pushed the genre
in a new direction. The remarkable thing is that, given all this, the plays
are often as good as they are (especially for the armchair). If Kazantzakis's huge talent—a talent whose vitality is impressively evident in
Christopher Columbus—had enjoyed the circumstances available to dramatists in other countries, there is considerable likelihood that he would
have made a lasting contribution to the stage.
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A Frank Says "Thank You"
to Nikos Kazantzakis*
by ROGER GREEN

I speak as a representative of all foreign readers of Kazantzakis. I
offer this talk not as a lecture, but as a poem in prose, although not, I
hope, as a prosaic poem.
Sun, my great levantine, my golden thinking-cap,
I like to put you on askew, I want to play
While you live, while I live, that our common heart may rejoice.
If I am not mistaken, few people recognize those lines immediately. They
are, however, the first lines of the Odyssey by Nikos Kazantzakis. Perhaps,
after a good number of centuries, they will pass into the common memory.
Meanwhile, in my humble opinion, Kazantzakis's true, "Sing to me,
Muse, of the man of many wiles . . ." is the following:
I met him for the first time at Piraeus harbor. I had gone
down to the port to take the boat to Crete. It was nearly daybreak.
It was raining. A strong sirocco was blowing and the sea-spray
reached as far as the small café. With the glass doors dosed the
air smelled of human sweat and sage tea. Outside it was cold and
the windows had steamed up with breath. Five or six seamen, who
had sat up all night, wearing rough brown goat's wool clothes,
were drinking their coffee and sage tea and gazing at the sea
through the blurred window-panes.
I am sure there is no need for me to tell you where that paragraph
comes from. For us, the foreigners of Europe, at least (the Franks, as
Kazantzakis so frequently calls us in his books), it constitutes not only
the beginning of The Life and Times of Alexis Zorba, but also the "Sing
to me, Muse, of the man of many wiles . . ." of the whole of modern
Greek writing. I use the word "writing" since it is more suitable than the
*This essay was originally a talk given at the Hotel Mirabello, Ayios NikOlaos,
Crete, on the evening of Sunday, June 26, 1983, as a contribution to celebrations
of the centenary of Nikos Kazantzakis's birth. This translation of the original
Greek text and also all translations of quotations from the works of Kazantzakis
are by the speaker, Roger Green.
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word "literature," but neither the one nor the other is the mot juste. But
do not misunderstand me. I do not agree with those who say that Kazantzakis has no place whatsoever in the world of writing. His place is in life,
which, of course, includes writing, but which also indudes many other
things, many—to use a word which I first encountered in Kazantzakislife-elements.
The first paragraph of Alexis Zorba is not, of course, the actual beginning of modern Greek writing. But it is the beginning for thousands of
foreigners. Perhaps we know the names of some other Greek writers, but
Kazantzakis is the one whom we read. Zorba was also for Kazantzakis
himself a kind of beginning. For the first time in his writing, he is enjoying
himself openly. To explain his approach to his novels, he compares himself
to a baker in Siberia who usually worked extremely hard, but every so
often, when he felt the need to relax, would close his shop and go off,
leaving stuck to the door a note which read "Hazain pirouit," which
means something like "the proprietor is enjoying himself." Kazantzakis
goes on:
I too would relax a little, my lips too would manage to smile,
my mind too would turn its back for a moment on the abyss and
contemplate the green upper world with its adornments. . . .
And afterwards, relieved, I shall re-open the bakery, I shall
light the great furnace, and I shall turn my face again towards the
abyss.
In Kazantzakis's novels, the proprietor certainly does enjoy himself.
And this is immediately sensed by the reader, who enjoys himself along
with the writer. But Kazantzakis was crafty, too, in the same way that
Shakespeare was crafty. He used to hide himself behind his words, inside
his works, so that no one can be sure who is speaking, or if he is
uttering actuality or truth or . . . lies. So, here, Kazantzakis isi playing
with us. He wants us to believe first that he never laughs in any of the
works which he wrote before Zorba, and second that, in his novels, he
forgets the abyss. Fortunately, neither the one nor the other statement is
true. Elsewhere, in Zorba, he comes much nearer to the truth when he
writes: "If only I too could avoid opening my mouth except at that
moment when the abstract idea reaches its highest peak—when it becomes
a fable!" This is what happens in the novels. All his thoughts, his ideas,
his philosophies become a fable. Many books, but only one fable which
contains everything: laughter, joy, the eternal dance, and silence, the
nothing (such a positive element in Kazantzakis), the abyss. He wanted to
play—and he does play, seriously.
I do not wish to be led astray into a Cretan labyrinth of comparisons
and analyses, however. The title of my essay is "A Frank Says 'Thank
You' to Nikos Kazantzakis," and I do not know how to do that other
than in a personal way. I shall try to make my speech into a fable. I hope
the reader will bear with me.
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Once upon a time, nearly twenty years ago, a young Englishman, a
teacher of English, was spending the summer by himself in a little seaside village on an Aegean island. He was not exactly alone because he
tarried with him in his bag The Life and Times of Alexis Zorba. The
island, the book, the author, and the language were all new experiences
for him. He did not deserve such unimaginable riches, yet they were
vouchsafed to him. He had spent about nine months in Greece. His
Greek was not that good. He was still at the stage when, every so often,
some Greek, hearing his broken phrases, would catechize him thus:
"Bravo, my boy ! You do well to be learning the richest language in
the world. And why is Greek the richest language in the world? Tell
me, what is petra in your language?"
"Er—stone."
"That's it, is it? Well, in Greek it's called petra, lithos, litheiri,
petradhaki, haliki, vdtsalo, kotrOni, psefos, trOhalo, krokOli. Ten names
for the same thing. Now you understand why Greek is so rich."
Gradually he did come to understand, and now he knew enough
Greek to grapple with Zorba, but not enough to realize that the language
of Kazantzakis was not the colloquial language of the Greek people. I
know that Englishman, not so young any more, quite well, and I am
happy to tell you that, to this day, when he hears people who assert that
Kazantzakis's language is strange, unnatural, different, difficult, and goodness knows what else, he still does not understand what they mean.
Anyway, he reached the little village and took a room in the only
hotel in the place, a two-story building—bedrooms upstairs, and downstairs the cafê-cum-restaurant which in one corner had an old manual
telephone exchange operated by shouts, oaths, and a handle which you
turned. He began to learn names and personalities. The hotel proprietor
was called Euripides. He had a limp because one of his feet was permanently swollen. Later, a village woman explained to him that Euripides'
mother, when she was pregnant, had been paddling in the sea when her
foot was seized by an octopus, and for this reason her son had been
born thus. Opposite the hotel was the barber's shop of Miltiades. Alcibiades' sole job was to go to the town by ferry-boat to do people's shopping
and errands. All day the boom-boom of Penelope's loom could be heard.
Aphrodite was called Afroilla and wore a pink bikini.
The Englishman was not romantic—at least, not very—but he had
read Homer, Thucydides, and some others, and so these ancient names
could not fail to move him in a way in which PanayOtis, Maid, Anna,
Thddoros, and the rest did not. For the Englishman it was a period of
impressions and lessons. Euripides himself was a good teacher:
"Alcibiades is the village parangeliodhdhos. What is Alcibiades?"
"The par-ang-el-io-dh6-hos."
"Bravo. You are dever, but a boy is arriving tomorrow who is tetrapOratos. What is the boy?
"Tet-ra-pir-a-tos."
"Yes, and now I'll prepare you the dish you like. What's it called?"
-
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"Stra-pat-sa-da."
"Wonderful, Mister Tzertzio, quite wonderful!"
"Euripides."
"Yes."
"Today I saw two beautiful birds. One is blue and yellow and eats
bees. The other is pink, white and black, and has feathers on top of its
head—like this."
"They would be the melissofiii and the tsalapetinOs. Say them."
Tsa-la-pe-ti-nos."
"Yes, indeed."
"Euripides, what's the name of the big red flower there in the corner?"
"My wife Eleni will tell you that, Tzertzio, while I'm cooking your
strapatsada."
"All right. Thank you. Eleni, what do you call that flower?"
"Eh, it's a flower. 'What's it got to do with you? Are you a girl, asking
about flowers ?"
In such a setting he read Zorba. "Read" it, did I say? Better, he
"lived" it. To a point where he could not distinguish between the world
of the book and the world of the island. "He made out the syllables, and
every syllable plunged him more deeply into the fable." That was how
Kazantzakis described his own experience as a child just starting to read.
That was how it was now for the Englishman. He was in danger of not
getting past the cover. First of all the title brought him up short. In his
homeland the book circulated in translation under the title Zorba the
Greek. (He had tried to read it, but in his own language it said nothing
to him, and he had abandoned it.) But here he found something entirely
different: Life and Times of Alexis Zorba. What exactly might that
mean?
He asked around and in the end formed the impression that, in Greek,
the expression "life and times" had something to do with saints, but also
with those who were not so saintly. So, then, Zorba was and was not a
saint. But much more interesting for him was the discovery, the revelation rather, that the original title did not contain the words "the Greek."
He gradually came to understand that the most significant characteristic
of Alexis Zorba was not that he was a Greek, nor that he was a man,
but that he was a human being—Zorba the human. He was still unable
to open the book. The edition he had bought had on the jacket not only
the title, but also a colored representation of Zorba dancing on the beach.
He looked at it for some time and observed that the silhouette of the
so-much-alive, yet also mortal, Zorba, with arms extended, formed a cross
which cast its shadow on the sand.
The time came for him to begin reading the book with the paragraph
we have already heard. On the island a hot sun shone; in the book it
was rainy, windy, and cold. But the island did smell of sage, and every
morning Mitsos's cafe—opposite the hotel—would fill with fishermen
who had spent all night on the sea fishing by the light of acetylene lamps.
And the more he read, the more the correspondences and resemblances
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between reality and imagination increased, until it was impossible to tell
one from the other.
He made more acquaintances among both the locals and the summer
visitors. The latter were nearly all Greeks with their families. He became
a member of a parga or group. They swam together, they strolled together,
they went for outings together, they discussed things together. This was
all as it should be. Whoever finds himself far from homeland and family
cannot exist without the essential para. The older married women, Elhni,
Katina, Etta, and the rest, now ceased to worry quite so much about the
poor lonely Englishman
One day they discovered some abandoned mine-workings with ruined
buildings, rusting machinery, and boarded-up adits. They learned that
these were gold mines, and that there was still gold in the veins, but
that the company which had tried to extract it had gone bankrupt, and
now it was not worth anyone's while to try again. Just imagine! You
have a whole gold mine and you go bust ! What would Zorba have said
to that? As gold is more valuable than lignite, wouldn't his delight have
been proportionately greater? And does not Kazantzakis—or at least the
narrator of the novel Zorba, who greatly resembles the Nikos Kazantzakis
whom we know and love—does he not write, after Zorba has told him an
anecdote, this?:
That's what freedom means, I reflected. To have a passion, to
hoard gold sovereigns, and suddenly to overcome that passion
and throw everything you possess to the winds!
Another day, they made an excursion to a monastery in the mountains.
An old man showed them the way from the upper village. He said: "The
path is difficult, but that's how it should be—a journey accomplished without any hitches is not worth making." They proceeded. .. .
The day glistened like an uncut diamond. As they climbed, so the
spirit climbed and became purer. They experienced once again the
spiritual worth of limpidity of air, ease of breathing, width of
horizon. It made you think the spirit must be a mountain goat
with lungs and nostrils—it requires a lot of oxygen and suffocates
in the dust and exhalations of multitudes.
So does Kazantzakis—let us call him Kazantzakis—describe the track to
the monastery which he climbed with Zorba. The track was similar, but
not, thank goodness, the monastery. This monastery was in the hands not
of strange monks, but of decorous and hospitable nuns. The abbess
showed them with pride a cool sacred cave which contained a holy spring.
She called it "the chaos," and told them: "The chaos is not fierce. We
come here every day and never tire of it." They, too, departed with the
same delightful thirst for return.
In his room, the Englishman continued to read or, rather, to decipher,
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with the help of his new friends, the Life and Times of Alexis Zorba.
Sometimes he did the wrong thing and asked the girls about a word when
he should have asked the boys. For example, where Kazantzakis explains
how:
The savages of Africa worship the snake because his whole body
touches the soil and so he knows all the secrets of the earth. He
knows them with his belly, with his tail, with his balls, with his
head.
The girls would not give him an answer when he asked about the word
meaning "balls," but he gathered the meaning from their giggles and
blushes.
Not only did he read, he also wrote—both literary stuff and letters
to his friends. In these letters he stole chunks from the letter which
Kazantzakis wrote to his friend in the Caucasus:
Dear friend,
I am writing to you from a deserted shore where we have
agreed, Destiny and I, that I should stay and play for a few
months. . . .
My pleasures are intense because they are very simple ones
composed of eternal elements open air, sea, wheaten bread. . . .
My spirit goes to and fro from one side of my chest to the
other like a shuttle, and weaves. It weaves these few months which
I shall spend on this island, and, may God forgive me, I believe
myself to be happy.
Elsewhere in the novel Kazantzakis writes:
I was happy, and I knew it. As long as we are living through
a. period of happiness we feel it with difficulty, only when it has
passed and we look back do we suddenly realize—sometimes with
amazement—how happy we were. But I on this Cretan shore lived
my happiness and at the same time knew that I was happy.
The Englishman too was really happy. To a degree, like Kazantzakis,
he knew it. But to a deeper degree his happiness was unconscious. He
would realize it later when these few months had passed for good. Only
then would he be able to distinguish the separate elements of his happiness, and to appreciate how great was the contribution of Kazantzakis and
'Zorba. He lived on two planes simultaneously. The island, nature, the
village, the monastery, the mines, the villagers, the fishermen, the summer
visitors, his pared or group, certainly had their places in what we call
reality. But they also belonged to a higher reality, to the world of
Kazantzakis. After such an experience, he would be able categorically to
give the lie to those who said that Kazantzakis is nothing • but ideas and
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theories, that the characters in his novels are made out of cardboard, that
one cannot speak of a "world of Kazantzakis." He would be able to give
the lie to them and at the same time to confirm the absolute truth of
Kazantzakis's statement when he says:
I have tried for many years to conserve of my spirit whatever
I could. So that people may know, when I die, how much I too
loved and felt for life and how I saw and touched sea, soil,
woman. That they may learn that I was not an animal or a stone,
but a man with warm flesh and an insatiable spirit.
So it was also for the Englishman on the island. His five senses were
working continuously. He saw, he heard, he touched. As for smell and
taste—the best wheaten bread was baked by Thddhoros, the village idiot.
ThOdhoros was big, strong, and very gentle. He could not speak clearly.
He was perhaps thirty years old, but he had the mind of a small child.
He had enormous patience. He never grew angry when—as often happened
—they used to tease him. He resembled Mimethos in Zorba in two
particulars only. First, in that he was an idiot, and, as Kazantzakis writes:
"Every village has its idiot, and if it hasn't got one, it creates one in
order to pass the time." And second, in that he became a faithful friend
to the foreigner and learned to say his strange name better than those
who were not idiots. But who, who has read Zorba, dares to decide who
is or is not an idiot? Did not Zorba himself say: "Everybody has his
madness, and I think the greatest madness is not to have a madness" ?
One evening the Englishman went for a walk with his paid as far
as a spot on the shore where the rocks had holes and the sea, flowing
into and out of the holes, made certain primitive roaring and sucking
sounds. They sat there enjoying the strange noises. The sun set. The light
decreased. They began throwing stones, and how great was their delight
when they noticed that, whenever the stones struck the rocks, there
emerged beautiful sparks. His companions laughed like children, they
uttered cries of joy, all the time throwing more and more stones in order
to create more and more sparks.
Such were their pleasures. Simple pleasures of the senses. Pleasures
of Kazantzakis and of Zorba: "My word, boss! Did you see what sparks
the worthless thing threw out?" Pleasures of the abbess: "We come here
every day and never tire of it." Of Euripides, who understood the value
of words and told the Englishman one day: "As a bride changes to go to
her wedding, so does the island change in the month of May." Of the
villager, who knew how much a difficult journey is worth. Of ThOdhoros,
who smiled all the time and baked delicious bread. And of many others,
with whom he had significant contacts and conversations. They all shared
in this Zorbaesque freshness of vision:
Going downhill Zorba stumbled on a stone, and the stone started
to gather momentum and roll away. Zorba stood stock-still in
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amazement, as though it was the first time in his life he had seen
such an astonishing sight. He turned. He looked at me. And in
his eyes I discerned a slight fear.
"Have you ever noticed, boss," he asked me finally, "how
stones going downhill come alive?"
I didn't speak but my joy was immense. Great visionaries
are the same. Great poets are the same. They see everything for
the first time. Every morning they see before them a new world.
No, they don't see a new world, they create it.
It was almost unbelievable. In the world as a whole there are very few
people who, even for a moment, see things thus. This is why some
critics say that the description of Zorba is exaggerated. But in this seaside village nearly all of the people saw things thus nearly all of the time.
The most easy explanation, indeed the most probable one, was that
the island was enchanted like the island in Shakespeare's The Tempest, to
which Kazantzakis likens Crete at the beginning of Zorba. At least, that
was how it seemed to the young Englishman. He sat at his window above
the dusty street (neither asphalt nor electric current had yet reached the
village), reading Zorba. He read: "I heard a trumpet. The rural deliverer
of letters was announcing his arrival to the village." At the same moment
he jumped, gently frightened, because Aglaitsa, one of Euripides' daughters, had appeared suddenly on the balcony in front of him with a smile
and a plateful of walnuts and hazel nuts. "Behold," she said. And before
he could collect his wits, from below was heard the broken fanfare of
the old military bugle belonging to the real postman (tahidhrdmos—swift
runner), who really did run swiftly from village to village for three days
a week, and the other four he would spend swimming and sunbathing.
The Englishman smiled. He was beginning to understand. Such
coincidences ought not to surprise us. The whole of life consists of coincidences, of events which coincide. Only that usually we are in too much
of a hurry to notice more than about two or three coincidences a year,
instead of the thousands which take place every day. He was beginning
to understand the secret. Kazantzakis and Zorba showed him the way.
His stay on the island opened his eyes. The secret was simply the rhythm.
Simply? Yes, simply: The world is a simple place, boss. How many
times do I have to tell you? Don't make it complicated!" Thus Zorba.
And Kazantzakis: "It is a mortal sin to force the eternal laws, you have
an obligation to follow confidently the immortal rhythm.'
Here on the island it was easy and natural for the Englishman to obey
this commandment. The rhythm was apparent everywhere. All events
were coincidences. All difficulties simple. All ideas fables. Would that
he could remember the secret when obliged to depart, to continue his
life elsewhere, in places where the rhythm lay concealed beneath the
surface of things. He rose. He descended the outside staircase which was
shaded by a fragrant quince tree. Perhaps the postman would have a
,
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letter for him from the Caucasus, from Africa, from Megalfikastro, or
from ... the land of the Franks.

So much for the fable. There is a book called, if I am not mistaken,
Kazantzakis and the Real Zorba. I could have entitled this talk: Zorba
and the Real Postman. Such a title would have incorporated some of the
lessons of that long and distant summer, which I have just been trying
to resurrect, speaking of myself in the third person. But such a title is not
suitable for today. Today is a day of celebration and thanksgiving.
So, first and last, I thank Nikos Kazantzakis. I have not time now
to compile a list of all his gifts. I hope that most of them are implicit
in the fable of the Englishman. That, at any rate, was its purpose. I
think, however, that, basically, all the gifts are somehow connected with
language. I nearly said that they being and end with language, with the
logos, but that is not, strictly speaking, correct Kazantzakis himself tells
us: "The highest level of spiritual exercise is called 'Silence.' " But
"silence," too, is a word and one into which we can plunge ourselves.
So, I thank Kazantzakis for his language. I thank Kazantzakis for his
love and understanding of words. I thank him for his struggle with
various philosophies. I thank him for his life. I thank him for his warm
love. I thank him for what he teaches about the "saviors of God," his
heroes. I thank him for his faith in the spirit of man. I thank him for
his homelands. His homelands . . . Crete, Greece, language, the wilderness, travel, dreams, the nothing, the abyss—and especially today what he
called "the hidden homeland, the New Crete."
To few is it vouchsafed to turn the idea into a fable. To fewer still
is it vouchsafed to turn the fable into a dance, and to dance, beyond logic,
on the edge of the abyss itself, casting on the void the shadow of a cross.
For us others, however, Nikos Kazantzakis shows us what to do. We sit
at the edge of the ocean. We wish to play. We take the ten names, the
ten stones, and the ten words. If we are very fortunate we may find an
eleventh, Zorba's "exquisite green stone." We take them and they come
alive. We take them and they become ten thousand—this is not a mirade
but an utterly commonplace occurrence. We take them. We throw them at
the hard shapeless rock of the Nothing, which gives forth some terrifyingly strange sounds. And we marvel at the sparks which are generated.
It is our right and privilege. We are free. I thank Kazantzakis for the
lesson, for the life-element. Ending and beginning, I thank Kazantzakis
for his freedom.

Homer, Joyce, Kazantzakis:
Modernism and the Epic Tradition
by MORTON P. LEVITT

When Homer's warriors go off to battle in chariots and then fight on
foot, it is a sign of the dual epochs that we might call Homeric: the one
in which the poet lived and the one of which he was writing. We are
interested in the former primarily because he happened to live then, for
from this distance in time, with its ability to turn war chariots into taxis,
it does not appear to us to be especially compelling; of the latter age,
which would compel us even if it were not for Homer, he himself had
only limited knowledge—he must have seen pictures of chariots on vases
and walls, and perhaps he had heard of them through the oral tradition,
but he obviously did not know their purpose. Homer is not in any real
sense a historian of either epoch; he speaks only indirectly of his own
unheroic time, and we know more about Bronze Age Greece than he
did. Nonetheless, we label those familiar Bronze Age values "Homeric,"
and they are very real values, of import still even in our unheroic time.
Kazantzakis, who sees himself as Homer's rival and not his mere
follower—and whose Odyssey is, to my mind, more ambitious than
Homer's (as well as three times as long), as humanly compelling as the
original and as revealing about enduring values—is not a historian either.
But the modern Greek poet does know a great deal about his ancestor's
Mycenean Age and the earlier Minoan period, of which Homer knew
nothing, and he knows a great deal as well about our own transitional
time. His epic is more ambitious precisely because this time, which he
would capture in his verse, is so much more varied than Homer's. All
the major forces which have worked to shape our century—Freud, Darwin,
Marx, Frazer, and Jung among them—appear transformed in his epic. It
is truly, as The Whole Earth Catalogue has daimed, the single indispensable guide to the intellectual forces at large in our era. Kazantzakis
does for the Modernist Age in the West something very much akin to
what Homer does for the Bronze Age in the Aegean: he does not simply
describe it and help to preserve it but, in a sense, participates in its creation.
The incident of Homer's chariots—like the later Peisistratan catalogue
of the ships, glorifying Athens and remembering Crete beyond their
contemporary worth—is a warning to us that the Homeric epics, when41
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ever they were written and by whatever hand (s), despite their literary
and human significance, cannot be read as fully reliable history. They tell
us more about the poet's perspective in regard to the past than they do
about the past itself. They help to create a vision of the past, one that
remains viable even today, that colors our reading of his age, a vision
thoroughly convincing in literary terms, if not necessarily as historiography.
Kazantzakis's Odyssey is similarly revealing, although he does know his
history. For beyond his knowledge of Mycenean and Minoan archaeology
and anthropology, beyond his understanding of the workings of historical
forces and the attitudes and potential of men, he too displays a profound
intuition—for if he went to school under the Westerners Nietzsche and
Bergson, he was raised in Crete in the final days of its heroic age—into
the processes of myth and the interrelationship in epic times between
history and myth. It is in this complex of values, ancient and modern,
that we can best comprehend his true originality and perceive his modernist ties. It is not simply because he too chooses Homer as a starting-point
that we must compare him to Joyce, eponym of the Modernist Age.
Joyce's use of Homer in Ulysses, despite its widespread critical repute,
is little more than a structural ploy: his chapter tides (withdrawn from
the book before publication but left around for the critics), a few passing
textual references ("Usurper," Stephen Dedalus calls Haynes and Mulligan, as if their act of taking his key to the tower could possibly parallel
the deeds of Penelope's suitors), the broad similarities of character and
plot line (Stephen and Telemachus are hardly the only sons in literature
in search of a father, and many of the characters in Joyce's famous charts
do not even appear in his novel), and a strong sense of ironic contrast
(Bloom, however we admire and respect him, is decidedly not Odysseus—
those values are dosed to us forever, says Joyce). Kazantzakis's Odysseus,
on the other hand, is as daring, as powerful, as dever, and as challenging
as the original. What is more, he lives in a world informed throughout
by Homer and by the forces that, in turn, inform Homer: a world close
to Homer's in spirit and event, as mythically revealing as his, yet one
that is recognizably ours as well.
To Kazantzakis, the Mycenean kingdoms fall because they have
neglected their roots and grown rotten. The very lions which symbolize
their reign and way of life—an easy extrapolation from the Lion Gates
at Mycene—he associates now with the Dorian invaders. The last great
Mycenean king returning from Troy, Menelaus of Sparta, would rather
be a herdsman than a warrior at this point in his life. His land remains
fertile, although he himself is spiritually sterile: fertility in this myth of
Kazantzakis is a function of the spirit and not of the soil. It is because
he understands this that Odysseus has left complacent Ithaca behind him
and come to Sparta, and it is for this reason that he leaves Sparta to
the invaders, whose iron swords will easily overpower the bronze weapons
of the Mycenean defenders: not because they are stronger—Kazantzakis
understands that these primitive iron swords are, in fact, softer than
bronze—but for social and spiritual causes. For the Bronze Age societies
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of Greece have grown soft and unjust; in this land only the privileged
few may carry bronze. And so they fall easily to their more democratic,
more heavily armed foes, who are aided, moreover, by dissidents protesting injustice within the realm. The parallel to seventeenth-century Crete,
whose people similarly refused to aid their Venetian rulers against the
Turkish invaders (and who themselves rebeled against Venetians and
Turks for some seven hundred years), seems evident. But this whole
broad complex made up of archaeology and history and myth—anticipating
the discoveries of contemporary archaeology (which do suggest the possibility that the Mycenean lands may have fallen from within as well as
without), converting history (their fall) into myth (their spiritual
decline and the need for renewal) —is not so evident, not so easy a Leap.
In making it, Kazantzakis attests to the breadth of his knowledge of both
present and past, and to the depth of his understanding of that process
by which local history may be made epic, may become, in knowing and
inspired hands, universal myth.
Despite his long wanderings in foreign lands and his strong sense
of his individuality, Homer's Odysseus continues unquestioningly to
follow the mandates of his society and religion. He does so because he
continues to believe in their meaning and efficacy. Indeed, he may be
said to embody those mandates; when we speak of "Homeric" virtues,
we may equally say "Odyssean." Joyce's Leopold Bloom, himself a traveler
but on a different road, rejects the faith of his father because he considers its narrow rules—like those of all religions—to be irrational. Yet
he continues to conduct his life in accordance with its broad moral
dictates; it is this fact which raises him above the quotidian and makes
him, in the straitened context in which he lives, heroic. Kazantzakis's
hero worships on his return to Ithaca at the tomb of his ancestors, but he
is led by subsequent experience to reject all the old values—or, to put it
more accurately, to reject what contemporary society has made of those
values. He seeks a new way that will revivify the old standards and make
them significant again, that will renew society itself and, most importantly,
will provide new meaning to individual lives. The original Odysseus,
despite his aggressiveness, and Leopold Bloom, behind his mildly socialist
ideas, remain essentially conservative; Kazantzakis's hero, reveling in his
age between great epochs, is a radical who will remake society, restate
our values, reinstate the spirit of man himself.
He violates the laws of hospitality by abducting Helen again—an act
doubly symbolic—and abandons the mainland kingdoms to outsiders who
have not yet grown spiritually sterile. He leads the rebellion on Minoan
Crete that will destroy a still great civilization because of what he sees
as its corruption (in a parody of the ancient fertility rite, to placate the
deities and ensure the continuance of his placid reign, sterile old King
Idomeneus has prostituted his faith, and the Mother Goddess has gladly
accepted his offering—no wonder Odysseus recoils). In Africa, as a failed
revolutionary, a failed social reformer, Odysseus becomes a mystic, but
scorns the notion that he too may be worshiped now as a god. "I've
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been reduced to a god," he says, "and walk the earth like myth." His
progress—Kazantzakis's progress—the leap of his imagination, his daring,
the quality of his spirit and intellect, all recollect Homer and surpass
grandly those other modernist notions of the myth of Odysseus: beyond
Eliot's querulous demand for mythic form as a means of ordering the
presumed chaos of our time, beyond the sense of transience and nihilism
expressed in Pascoli's Ultima V iaggio, beyond the sense of loss of Seferis,
beyond even the irony and persistent humanity of Joyce's Bloom.
To the extent that he uses Homer at all in his epic, Joyce is accenting
the irony of our fall from the Homeric virtues: wisdom; doseness to the
gods and nature; physical courage; the affirmation of such traditional
values as hospitality, the determination to live the life outlined for the
nation and its people, and the willingness to adapt to new demands. All
of these virtues are manifest as well in Bloom, but all on a lower level:
an uncertain wisdom of his own (witness his relations with Molly); a
doseness to the rhythms of life (at the lying-in hospital) and to the
demands of the past (his memories of dead father and dead son), if not
quite to nature and the gods; a quirky courage (his confrontation
with the Citizen) ; an abiding belief in hospitality and kindred virtues
(his day-long dealings with Stephen) ; a determination to live the
difficult life of his dual peoples, Irish and Jewish; and an extraordinary
adaptability to changing circumstance. He is surely our representative
modernist hero. But Kazantzakis insists that it is still possible to realize
the old virtues undiminished by irony, transcending the limitations of
our age. "I think man's greatest duty on earth," says his Odysseus, "is
to fight his fate,/ to give no quarter and blot out his written doom./ This
is how mortal man may even surpass his god." He is not simply close to
nature; he is a force of nature, one of those who creates new history
and myth.
Compelled by his Cretan heritage of rebellion in the face of certain
defeat—almost, one might think, of rebellion because of the certainty of
loss—Kazantzakis will not accept the Western reading of modernist
diminution, will not, despite the evidence around him, deny the individual's responsibility for what he makes of his life and of other lives as
Well. His hero seems as much a challenge to us as his original must have
seemed to Homer's contemporaries. But he is no sentimentalist, no foolish
idealist; it is because he knows life's limitations that he rejects them.
As the black minstrel tells Odysseus in Africa, "What do I care about
your life, ascetic archer ?/What do I care what's false or true, what's
yours, what's mine? / It may well be, you fool, I've sung my own pain
only." Out of such pain, his own and ours as well, the poet sings of the
potential for redemption within each of us.
Kazantzakis's Odyssey ends on a note that seems to some readers to
be nihilistic; Odysseus has dissolved into mist, and the Sun speaks the
Epilogue in Kimon Friar's inspired English rendition:
Then the earth vanished, the sea dimmed, all flesh dissolved,
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the body turned to fragile spirit and spirit to air,
till the air moved and sighed as in the hollow hush
was heard the ultimate and despairing cry of Earth,
the sun's lament, but with no throat or mouth or voice:
"Mother, enjoy the food you've cooked, the wine you hold,
Mother, if you've a rose-bed, rest your weary bones,
Mother, I don't want wine to drink or bread to eat—
today I've seen my loved one vanish like a dwindling thought.
But this lament is sung in the most sensual verse, denying the flesh and
celebrating it at the same time, honoring the union of body and soul, of
man and myth, affirming that we are the makers of our own histories,
challenging us as this great epic challenges Joyce, the giant of our time,
and Homer as well. In The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel, Kazantzakis
serves as mythic historian not just of the knowledge but of the values
and sensibility and potential of our age. He may serve for future readers
to create the Modernist Age, as Homer has created his "Homeric" period
for us, not as historian but as something more.

Christ
by NIKOS KAZANTZAKIS

1 Lightfooted night descended quietly
to earth like the sweet sense of sin, and soon
the old nocturnal melody arose.
4 Somewhere in distant gardens two red roses
quivered and spilled their fragrance on the air,
and slowly the silver-studded wheel of heaven
7 began to turn, pushed by God's holy hand;
the universe itself bowed in submission,
and the first laughing evening star appeared.
10 That virgin, Mother Earth, then softly smiled
under God's nightly masculine caress,
and the fresh seedlings felt His touch and trembled.
13 Amid the waste lands, waiting by a well,
Christ sat and brooded, stooped in meditation.
He could still hear the naked-breasted girl
16 in darkness telling him of her many sins,
her many men, and he recalled with dread
the sweetness of her breasts and lips. "Alas,
19 soon on dishonor's streets she'll wander, lost.
Dear God, if only I could once draw back
the bolts of Paradise, if I could sweeten
22

your law at last so that from every street
all passersby, both good and evil, all,
might enter your ancestral Mansion, Father."

25 He raised his eyes and watched coquettish night
swaying and preening on her scarlet feet
like a plump partridge, and to the far horizon
47
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28 observed the fireflies, those erotic worms,
flashing their downy light in the tall grasses.
Down in the fishing village the lamps were lit,
31 the hour was sweet, and men and women both
forgot their daily grind while in the gardens
young girls felt stifled and unloosed their sashes.
34 The shepherds' pipes fell silent in the night,
the stillness was dark blue, night softly nodded,
but sitting by the well Christ still discerned
37 that woman's headscarf moving in his mind,
and his eyes brimmed with tears as though at dusk
the bitter handkerchief of fond farewell
40 must struggle forever weakly in despair.
A fragrant mystery filled with softest down,
with lips, with thighs, with throats, with swelling breasts
43 is the dark flower of all womanhood;
the young man trembled, and on his arms, his thighs,
in his bones' marrow felt a languorous sweetness.
46 "Dear God," he moaned, "take pity on men's longing,
use this young woman as their harbinger
to lead all other women of every kind
49 into your sacred garden, preening with pride,
new-washed and painted, redolent with aromas;
where will you find again such flourishing flowers?"
52 Deep in his mind the Gates of Paradise,
rosy and broad, flung wide and a large troop
of gallant youths and black-eyed maidens entered;
55 they laughed, intoxicated, sang and showered
the savage hermits with sweet lemon blossoms.
Then God the Father with all his graces healed
58 every dire passion of the human race;
His anger laughed, the mind laughed too and swelled
until thorns sprouted with white lily flowers.
61 The young man by the wellside's frothy rim
leaned with his hand and listened, as in dream,
to a nightingale that sang in the warm night.

Christ
64 "0 God my Father," he cried, confused and sad,
"show yourself good and kind to the whole world,
and for the sake of this one nightingale
67 let all the flocks of birds formed from your day,

vultures and nightbirds, ravens, crows and owls,
enter pellmell the Gates of Paradise!"
70 Far off a jackal rummaging for food

amid the village ditches, or foraging
in furrows, let out plaintive hungry cries,
73 that he too might, with God's compassion, eat.
"Do not forget even this jackal, Lord,"
the young man in the darkness cried with fear;
76 "thrust him into your wealthy courtyards too
together with prides of lions, foxes, wolves,
all of creation's heavily burdened beasts.
79 Angels shall dance with apes and monkeys then,

and the ferocious beards of your lone hermits
will fill once more with azure butterflies.
82 The black asp wearing its gold uniform
will stroll with sharp tail pointing to high heaven,
a large and glittering constellation there.
85 Wide is man's heart, 0 Father, and deep within
has room for all, forgives them all and wants them;
all are her children, the innocent, the cunning."
88 It was a mellow, honeyed night of spring,
thick swarms of downy angels came and went
between the heavens and earth and merged the two.
91 Deep in the courtyard of a courtesan

jasmine-sprays burst in tender bloom and softly
entangled the mind like the nightingale's sweet song.
94 The youth felt stifled, an unbearable joy
flooded his mind and heart as he stood up
erect and stretched his arms to the vast sky.
97 Fate hovered above his head like a sharp sword,
and a sweet shuddering shook him suddenly;
you'd think he looked on earth for the first time;
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for the first time, in a flash, a blue flame,
a most courageous earthly fire, lit up
his lips, his hair, and played about his temples.

103 Now in the depths of his clay heart he felt
sharp longing for a woman, a small cradle,
and the sweet fragrant odor of fresh earth.
106 "Forgive me, God, for my crude blasphemy,
but all about me fragrances, desires
and wild beasts rise and mount into my heart
109 till all my entrails turn to starry sky.
Permit me, Lord, to voice my bold conjecture:
Is this low earth, perhaps, our Paradise?"
112 Standing erect, he sniffed the fragrant air

and asked his question and waved his pallid hands,
but a mute, savage fear enwrapped him round.
115

"Father, say Yes, for then the entire earth,
with good, bad, sweet or bitter, shall turn holy.
She too shines like a star amid all stars,

118

she too leaps in the vast dancefloor of space,
a heartbeat in your breast's infinity.
Laugh with her, Lord, so that she too might play,

121

caress her, that her sorrows may turn to joy.
Has she not heart and soul, has she not birds
and bursting flowers, and love? What does she lack?

124 Give her your Yes, 0 Father, your Yes only!"
The young man shouted, then with arms spread wide
hurled his sharp lances at the silent night;
127 but suddenly among the reeds a light
and gentle rustling reached his ears, and from
the armpits and the fervid, naked breasts
130 of woman a fragrant odor smote his nostrils.
Then a seductive, most alluring voice
mocked from a cluster of thick, cooling reeds:
133 "Ah, do not hate me, my still virgin boy;
light of my eyes, I bring you deathless water,
and if I've kissed too much, I'm not to blame-
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136 it's a great god who kisses and plays within me!"
"Help me, 0 help me, Father, that I may conquer
the beauty, the heady aromas of this earth!"
139 But then at once the youth forsook his words:
"Ah say Yes, Father, that I may cast myself
on the earth's sweetness and feel no sense of sin."
142 Deep in his heart he heard soft laughter, the cries
of children, till the fruitful soil of mortals
conquered the bright inhuman light within him.
145 Then the lascivious body of a woman
with her soft sheath approached in furtive stealth,
and all the life of the Redeemer, that still
148 hovered in delicate balance, hung by a thread.

Ah, man's salvation is but a lightning bolt,
and the young man, amid his fainting flesh,
151 raised high his brimming eyes in which
a deathless, a most bitter longing lured
the desolated mind of the wayfarer.
154 And as he looked, he saw with silent dread
a bright star fall from the high dome above him,
a harsh tear in God's azure perturbation,
157 and roll in silence down His downy cheeks.
God moaned, Christ shook with fear and felt
what message had fallen from the celestial stillness.
160 He sighed, then sadly thrust his destiny
into the thorny brains of his salvation;
all his desires fell like withering flowers,
163 and on his chest he slowly sank his head
like a lone nightingale on a spring night
that at the height of its sad song, alas,
166 stifles in fragrances and flowering shrubs.
—Translated from the Greek by Kimon Friar

Kazantzakis and the Tradition
of the Tragic
by JOHN P. ANTON

Introduction
The philosophical ethos of the classical world, with its humanistic
and rational orientation, has been a heritage which Western man rediscovered and redefined many times. Often this heritage has been used to
serve as a criterion by which to measure the quality of the accomplishments of the modern, not only in the arts, but also in philosophy and
ethics and social policy. If the classical heritage is a source of funded
experience, it is also a heavy burden, especially as it places before us
standards by which to measure our own achievements in logical clarity,
artistic excellence, and political insight. Opposed to the advocates of the
Greek experience are those who find it overbearing, while others advise
us to bypass or go beyond it, whatever the price. The modern Greeks
are no exception to these trends. In a serious sense the modern Greeks
are the direct heirs of the classical tradition, just as they are the rightful
inhabitants of the land where this culture flourished. More than anyone
else, they feel a deep need to respond to the heritage of Greece, impelled
by necessity as well as choice. Nikos Kazantzakis, like other Greek poets
and intellectuals, could not avoid this inevitable heritage. In fact, he
faced it as a challenge.
Kazantzakis was born in Crete in 1883, when the island was still under
the Turks. He matured during the first half of the twentieth century, as
modern Greece was recovering from the defeat of 1897, when the Turkish
army dealt a serious blow to both national pride and the hope to liberate
the unredeemed Greeks still under Ottoman rule. Kazantzakis witnessed
these developments as they affected the fortunes of the mainland and the
political future of his own island after the turn of the century.
Much of the nineteenth century literary history of Greece reads like
a series of chapters on the tensions between reactionary literati, the
linguistic purists, advocating a "back to the classics" policy, and the
emotionally charged reformers and staunch defenders of the "demotic"
language of the people, who were trying their brand of romanticism in
the realms of political and artistic expression. Kazantzakis saw the
archeophiles carry the day. 1 The genuinely reconstructive role that the
1 See P. Bien, Kazantzakis and the Linguistic Revolution in Greek Literature,
Princeton, 1972.
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classical heritage might have played during the critical period after the
War of Independence in the early part of the nineteenth century is a
topic too broad to be considered here. But the critical assessment of the
place it came to occupy in the literary works of the post-liberation period,
especially from the turn of the century onwards, deserves careful attention since it is germane to our theme.
Kazantzakis could not avoid taking a position toward the value of the
classical ethos. In his case, we have a special reaction to it. He was born
a Greek, yet intellectually he became attached to the spirit of modern
Europe and an admirer of its finest expressions. But he also became an
ardent student of the great men of the East, Buddha, Mohammed,
Hideyoshi, and such countries as Russia, China, and Japan. His travels
made him a citizen of the world. He felt a close affinity to all people and
all nations, but the challenge that spurred him ahead was a quest rooted
deeply in his heritage. It has often been said that our period, with all its
soul-shaking and catastrophic events, has not been able to produce tragedies comparable to the classical and Elizabethan periods. This is a curious
phenomenon but only peripherally related to our topic. However, insofar
as classical tragedy was born in Greece and the experience from which
it emerged is characteristically Hellenic, we want to ask two related
questions: (a) how did the classical experience survive as part of neohellenic consciousness; and (b) how did the poets of modern Greece
cope with the ancient conception of the tragic, and what meaning did it
take in their vision of life?
The answers to these questions take on a special significance because
the classical heritage attained ecumenical value after its first major diffusion in early Hellenistic times. The problem here is to identify the particular modes through which the poets of modern Greece sought to restate
the ecumenical character of their heritage, particularly as responses to the
tragic view of life. To press a Greek on this matter is tantamount to
opening a wound, especially when that person is a poet. Yet, most contemporary Greek poets understand their mission the way Aeschylus did
when Aristophanes had him declare in the Frogs: 'We poets are the
teachers of men." Kostis Palamis, one of the great poets of modern
Greece, expressed the poet's mission with remarkable forthrightness in an
article he published in 1898. He stated there:
Our younger poets seem to have understood with increasing clarity
that the only patriotism becoming a poet is one which at the same
time reflects a conscientious and unselfish devotion to the art of
poetry. They also seem to know that ... the Greek poet, by using
his great ancestors as a model, must be able above all to preserve
his humanity, and also that true national poetry is poetry that does
not belong exclusively to any one country. 2
Evidently Paha* had in mind a poetry deeply attached to the search for
2 Colleaed

Works (Apaiaa), Vol. 2, Athens, n. d., p. 229. My translation.
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meaning in life, the understanding of the human condition, treating
themes of freedom and fulfillment, love and death, war and peace, loss
and recovery of fatherland, and the great return home, a person's nostos.
We will do well then to use the figure of Odysseus—that eternal
Greek—and the concept of nostos to discuss the place of the tradition of
the tragic in Kazantzakis's thought and poetry. The hero and his nostos
help us focus on the Hellenic conception of the nature of man and the
demand it poses for self-knowledge. Comparably, close inspection of the
idea of Ithaca, as the end of nester, can safely assist us to identify certain
basic differences between the dassical and modern modes of life. The
intimation of this clue occurs repeatedly in Kazantzakis's writings. In a
letter to his wife, dated January 1923, he wrote: "What you tell me is in
truth my only worth—I struggle, I look forward like Odysseus, but without
knowing if I shall ever anchor in Ithaca. Unless Ithaca is the voyage itself." 3
There is a Cavilan ring to the last sentence, but the meaning Kazantzakis
gave to it points in a different direction. Twenty-two years later he wrote
to his literary friend A. Sahinis:
No external passion ever upset me, be it wine, women, vanity or
ambition. Only one passion excited me: contacting the Invisible
Presence. At times it would be a struggle, at other times a conciliation, and only occasionally an identification with it. Give this
Presence whatever name you wish. Call it God, Matter, Energy,
Spirit, Mystery, Nothing. My entire work is nothing but this
struggle, this conciliation, this identification with the Invisible
Presence which I always fought to make visible. 4
Kazantzakis and the Tragic

Kazantzakis's relationship to dassical Greece is not quite the same as
his attitude toward his native island, Crete. To the latter he owes his
"Cretan Glance," which is, as he explained so graphically in his Report
to Greco, "t6 look upon fear with intrepidity." It is the Cretan determination that transubstantiates horror, "turning it into an exalted game in which
man's virtue, in direct contact with mindless omnipotence, received stimulation and conquered—conquered without annihilating the bull, because it
The Saviors of God: Spiritual Exercises, translated, with Introduction and
Notes, by Kimon Friar, New York, 1960. Quoted in Introduction, p. 18. Pandelis
Prevelakis observes that "Just as the Odysseus of Homer went in search of his
native land, the Odysseus of Kazantzakis went in search of God. . . . The first
found his Ithaca, the second became the slayer of gods, searching for the true
God." (p. 18).
4Apostolos Sahinis, Prose Writers of Our Times (Pezografi ton kairou mas),
Athens, 1967, pp. 33-34. My translation. See also The Saviors of God. Section III.
"The Action," 15.
(
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considered him not an enemy but a fellow worker." 5 On the whole, his
writings give the impression of a man whose self-consciousness as Greek
is masked with waverings and ambiguities. Not everything that the term
"Hellenic" denotes found a place in Kazantzakis's work. In fact, much
that he discerned and felt about the Hellenic world is deliberately excluded from his poetry and prose. In this respect, he is significantly
different from Palamis and Sikeliamis, and, in surprising ways, in sharp
contrast to Cavify's way of understanding the Hellenic experience. Kazantzakis took a very eclectic attitude toward the more than three thousand
years of Greek history. Yet, his synoptic appreciation of Greece, as he
states it in his Report to Greco, is filtered through a radical understanding of its historic mission and struggles: "Greece's position is truly
tragic."' Parts of his heritage he embraced with reservations, other unconditionally, and some he changed to suit his liking. There is a significant
portion of it which he found quite foreign to his poetic temperament. It
did not seem to him relevant to the new ways of the world. His postHomeric Odysseus declares: "Athena's helmet, boys, has now been smashed
to bits/nor can it ever again contain the whole world's head." 7
The idea that provides the best means to test Kazantzakis's Hellenism,
its scope and quality, is the concept of the tragic. We may begin with
the question: "What special meaning does 'the tragic' have in his work ?"
To answer it would require a careful examination of his views, from his
early philosophical reflections in The Saviors of God and The Odyssey:
A Modern Sequel, to his dramatic plays and mature novels. However, to
do all this in one essay is simply impossible. But we can follow another
5Report to Greco, translated by P. A. Bien, New York, 1965, p. 469. Chapter
31 is titled "The Cretan Glance," pp. 464-75. See also K. Friar's "Introduction"
to Kazantzakis's Odyssey: A Modern Sequel, pp. xviii-xx.
8/bid., p. 211. See also P. Bien, "Zorba the Greek, Nietzsche, and the Perennial
Greek Predicament," Antioch Review 25 (1965), 147-63. In this article, Professor
Bien states that the novel best illustrates Kazantzakis's response to the perennial
Greek predicament, "the clash and eventual fusion of the forces which—then and
now—make up the Greek experience." He adds that Kazantzakis "sees Greece
placed geographically and spiritually between East and West; he defines the Greek
experience as the constant struggle between these antithetical forces, with the acme
of Greek civilization being their fusion" (148). In his Report to Greco, Kazantzakis states the following: "Greece's position is truly tragic; on the shoulders of
every modern Greek it places a duty at once dangerous and extremely difficult to
carry out. We bear an extremely heavy responsibility. New forces are rising from
the East, new forces are rising from the West, and Greece, caught as always
between the two colliding impulses, once more becomes a whirlpool. . . . At the
end of my trip through Greece I saw more clearly the historic mission of Greece,
placed as it is between East and West; I realized that her supreme achievement is
not beauty but the struggle for liberty; I felt Greece's tragic destiny more deeply
and also what a heavy duty is imposed on every Greek" (pp. 165, 166).
7The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel, translated into English verse, with Introduction, Synopsis and Notes, by Kimon Friar, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1958.
H, 11. 1338-9.
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path and begin by stating the various meanings of the tragic and then
decide which one, if any, fits Kazantzakis's work. In so doing, I shall
follow Albin Lesky's three types of "tragic conflict" to identify first the
one that is properly associated with the dassical view and then distinguish
it from the type of conflict that Kazantzakis identifies as tragic. 8
According to Lesky, the most extreme concept of tragedy is the totally
tragic world view: "This can be provisionally defined as the world conceived as a place where forces and values predestined to come into
conflict will inevitably be destroyed; a destruction that remains unexplained by any transcendent purpose" (p. 13). Next comes the total tragic
conflict: "Here also there is no escape and the end is destruction. But
this conflict, however unalterable its course, does not embrace the whole
world. It is only an occurrence within the world, so that what in this
special case must end in death and destruction may be part of a transcendent totality, whose laws give it meaning. And if man should learn to
recognize such laws and their workings, the conflict would be resolved
on a higher level than the one on which it took its deadly course" (p.
13). The third type is the tragic situation, exhibiting the same components: ". . . opposing forces poised for battle: man, seeing no escape
from perilous conflict, and realizing that he is doomed to destruction.
But this anguished awareness of the inescapable, which is inherent in the
tragic situation, need not be the end. The stormy heavens may break to
shed the light of salvation" (pp. 13-14).
What meaning from the above three does the "tragic" take in the
works of a modem Cretan-Greek who adopts as his point of departure
not Homer's Iliad but the Odyssey, who picks up only the name but not
the substance of the Homeric hero and then sets him on a voyage of no
return ? 8 Odysseus moves away from Greece after two intermediate stops
8 Alvin Lesky, Greek Tragedy, translated by H. A. Frankfort, and with a
Foreword by E. G. Turner, second edition, London, 1967; especially Ch. I, "What
Is Tragedy?" pp. 1-26.
8 In a letter to Pandelis Prevelakis, dated February 12, 1951, sent from Antibes,
Kazantzakis wrote that his spiritual development had for him a religious significance: "In The Report to Greco I made a confession . . . and there I speak of
the four main stages through which I have passed, and each of these stages bears
a sacred name: Christ, Buddha, Lenin, Odysseus." See P. Prevelakis, Kazantzakis
and His Odyssey, A Study of the Poet and the Poem, translated by Philip Sherrard,
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1961, p. 181. The question that is worth pursuing
from the point of view of our topic is this: "In what sense is this Odysseus a
Greek and how does he embody the tragic quality?" Different answers have been
given to this question. In fact it has been a much debated issue, as Kimon Friar
notes in his Introduction to The Odyssey (pp. x-xii). A. P. Poulakidas suggests in
his article, "Nikos Kazantzakis: Odysseus as a Phenomenon," Comparative Literature Studies 6, No. 2, p. 130, that this Odysseus is shaped "in the mold of
existentialism." The claim is too strong to carry conviction or to allow for fruitful
comparisons with the classical notion of the tragic. W. B. Stanford remarks that
Kazantzakis takes the non-Homeric position that Odysseus was "an incurable
wanderer at heart," and adds: "This is the essentially romantic conception of the
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in Sparta and Crete, on a course heading south ending finally in the
frozen regions of the South Pole. The vision of life in this sequel to
Homer's Odyssey selects only certain aspects from the Homeric age of
Greece, bypasses the golden age of dassical Athens, only to reemerge
in a totally foreign landscape. The chronology of Kazantzakis's historical
heroes is a curious one, to be sure. After his courtship with Homer, we
find him enamored with the vestiges of Byzantine Christianity then
steeped in nineteenth century ideologies and vitalistic philosophies, and
finally rolling with the currents of social radicalism during the first half
of twentieth-century Europe. Almost all the great men he admired and
sought to emulate in highly selective ways were not Greeks: Buddha,
Christ, Mohammed, Lenin, Don Quixote, Moses, Dante, Shakespeare,
Leonardo da Vinci, Tolstoy, Genghis Khan, Nietzsche, Bergson. El Greco
is one of the exceptions.
The tragic visions of life, a creation of the classical age of Greece,
and the philosophies about them, did not influence Kazantzakis. Yet we
may still want to ask whether some aspect of the classical conception of
the tragic ever came to find a place in his life and work. The answer to
this question will provide the solution to another perplexing problem:
to what extent and in what sense is Kazantzakis a Greek? Is this major
voice in contemporary European letters a Greek voice as well? Is Kazantzakis extending and continuing an essentially Greek view of life when
he assumes the truth of his Cretan Glance to declare that Greece's position
is truly tragic? Can it be that he is telescoping what he accepted or
rejected in the Greek experience through the eyes of a contemporary
European?
During the decade 1912-1922, Kazantzakis wrote three plays:
Odysseus, Christ, and NikiphOros Phokas. From the standpoint of historical time, these literary heroes are separated by approximately 1,000 years
from one another. The first belongs to the Mycenean Age, the second
to the Christian mid-point of history—or the first century—and the last
to Byzantium, 1,000 years later. However that may be, it is Kazantzakis's
conception of Odysseus that remains the pivotal point in his poetic universe. What needs to be considered is whether Odysseus as a modern
hero satisfies the conditions of the tragic situation, as they prevail in
classical dramaturgy. Therefore, in order to decide the issue, we must
take another look at the dassical sense of the tragic and then return to
Kazantzakis.
Let us recall here what Aristotle says in his Poetics about the requireOdyssean hero, owing something to Byron and Nietzsche as well as to Faust and
Columbus. . . . Kazantzakis' hero is never the cautious statesman of the dassical
tradition." See his The Ulysses Theme, Oxford, 1954, rev. ed., 1963, p. 222. However, Stanford seems to go too far when he intimates that this Odysseus has his
ancestry in Stoicism Colin Wilson discusses Kazantzakis's emphasis on the irrational forces in the hero and observes that this is "a Faustian Ulysses, and Homer
would have found him incomprehensible." See his Mysticism and Poetry, London,
1970, p. 207.
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ments for tragic character. First, we must remember what the Greeks
believed to be the functions of tragedy: to educate in ethos, to produce
a certain kind of pleasure by means of arousing pity and fear, to effect
a certain catharsis or clarification and illumination of the passions involved.
But to succeed in his purposes, the tragic poet must present his characters,
the tragic heroes, in a certain light, otherwise the authentic nature of
action in the play is lost. Thus, a tragic character must be neither a
wicked man nor perfectly virtuous; rather, he must be something between
the two extremes: "a man who is neither outstanding in virtue and
righteousness, nor is it through wickedness and vice that he falls into
misfortune, but through some flaw. He should also be famous or prosperous, like Oedipus, Thyestes, and the noted men of such noble families." 10
Is life ultimately tragic, in some sense of the word? The dassical
outlook precludes belief in a totally tragic world view. To speak of tragic
possibilities of life is one thing, but the thesis that all life is ultimately
tragic in the sense of being impregnated with antithetical forces at all
times, is quite different. Lesky's position is that, of the three aforementioned meanings of the tragic, only the one he calls "the tragic situation"
primarily suits the Hellenic view of life as reflected in classical dramaturgy. He writes: "An Attic tragedy . . . may be considered genuinely
tragic in so far as it presents a tragic situation, which may however be
harmoniously resolved. On the other hand its theme may be a totally
tragic conflict ending in death. The final scene of Oedipus the King
belongs to this category, and here it is particularly important to ask
whether we must assume that it reveals a fundamentally tragic worldview or whether the poet leaves open a way to liberation, to enlightened
acceptance." 11 The evidence favors acceptance of the final enlightenment
as the correct interpretation. For the classical Greeks, the human condition
is such that it produces from time to time certain soul-shaking conflicts
which may in a number of cases end in catastrophe. However, Greek
realism saw nothing inevitable in all that. Evil, they believed, is due to
ignorance, not something absolute rooted in the nature of things. Life
can be both comic and tragic, flat and superb.
When we come to Kazantzakis's modern and contemporary world,
we are in a radically different landscape. The world must become what
the world of the mind demands. This is not the Parmenidean view that
equates thought and being. The modern poets went beyond the Kantian
strictures that made science stay within the conditions of the possibility
of experience and the categories of the understanding. The romantic
imagination absorbed the universe within the infinite dimensions of its
creative expansiveness. By extension, literature can claim to reflect faithfully, and better than science, as well as project authentically, the deeper
layers of the human situation. Kazantzakis subscribes to this principle, and
this explains why there is a very dose relationship between what this
'°Aristotle on Poetics and Style, translated, with an Introduction by G. M. A.
Grebe, Indianapolis: The Library of Liberal Arts, 1958. Ch. XIII, 1453 a.
'lop. cit., pp. 14-15.
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poet portrays through his heroes and how he himself understands the
nature of life. Thus Kazantzakis creates heroes who are true to his vision
of life. He meets at the level of literature Nietzsche's criterion: "The
great man is the actor of his ideals."
The position that literature, and more so than science, discloses authentically the nature of man is more modern than it is classical. On this
issue we have the solid testimonies of Plato and Aristotle. Kazantzakis is
modern in at least two senses: (a) his heroes are meant to reflect the
very essence of life;. (b) his literary works mirror life at the peak of
human experience and therefore its truest moment. This is so because
literature is taken to be a supreme expression of life itself. After much
searching and agonizing, he came to the conclusion that, since life is
ultimately tragic, its irreducible antithetical forces define both the poet
and his work. The tragic contradictions of life are the bread and blood
of the artist.
Kazantzakis as poet and philosopher was quick to explore the thematic
richness that the idea of the irreconcilable forces in life had for literature.
Often he would speak of them in mythic terms as the eternal conflict
between the Apollonian and the Dionysian elements in man's struggle
for freedom. When in a confessional mood, he would state and declare
that his own personal problem was the enormous strength of the instincts
he inherited from his ancestors, forcing upon him contrary actions in
every turn of his life. The search for deliverance was decidedly in favor
of the ways of the spirit, urging him to transcend all antithetical and
exclusive demands. This is not exactly Hegelian in its conceptualization,
but one would not hesitate in this connection to call it dialectical voluntarism. Be that as it may, the way of the spirit is to do the will of God
and save God as the God-in-man, the same God who establishes order
and makes laws and is also the God who turns the edifice into ruins to
return it to chaos. It is this dynamic view of antithetical constancy that
makes difficult comparisons and contrasts with the classical conception
of modes to resolve the tensions between conflicting forces.
A certain similarity is still discernible even when the differences
remain perceptibly stronger. We have here a case of subtle continuity
and radical discontinuity with the classical heritage. Both aspects are worth
exploring in detail—a task that will require the length of a special monograph—because the fact is that Kazantzakis, with all his modernity, is
significantly extending what he found relevant in the classical tradition
to his agonizing concern to clarify the meaning of human destiny. 12 One
way of making a sharp contrast between a classical tragic poet and
Kazantzakis as a modern would be to say that, for instance, Sophocles'
Oedipus or Euripides' Medea, issues a real warning and offers a lesson on
what not to do. Somehow, imitative action in tragedy is presented as
12 Prevelakis remarks that ". . . his spiritual struggle was to make of The
Odyssey a 'theology.' Kazantzakis' Odysseus goes in search of God as Homer's

Odysseus goes in search of his fatherland. Nostalgia consumed both of them. . . .
The death of the modern Odysseus is his only transfiguration" (op. cit., p. 62).
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exposure to the consequences of hamartia, of judgment gone wrong.
Still, the constructive possibility of contributing to the inculcation of
sophrosyne in the souls of the attending public is one of the great moral
and political assets of Greek dramaturgy. In contrast, Kazantzakis's vision
of life questions the valued finality of prudence and serenity. His poetry
embodies the urgency to bold action and makes it the nerve center of the
literary expression of life. Thus, Kazantzakis tells his readers, through
his heroes, what living is about and how to be true to the dynamic movement that life is. Consider, for instance, how this is done in his novels.
In all of them, the central hero must make the daim that the quintessence
of life is expressed through his actions and decisions. In other words,
the hero recapitulates the universe and completes it. The all is in man,
and all mankind is expressed through the heroic man, not as logos but
as will. This is dialectical voluntarism. Here the modern and the classical
models of microcosmos-macrocosmos are at polar opposites! No ancient
Greek would have dared to call man "savior of God" as Kazantzakis did.
Nietzsche issued the pronouncement, "God is dead!" Kazantzakis came
to herald the most radical message of resurrection• "Man becomes God
and saves God." Man takes on properties of the divine by accepting his
responsibilities of the divine to save God.
After Kazantzakis there can be no higher form of hubris (excess
pride). Within certain limitations, the self-deification of man can go no
further. The limitation is this: it is man's responsibility to save God not
to be all that God is. The old ideal of aspiring to be god-like, theoeides,
the ideal of homoirisis then, must be declared obsolete since the new
dynamic conception of God makes him both infinite and unfinished. The
problem is not with man's limited perception of the infinite wisdom and
perfection of God; the problem is with the unfinished nature of God.
As a consequence, man is responsible for the completion of the divine
process. Man is forced with the role of taking on whatever attributes of
God he can by his nature and ability to apprehend his chain of duties.
The conviction that God is the presence of the creative and fighting force
in all beings and in every person carries with it serious implications for
human action and thought. If everything is of God and has a portion of
God in it, what differentiates one person from another lies in the potential
to rise to the call of the duty .to transmute the divine force into spirit.
While passivity compromises the divine, correctly guided activity (synthesis) gives to praxis its creative thrust. Since what is active is potentially
creative, the attainment of higher levels of creativity is a function of
responsible activity to increase and intensify the spirit. Thus it would
follow that the only criterion to ascertain the level and degree of moral
worth in a person can be one of qualitative engagement in creativity as
each person ascends or descends on the ladder of duties. These abstract
expressions, assuming that they represent Kazantzakis's thinking, cannot
take on real significance unless the divine force in a person's life is
allowed to surface and dimb upward toward the light of responsibility.
It is against this background that we can see why Kazantzakis embodied
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in his writings a radical approach to the concept of the tragic. As such,
his answer may be seen as a synthesis of the old and the modern, the
classical and the contemporary.
For Kazantzakis, the tragic conflict is rooted in the fundamental antinomies that pervade nature and man. Among them is the continuous
conflict between man's will to freedom and the knowledge that total
freedom is unrealizable. Hence man is forced to consent to relative freedom
while the craving for the absolute persists without hope for relief. The
challenge now is how to understand the human predicament without
resorting to a passive pessimism or escaping to the region of optimism.
The problem of understanding is not the art of analyzing alternatives
but assisting in the determination to proceed with the life of praxis in
spite of the knowledge about the unattainability of the end. In the
Salvatores Dei, Kazantzakis dedares that the highest virtue for the man
of action "is not to be free but to fight for freedom." Praxis itself "is
the wide gatewa)& leading to deliverance." 'Whatever salvation there is
for man can only come through the determination to act against all odds,
fully aware of the conditions that make the pursuit hopeless.
The essential condition of the tragic in Kazantzakis is the awareness
of conflicts from which there can be no final escape. Once man is caught
in the snares of cosmic tensions and is fully cognizant of his situation,
he must reject both optimism and pessimism, and then be ready to arm
himself with the defiance to face death itself. Like Captain Michalis who
opts for "Freedom and Death," Manolios in Christ Recrucified accepts
death willingly—Manolios in the name of a social ideal, Michalis while
defending the fatherland. In both heroes we witness a meeting of freedom
and death as the peak experience of human life.
A closer look at the personae that populate his epic and his novels
leads the reader to say that Kazantzakis essentially works with two types
of man: the conventional type, variations of which fill the background—
not unlike Homer in this regard—and the heroic. The latter permits a
distinction between the tragic persona that is, one who in due course
becomes involved in the pursuit of impossible tasks, like Julian, Capodistrias, Constantine Paleologos—and the authentically assertive persona,
like Zorba, who acts spontaneously and moves beyond conventional
morality and the world of safe values, as Odysseus does in the earlier
books of the Odyssey. The important thing here is to grasp Kazantzakis's
argument on which he bases his conception of the heroic man. A basic
premise here is that even if the world forces upon us the paradox of
freedom, 13 man can still be creative. We may now move away from the
—

13 Colin Wilson also notes that limited freedom involves a paradox. Fichte in
the nineteenth century made the observation that a strange and absurd paradox
occurs here and it expresses in a nutshell the romantic problem which is the
problem for modern man: admittedly, freedom does free modern man, however
tautological this may sound, but once man becomes accustomed to freedom and
his values become fixed, then freedom ceases to function authentically; the paradox
is that it becomes a block for man's evolution. As Wilson says, "this sleep is the
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strong metaphors he uses in his Saviors of God to define the highest
virtue. Actually, we are dealing with a bold recasting of Plato's view of
courage, knowing what to fear and what not to fear. For Kazantzakis,
courage is the highest virtue once it is recast to mean to act knowingly,
not to fear absolute hopelessness, and not to be afraid to accept death as
deliverance from the craving of freedom through the struggle to be free.
Neither the tragic nor the assertive persona is prepared to settle for
limited freedom. The difference lies in the circumstances. Given the
opportunity, the challenge, and a choice, the assertive man will unhesitatingly cross over the line and enter the domain of the tragic
experience.
As a result of the recasting of the meaning of virtue and the paradox
of freedom, the dassical view of hubris or excess pride no longer retains
its original meaning. Kazantzakis has turned defiance, total and uncompromising, into a basic and necessary excellence of the hero-martyr. In
other words, defiance is not a tragic flaw but a sweeping force and
primordial motive. It is the voice of the struggling god within man
demanding to be set free. Defiance does not challenge the power of the
gods; it is a heralding of the beginning of action to save the divine.
When Kazantzakis's tragic hero meets death, he has fully realized the
identity between hopelessness and freedom. In contrast, the dassical hero,
who loves life and abhors destruction, fights for the best and meets his
destiny, not because he wills it but because things got out of control: his
errors of judgment are due to his hubris and/or limitations. In contrast,
Kazantzakis has given us a radical concept of the tragic and, along with
it a tragic vision appropriate to man's voyage setting out on the pursuit of
absolute freedom as a savior of God. This is the new nostos, if a nostos
at all. Evidently, Sophocles' and Kazantzakis's views of human nature and
man's place in the universe—indeed, what the world ultimately is—are
not the same. The corresponding visions of destiny move in different
directions.
At his most expressive and authentic moments, man is a voyager
with no Ithaca; rebel and restless, a desperado, scavenger, ravager and
pirate; uprooted and estranged but only because he has no choice, thus
making this his choice. For man to be true to his nature, to the divine
in him, there is no situation, physical or human, in nature or in culture,
that can fully arrest and contain the creative energy. The conventional
realities can only provoke this rebel-man to negate established values.
Reality, in any case, is a problem, not the solution. Herein lies the external
condition for the paradox of freedom. But to effect a solution, however
temporary, man as hero must step outside the cirde of theories, ideas and
greatest enemy of human beings." The above sets the context for Wilson's evaluation of Kazantzakis's work. He writes: "Kazantzakis is the only contemporary writer
who saw the problem, faced it, and spent his life fighting like a demon to solve
it. The greatness of his work lies in this demonic quality. It is also heroic;
Kazantzakis is the only modern writer of whom one could use the word Tromethean.' " (op. cit., pp. 186, 187).
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ideologies, tastes and preferences. He must seal the quest to save the
divine by means of his death at the moment of its ultimate transcendence.
But now we are beyond tragedy. In any event, the classical view of
the tragic no longer obtains in this case of the contemporary conception
of the relationship between man's development and the persistence of
conflicting forces in life. Kazantzakis, we tend to suspect, recognized the
incongruity and intentionally bypassed the dassical conception of resolving
tragic conflicts. Therefore, it is no surprise that he advocated radical
reformulations of the human quest in life and in art. 14 The modem
Odysseus, or any hero like him, must keep going. "The essence of our
God is STRUGGLE. . . ." Again, we read in The Saviors of God the
basic motif: "It is not God who will save us . . . it is we who will save
God, by battling, by transmuting matter into spirit." 15 This itself involves
a radical view of God. The traditional religions which made man dependent upon God are all rejected. Again and again, his Odysseus remains
determined to cast down every idol and denounce every form of worship,
philosophy, social value, and political structure, including those he will
erect himself in the course of his adventures. He must be and stay free
to reject and to seek: ready to transcend everything, including himself.
This is true about Kazantzakis himself, the creator of his modern Odysseus. The true hero cannot turn back; he can never denounce the veracity
of the demand for continuous self-transcendence. To do so would be
to choose the path of the coward.
The problem of form must be raised at this point. In order to express
his credo, Kazantzakis turns to art, and especially to song, tragotidithe modern Greek derivative from the ancient "tragOdia." Tragadi is
not tragic drama but lyrical action that takes us beyond tragedy. The
word now comes to signify a higher mode of art, the personal creative
song. The supreme logos as song, while inescapably communicative and
communal, is also the dramatic dialogue of inner conflicts, lyrical in its
mood and individual in expression. Once again, in the selection of artistic
media, Kazantzakis will part company with the classical view of tragedy
and its dependence on external elements to present its hold on the fundamental problems that haunt humanity. He is convinced that the vision
of life does not blossom as rational philosophy and logic but in art and
tragadi as the creative act of transcendence.
When Odysseus is ready to denounce everything, all that the world
contains, the only creative act and reality he is still willing to accept is
art as lyric drama. The value of song is repeatedly introduced in the
Odyssey as a test of superior choice. The Egyptian king exchanges a
whole empire for a song (X, 688-94). Captain Elias sacrifices his seven
sons m return for a song that will allow him to live as immortal flame
(XIX, 1250). He believed what the cock-pheasant told him:
14 Comp. P. Prevelakis, op. cit.,
15 Section II, "The Vision," 34;

pp. 26-27.
Section III, "Action," 47.
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All flow on toward the sea and drown in that dark stream,
great towns and all their souls submerge, all women rot,
all gold crowns rot, and even gods rot like trees;
don't cling to them, 0 Prince, they fade like whirling smoke,
the only deathless flame is man's own gallant song!
(XIX, 1224-28)
Song alone reveals contemporary man to himself. But freedom demands that Kazantzakis go beyond it; the only thing awaiting there is
death. Beyond art, when freedom becomes absolute, lies the Great
Nothing. By knowing his hopelessness, man triumphs over all forms of
temptation, conquers despair, and with a literal sdto mortale saves the
divine. Without tragozdi, the highest form and substance of the creative
life, the fighting man cannot save God. In this identification of art and
holiness, we find the key to Kazantzakis's radical religion. The artist has
a duty to remain defiant in the fight to transmute his being and his world
into spirit. This duty must reign supreme above all else, for it aims at
a value higher than beauty and truth.
Tragoidi is more than form. It is the definitive statement on substance which summarizes a whole culture. The fate of tragoudi, the fate
of art, is inseparable from the destiny of Western man in his contemporary setting, as he looks intensely into the abyss only to see his
reflection before the balance is lost. Tragotidi becomes the first word of
life and the first word of death; it is the record of the, phases of God's
salvation through the creativity of the human spirit. The romantic mind
cannot go beyond this point. The artist as poet, Kazantzakis holds, has
seen more clearly than either the philosopher or the statesman what the
contemporary ethos portends with its increasing dependence on utility
and greed. It is the artist who sees freedom in all its dimensions, the
risks it involves, the sacrifices it demands, the promises it holds, the
horrors that attend its loss.
Kazantzakis proved to be more Nietzschean than Nietzsche." He
saw dearly the implications of the most terrifying diagnosis of the contemporary scene: the Nietzschean interpretation of man, a view that
aspired to go beyond tragedy and comedy, beyond Dionysus and Apollo,
and assert the self-deification of man. When Kazantzakis brought out
into the open the implications of the Gothic and romantic philosophical
visions of Nietzsche, Bergson, and other major European writers, he did
so in order to complete the portrait of modern hubris and help us learn
to face its horrors. Once the romantic demand for total self-transcendence
is accepted, man's ultimate goal becomes one of how to play at being
God and make it stick!
Kazantzakis completes the modern and concludes it. Yet there is
16 1n his Report to Greco, Ch. 23, where he discusses Nietzsche, he states why
he felt compelled to dare go beyond Nietzsche. He chides the master for yielding
to the temptations of pseudo-optimism by giving men false hope through the
solution of the Eternal Return.
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more to the positive side of his contribution which often takes the form
of a promise and a prophecy. In a sense, his works are anticipations of
a future, a foretaste of things to come. This poet who so bravely essayed
to save the divine in him may also be seen as a prelude to a new classical
era and his work as being at once pre-epic and pre-tragic. By scanning
the full range of his self-consciousness, Kazantzakis found a way to pave
the way to resurrect the concept of the tragic with the power of his
own creative insights. It may well be that he mapped the way the
literature of the future must follow in order to move from tragotitil
toward the discovery of a new form of tragedy.
No matter what our reservations may be on particular issues, the fact
remains that Kazantzakis has his own answer to Lesky's question about
the quest for tragic resolution in non-classical drama. The way it works
in his case is precisely what brings him closer to classical tragedy than
one may initially suspect. Resolution is recast in the form of a series of
syntheses to respond to a series of emerging conflicts in the unfolding
of human action. The following steps may help to make the solution
dear.
1. Life exhibits a continuous series of conflicts due to the persistence of antithetical forces.
2. A synthesis of antitheses must be brought about through constructive action and avoidance of destruction.
3. The agon, the struggle, leads to synthesis only if it enhances
the spirit.
4. The resolution announced with each creative action brings
temporary relief and a provisional catharsis.
5. New anthitheses emerge, demanding response to effect novel
resolutions of tragic conflicts.
6. The tragic situation continues its upward spiraling in each
person's life when in the aftermath of each conciliation the
hero's outlook remains uncompromising.
7. Every human being is privileged to be a savior of God and
is therefore caught in the web of tragedy, though not every
person is willing to pay the price of the virtue of courage.
This outline of the concept of tragic resolution does not conform to the
principles of dramaturgy as presented in Aristotle's Poetics. It is doser to
the dramatic logic of the modern novel than it is to classical tragedy.
Failure to transmute matter into spirit is not like effecting catharsis in
the wake of hamartia. Failure in the former case, Kazantzakis would say,
is tantamount to failing God; in the case of the Greek tragedians, when
we err in judgment, we fail ourselves, and in a fundamental way, we
fail our pais.
On the one hand, Kazantzakis is a profound diagnostician of the
barbarism that follows in the wake of freedom misunderstood and mis-
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used. His Odyssey portrays vividly what happens to cultures when the
spirit disintegrates or indulges in compromise of quality. On the other,
he leads the way in the effort to study the unfinished work of the
Renaissance in order to complete the creative rediscovery of the classical
mind through a new synthesis. And it may well be that this enfant
terrible of modern Greece stands firmly somewhere between the present
and the future, like a vast ocean between two continents whose depth and
span we must try to fathom before we may gain enough confidence to
set out on our voyage to Ithaca.

Kazantzakis's Buddha:
Phantasmagoria and Struggle
by KATERINA ANGELAKI-ROOKE

Liberation begins from the summit of pain. 1
I wish I knew, Hu-Ming, where all that lostain of man goes
and settles. Somewhere on earth—not in the silky, nor in Hell—
somewhere on the earth, our Mother, there must be the large
reservoirs where the tears of men are gathered—and one day
these will overflow.
Nikos Kazantzakis, Buddhas
Human pain is the thick and indissoluble cloud which stands unmoving over human beings like some heavy furniture over dogs pursued.
This pain softens only with time, cannot be shared even in love, and is
the result either of the harsh reality of human society or of the inner
hell of attachment; it may even appear to be the work of nature's
destructive power. Human pain is the point where all the disciplines of
the mind, philosophy, religion, and art meet. Art does not seem to try
to find solutions but aims to transfer the problem in all its poignancy to
another timeless sphere. It is obvious that if one is to take away from
painful human situations the element of time, pain is abolished automatically. Art indirectly shows us a method of overcoming time and pain
and, through the process of creation, of translating the ephemeral into
the eternal. While a poem or a cantata bear witness to the pain which
incited them, art in its infinite time has already exhausted that pain, and
the cicada shines in the transparency of its death, a bright carcass on a
branch.
Kazantzakis, by nature, was situated somewhere halfway between
the philosopher who yearns to answer the eternal metaphysical questions
and the artist who tends to transmit to eternity a faithful image of this
tearful world. He approached Buddha attracted by an enchanting possibility: what if, while fathoming the Buddhist ideal by means of his art,
he could, at the same time, learn the secret of how to be freed from
all bondage, even from art itself? "Ah! if only I could express in Buddha
INikos Kazantzakis, Buddha. Translated by Kimon Friar and Athena DallasDamis. San Diego: Avant Books, 1983, p. 51.
2/bid., p. 136.
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all that I am brooding on! I think this work will be the last temptation
of art that will lure me." 3 Buddha occupied Kazantzakis's mind for many
years; he would always go back to it in spite of long intervals. "I wrote
the first draft of Buddha in Vienna in 1921 [1922 corrects Pandelis
Prevalakis) when I was immersed in Buddhism. It was when I was
suffering from a skin disease on my face similar to the one Manolios
has in Christ Recrucified; I describe it exactly in Report to Greco. Afterwards, I worked on Buddha again here in the Antibes [i.e., around 1950).
I didn't change much, a few but important things." 4 (He completely
leaves out the main writing of the play, which took place in Greece in
1941, after the Italian invasion).
"In January I shall be starting Buddha in a new way ... I am in no
hurry at all. Like a shepherd, I will, for many years `roll downhill' my
two bellwethers, Odysseus and Buddha. Until—a little before—we reach
the tomb." 3 Odysseus and Buddha! The symbol of action and the symbol
of inaction both tied to the same plough, working for the same purpose!
What a surprising conjecture! The explanation may lie in the fact that
at some point Kazantzakis lost the wager with himself and instead of
proceeding to his personal liberation through Buddha, remained attached
to art, which sometimes can liberate others but seldom the creator himself. Thus Buddha is transformed in the work of Kazantzakis from a
symbol of renouncement to a symbol of struggle, since struggle is the
essence of the Kazantzakian vision. His Odysseus fights against the outside enemy: injustice, evil, corruption, slavery; his Buddha against desire
and all the inner calamities of man. By means of his art, which Kazantzakis faithfully serves while often rejecting its supreme value, he traces
an ascending path strewn with contradictions stemming from his unbridled contempt for the baseness of human nature on the one hand, and
on the other, his profound admiration for a greatness of which only
man is capable:
What do I care if I write one or two good lines, if I find a
good metaphor and write an acceptable tragedy? All of this seems
to me like sin; that's how much I feel that this takes me away
from the difficult, unrewarding mission beyond beauty and individuality that I have undertaken. Whatever I write in terms of
art seems to me an act of cowardice, sin, a false way because I
am afraid to confront the One, the only thing which cries in me
and wants to be born .°
What in Buddhism would represent stages of an initiation toward
sNikos Kazantzakis, The Suffering God: Selected Letters to Galatea and to
Papastephanou. Translated by Philip Ramp and Katerina Angelaki-Rooke, p. 58.
Vour Hundred Letters by Kazantzakis to Prevelakis. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Pandelis Prevelakis. Athens: Eleni Kazantzakis Editions, p. 715.
5 Ibid., p. 267.
eThe Suffering God, p. 57.
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enlightenment constitutes in Kazantzakis phases of an exploit: "Silence!
Silence ! The great task of asceticism now begins; motionless, with trunk
erect like a pillar of fire, Buddha glows under the tall, fruitless and
flowerless tree." 7 There is almost no vision of inaction in Kazantzakis.
When the fight is over—regardless of victory or defeat—the curtain falls.
Kazantzakis stops where Buddha really starts acting as a total perfection
on the conscience of his followers. Kazantzakis uses Buddha as a
way of approaching the human problem and not as a way of
abolishing it. We have here a "physical" attitude based on the idea of
the vanity of all things but also of the value of human endeavor, and
not a "metaphysical" attitude which, by stating the unreality of this
world, would automatically prove all human action pointless. The play,
Buddha, ends at the moment when the terrifying roar of the river Yangtze
is heard:
MAGICIAN (Softly): Do you understand, my Nobleman, who
the Yangtze is?
OLD MAN: Yes, Buddha! (The Old Man walks toward the door.
The waters are already beating against the threshold, roaring.
The Old Man folds his arms and bows). Welcome! (Cur-

tain.)g
Thus the human attempt to tame the water-god fails while human
dignity is gained: "Many, being small, frightened or simple souls, will
find Buddha pessimistic. How can they understand that it is written in
praise of human pride and dignity," writes Kazantzakis in a letter,
underlining thus the human substance of his symbol.
While we constantly struggle "to make our little life immortal," 10
from time to time, as in a dream, the Buddhist vision of non-attachment
appears. It is like the performance of a magician, who, with his tricks,
will help us to overcome a moment of weakness. In the prologue to the
play, the poet says: "I will unfurl a lightly-haunted tale, a yellow silken
flag to declare war on suffering, ugliness and death. /Buddha! Buddha!
Buddha I'll Life then becomes a play, our pains simply crease on the
tapestry of our imagination: "I hold you like a holy toy at dawn, filled
with light and meaning." 12 But the song of a blossoming cherry tree will
soon die away and the phantasmagoria will vanish. The struggle continues. Nothing is won, nothing is conquered, the felicity of being the
spectator of our own lives was just a dream. Hanna, Buddha's servant
speaks to his master: "Lord, my Lord, rise up! Do not seek liberation in
the wilderness. Leave the shadows, seize flesh, and knead. The world is
7Buddba, p. 109.
8Ibid., p. 172.
Vour Hundred Letters, p. 715.
10 Buddha, p. 32.
11 I bid., p. 3.
12/bid , p.
.
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not made of thoughts, sighs and visions; it's made of stones and waters
and people." 13
A young man in the play shouts: "A curse on God who leads man
to such perfection 1." 14 God may push man to perfection but he himself is
not perfect. He is the force but not the supreme value. Human conscience
never dissolves into the divine will. God is responsible for man's imperfection; therefore he can be an enemy, for the duel between good
and evil takes place in a human arena and it is constantly reenacted on
all levels: self-discipline against flabbiness, frugality against comfort,
purity against lasciviousness, spirit against flesh. The synthesis of opposites, which Kazantzakis attempts in The Saviors of God, does not represent a final goal, but a method of struggle, a way of ascending. At the
top—or what seems to be the top—there is a One. But Kazantzakis says
that even this One does not exist. Besides, this One is not a containing
essence but a oneness expressing a total human consciousness. The
struggle is the only conceivable nirvana. Kazantzakis is not interested in
Buddha in so far as Buddha negates reality, conscience, and time. On
the other hand, he never forgets the basic Buddhist teaching: all is but
a phantasmagoria and will disperse with the first light breeze. This idea
remains at the background of the Kazantzakian struggle and it gives it its
element of relativity. Paradoxically, the struggle thus becomes even more
humane. The awareness, that all reality is relative is in Kazantzakis a
philosophical idea and not a metaphysical experience. We want to overcome pain by imposing a keen human intelligence on the chaos of our
lives, and not by denying the significance of life. Death never loses its
importance and can be faced with equanimity only when the Kazantzakian
hero has dutifully spent all his energy in this life. When death comes,
he must find nothing to take away except, "A bag with a few bones in
it." Having become a symbol of struggle—struggle against man's worst
enemy, the weak and wicked part of himself—Buddha will finally lead
Kazantzakis not out of reality—another paradox—but to the reality of art.
Here there is no room for detachment because the mechanism of art
entails presence and not absence, closeness and not distance. The only
revelation is art itself, which, the greater it is, the more it conquers time
and gains eternity. A human eternity though, one of sorrow and joy.

18 /bid.,
14/bid.,

p. 114.
p. 146.

Odysseus-Moses, or God's
Presence in History'
by J. MOATTI-FINE

And when in his wide courtyards Odysseus had cat down the
insolent youths, he hung on high bis sated bow ..

Kazantzakis's Odyssey begins here, just where Homer's Odyssey
ends: the first cantos of the epic are completely steeped in the Greek
world. Penelope, Telemachus, Odysseus' tales—almost all the episodes
which unfold in Ithaca find their source in the Homeric poem; then the
departure of the hero for Sparta, home of Menelaos and Helen, and the
arrival in Crete, awaken familiar memories in the leader of the original
Odyssey, even though the world Kazantzakis describes is that of a civilization which is disintegrating and dying under the assault of the northern
barbarians. But everything changes with Odysseus' arrival in Egypt; the
Greek prince lands on African soil stripped of all his Greekness: the gods
of Olympus are dead, and Helen has stayed on the Cretan island, united
with the blond barbarian, carrying in her womb the promise of the birth
of a new world.
One need not be familiar with the Old Testament in order to recognize in Odysseus' African adventures the main episodes of the Jewish
people in Egypt, and more specifically the story of Moses. The starvationridden Egypt which Odysseus and his companions discover resembles the
Pharaonic Egypt described at the end of Genesis and in those first gripping pages of Exodus: an all-powerful Pharaoh, an enslaved people,
repressed rebellions. Odysseus interprets dreams, Odysseus save the
woman Rata, Odysseus takes the side of the oppressed people. Gradually
the hero metamorphoses into a composite biblical image before taking
the more precise form of Moses. Eventually Odysseus' journey becomes
step-for-step that of the story of Exodus: the victory won over Pharaoh
through fear; the liberation of the people in bondage; the departure from
Egypt for the promised land. The crowd following its leader across a
hostile land resembles the balking people who followed Moses, now
docile, now rebellious, crying after their lost slavery when they had
lErail Falkenheim: God's Presence in History, Jewish Affirmations and Philosophical Reflections (Harper Torch Books, 1972).
2The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel, translated by Kimon Friar. New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1958. Book I, 1-2.
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bread, refusing to pay the bitter price of their freedom. They face all the
temptations of the nation in Exodus, while Odysseus assumes the burden
of being Leader and Guide (the names by which he is henceforth most
frequently called), which makes him solitary and awe-inspiring.
But most curious of all is the parallel which is maintained, until the
revelation of the Law, between Moses on Mount Sinai and Odysseus on
the mountain: while the people wait for him in the valley, Odysseus goes
up alone to hear the prescription of God. He, too, must have two meetings with God as well as forgiveness for his negligent people before
giving the Ten Commandments, the decalogue engraved in stone at the
gates of the city so that the whole life of the community, directed by the
Guide, might become obedient to a law establishing an order between
God and man. But here the fidelity to the biblical scheme of events as
seen in the general outline just presented (with the exception of the
miracle stories) comes to an end: on the very day of its inauguration, the
ideal city is swallowed up by an earthquake. Odysseus then abandons his
mission as leader of his people and sets forth on a new path.
These circumstantial similarities are surprising in and of themselves,
but what is truly singular about this part of the poem is the metamorphosis
of Odysseus. Other great myths and ideas—the Homeric version of the
poem, African myths, Marxist thought, Buddhist philosophy, the New
Testament, and ancient philosophies—traverse Kazantzakis's Odyssey, but
none have the importance of the Old Testament. Other faces appear—
Lenin, Don Quixote, Buddha, and Jesus all come face to face with
Odysseus. Only the biblical prophet never appears, because Odysseus
becomes Moses. We must try to understand this singular transformation
of a Greek prince into a biblical prophet, and the reasons for this metamorphosis in Odysseus' spiritual itinerary: "The true prophet doesn't
foretell: he announces a present requiring human decision in a present
where the future is being prepared." 3
The role of the prophet as defined by Buber is one which Odysseus
is in many ways ready to assume even before Egypt. As soon as he is
settled in his palace, surrounded by his wife and son, he realizes that his
battle to return there was a derisive one, the final trap set by the gods,
because the island is a prison, while all around the world is changing
and the old gods are dying. The first message Odysseus receives is that
any form of settlement is a form of death; only by wandering and searching for a new path can he stay alive, that is, remain present in a world
in transformation.
Indeed, Kazantzakis chose to set his Odyssey in a tumultuous period
of history which he compares to our own: the thirteenth century B.C.
just before the Dorian invasion and the creation of a new civilization.
Everywhere barbarians are rebelling against over-fed tyrants who no
longer have enough vitality to maintain their rule, everywhere the waves
of barbarian hordes are sweeping in, bringing new powers. Even before
3 Martin

Buber: Moire (P.U.F., 1957, p. 216).
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his arrival in Egypt, the Greek wanderer has chosen to side with the
revolt and the promise it offers, but he is still a disdainful loner, an
aristocratic aesthete who admires the noble gesture and the individual act.
In order to hear the voice of revolution in himself he must leave Helen
and Greek soil. This first face of Moses is doubtless the one that Kazantzakis wanted to give to his hero: the man thirsting for justice who
discovers the suffering of the oppressed on Egyptian soil, and who gives
up his privileged status in the name of this justice, as did Moses, who
went out" of the palace where he was raised "to visit his people the
Hebrews and . . . saw how they were forced to do hard labor. . . 4
Odysseus discovers the love of his fellow men in Egypt, and he decides
from then on to share their destiny and take charge of them.
But Odysseus is more than a man driven by the desire for social
justice. Unlike his companions in battle, revolutionary struggle is not
an end in itself for him. From the moment he leaves his island, he has
been searching for the face of a new god. When Nile (anagram of Lenin),
a prison comrade and revolutionary theoretician, chides him for having
the soul of a slave in search of a master, he replies:
"

."

Many here think man's soul is slaked by bread alone
and gab lifelong of rich and poor, of bread and food; .. .
Though food and drink are good, I'm better slaked and fed
by that inhuman flame which burns in our black bowels.
I like to name that flame which burns within me God! 5

This painful confrontation with a Presence is the second characteristic
that Odysseus has taken from the prophets. Like the biblical prophets,
he is involved in a conquest of the Absolute, "in an exhilirating struggle
with a Living and Pathetic Partner." 6 Like Jacob, whose name was
changed to Israel after he wrestled with the angel, Odysseus also bears
the name of god-wrestler. Throughout his journey Odysseus experiences
this Presence. From the Egyptian Exodus to the building of the city,
symbol of the Covenant between God and man, this dialogue between
the Voice and the Guide continues uninterrupted.
Like all writers who have recreated the Moses figure, Kazantzakis left
him his human characteristics, his loneliness, his suffering, and above all,
his violence. But when Odysseus takes on Moses' characteristics, he becomes a prophet in the primary sense of the word, not the one who foretells, but the one who proclaims the Word: "The Lord would speak with
Moses face to face, just as a man speaks with a friend." 7
This familiarity in relationship with God in the Bible is the attitude
Odysseus adopts with the god he hears within himself, this god who
says "I," who is jealous and demanding, who challenges and calls out,
4Exodus, 11.
5 0dyssey,

XI, 835-836, 841-843.
Neher, Moire (ed. Seuil, 1956, p. 84).
7Exodus, 33.
6 Andre
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whose Presence can never be forgotten. But the hardest task the Voice
entrusts to Odysseus is to turn the Word into action, to inscribe it on
the world. This divine presence which prescribes and thus demands human
action is the exigent experience which Odysseus has in common with the
biblical prophets.
Deep in his heart, the archer heard a savage voice
that summoned him to take up arms and to fight on 8

for
The daring Act hews down the woods, builds sturdy ships
and strives to cross the abyss like a dark sea, to save
its precious cargo, its much-wounded, bleeding God"

This necessity of man's cooperation in God's work, which is an
essential idea of Kazantzakis's thought, is one of the fundamental elements of biblical metaphysics as understood through the Testaments and
the Judeo-Christian tradition: the work of Creation is never finished, and
it can only move toward its fulfillment with man's help. "We are fellow
workmen for God,"" says Paul in the first letter to the Corinthians.
God groans, be writhes within my heart and cries for help .. .
All living things to right or left are his co fighters,' 1
-

affirms the first commandment of Odysseus decalogue, wherein Kazantzakis returns to some of the gripping formulas of his book Spiritual
Exercises, with its enlightening subtitle, The Saviors of God. 12
This creation-in-progress in which man collaborates with divine work
implies that history is not a simple unfolding of preordained events but
a process of necessary events, a creative evolution in which God is not
just a provident god watching over history, but a god present in history,
united with men by a Covenant. This idea of humanity's spiritual and
historical evolution runs through all of Kazantvakic's work and underlies
all his philosophy:
In the smallest lightning-Sash of our lives, we feel all of
God treading upon us, and suddenly we understand: if we all
desire it intensely, if we organize all the visible and the invisible
powers of earth and fling them upward, if we all battle together
XIV, 1168.
XIV, 1351-1353.
19 Corinthians, I 3: 9.
11 Odyssey, XV, 1162, 1164.
12 See The Saviors of God: Spiritual Exercises, translated by ICimon Friar,
New York: Simon & Schuster, 1960. Mr. Friar has reversed title and subtitle in
his translation.
8 Odyssey,

9 Odyssey,
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like fellow combatants eternally vigilant—then the Universe
might possibly be saved."
The last law of Odysseus' city, a quivering arrow aimed toward the sky,
is in fact the translation of this progress irreversibly launched, hope aimed
toward a fulfillment still to come. This vectoral time of biblical thought
contrasts with the circular time of Platonic philosophy. The Homeric
Odyssey was the story of an initiation, of a return; Kazantzakic's Odyssey
is the story of a departure.
This conception of a creation to be made implies the recognition that
the only reality is here and now, that the world is neither a reflection nor
an illusion. Contrary to Platonic thought, biblical thought states that
the sensuous world does not stand in opposition to the intellectual one.
There is no profane world; the world is composed of signs to be deciphered, and the images which constantly spring forth in Kazantzakis's
writings are witness to this conception of the world wherein everything
signals the Presence and reveals, to him who knows how to see or hear,
the order of the universe. "Love the entire earth, its waters, soil, and
stones." 14 All of Kazantzakis's work bears witness to this immense love
for creation. In the Odyssey, all birth is hope, and all life manifests
divine power, from the plant growing in the rock, or the cicada crawling
out of its chrysalis, to the human couple creating a child—not the signs
of an eternal god, but proof of the never-ending creation of the universe.
I have tried to show how much Kazantzakis's conception bears the
mark of biblical metaphysics: the dialogue with a Presence, the historical
progress, the love for creation. But the passage of these concepts, so
peculiar to Hebraic thought, into the Greek language has marked them,
in spite of the miracle surrounding the translation by the Seventy, with
the seal of Platonic thought. And in Kazantzakis more than any other
Western thinker, we feel a vacillation, a hesitation between the two
conceptions. We feel the resurgence of the conflicts between the flesh
and the spirit, between the apparent and the real, between meditation and
action, and we feel the desire to reconcile the irreconcilable: Greek
thought and Hebraic thought. Odysseus never confronts Moses, Odysseus
becomes Moses.
How, then, can we understand the destruction of Odysseus' city on
the very day of its inauguration? Why this earthquake that swallows it
up before it even exists? Like the child eaten by ants, 15 the death of the
new, blameless city is the scandal which marks a turning point in Odysseus' journey. The destruction of the city is like the breaking of the
Covenant with God: Odysseus henceforth abandons his role as guide in
order to seek his individual destiny; he leaves the time of history, and
enters a still timelessness. As he goes down to the sea, where he has a
13/bid., p.

106.

14 Odyssey,

XV, 833 38.
-

"See Odyssey, XV, 833-38.
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rendezvous with Death, Odysseus parts company with the biblical figure,
taking on the appearance of a lonely ascetic whose serenity brings him
closer to ancient philosophy.
Odysseus' death on the iceberg is a farewell filled with peaceful
sadness. Before dissolving into the universe, Odysseus calls to his three
great Greek ancestors, Prometheus, Tantalus, and Herakles. Then,
I don't want wine to drink or bread to eat—
today I've seen my loved one vanish like a dwindling thought. 16

The sun, singing Odysseus' funeral lamentation, closes the poem of the
Odyssey. And yet the marks Odysseus bears from his desert crossing are
indelible: the love of his fellow man, the love of creation, and the expectation of a sign from God.
In his second retreat on the mountain, the counterpart and negation
of the first, Odysseus had freed himself of all hope, proclaiming that the
One did not exist, a cry which echoes from Spiritual Exercises through
all of Kazantzakis's work. And yet, to the very end of his journey
Odysseus is waiting; and everywhere he receives the same response. Even
among the glacial ice blocks where he meets human beings for the last
time, just when he can see the beginnings of spring and the return of
life, the icepack splits open and swallows up Odysseus' South Pole
friends. All action is for naught; man's work is condemned to destruction.
Is this a desperate and lucid nihilism, as certain critics have affirmed?
Or the bitter recognition of the impossibility of true unity, and of a divine
transcendence far beyond any Covenant with humanity?
Silence weighs heavily upon the tragedy of the world. Begun in
1925 in a world in upheaval, Kazantzakis's Odyssey was published in
1938.
—Translated from the French by Jocelyn M. Phelps

10 Odyssey,

Epilogue, 21-22.

Kazantzakis and Music
by JOHN G. PAPA'I'OANNOU

This subject can be examined from two distinct points of view: one,
how Nikos Kazantzakis felt about music (i.e., what he says about it in
his books, and what music we know he liked or listened to more frequently) ; and two, the use composers (Greek or foreign) have made of
his texts or ideas. Within the first approach, let us first see the references
to music in Kazantzakis's books. There, two archetypal modes of human
expression, singing and dancing, are very frequently mentioned, especially
when one of his heroes reaches an unusual, superlative, psychological
situation or mood: contemplation, excitement, dreaming, joy, exaltation,
ecstasy, trance, and many others for which no proper translation is possible
in any West European language, but which are described by particularly
expressive Greek words such as "kalmOs" (nostalgic affliction), "meraki"
(creative urge related to melancholy), "kefi" (refined and restrained
verve), "levendia" (generous and heroic pride), and so many others.
Then he starts singing either in a subdued way or emphatically. Singing
is thus among the most spontaneous, most powerful, and most frequent of
human utterances. In a parallel way, dance, in the most exciting moments, is
equally spontaneous and omnipresent, and, like singing, also in a great
variety of forms. Kazantzakis often feels compelled to describe in detail
and depth the gradual development of psychological conditions that lead
to an imperative necessity for singing or dancing. Such activities represent,
for him, the outcome, the climax, and the quintessence of the inner
psychological preparation and ascent, often complex and bewildering, of
the hero reaching his true liberation through these fundamental acts.
It would be interesting to undertake a more detailed and thorough
analysis of the way Kazantzakis describes these psychological progressions
with such force—in works such as his "Odyssey," his plays, his novels—
leading to the supreme act of singing or dancing, and to come to a fuller
understanding of the role they play for him in these circumstances. Moreover, he also mentions in his writings the use of musical instruments,
manipulated by his heroes as symbols of elevation at important moments.
In this way, the vast subject, still almost unexplored, of the very considerable importance of music in Kazantzakis's works merits researching
in much greater depth. It is dear, in my view, that such a textual analysis
will allow a more varied, rich, and profound picture to emerge of the
central position music occupies in Kazantzakis's writings.
As to the type of music Kazantzakis himself liked or listened to, I
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am greatly indebted to his widow, Helen Kazantzakis, for the revealing
information she gave me. The great poet had few opportunities to listen
to music. Immersed as he was in his creative work, so demanding in time,
effort, and concentration, he had little time left for systematic listening to
music. Moreover, the long years he spent in his "hermitage" on the island
of Aegina isolated him even more from music: he possessed neither radio,
nor gramophone, nor television. Apart from rare concerts in Athens which
he attended, or from village feasts on his island, he had scarcely any
occasion for listening to music. Later, when he lived in Antibes (19461957), the situation changed somewhat: again, no gramophone or television were available, but a small radio helped him listen to a considerable
amount of music quite regularly; his predilection was for the "divine"
Bath, as he called him, especially for his "Musical Offering" and the
Brandenburg concertos, but also for many other works of this great
composer. He also liked Handel's oratorios very much. When he discovered Monteverdi (first through his L'Incoronazione di Popped), he
became almost mad—his whole body trembled, so great was his emotion.
A daily presentation of Mozart's works (by Witold) on the radio, to
which he listened regularly, brought him closer to this great composer,
whom he loved so much. He listened mostly to classical music (renaissance, baroque, and romantic) —but almost not at all to contemporary
music (he was scarcely familiar with it) —either while working or, more
carefully and systematically, at other moments. He spoke little of his
earlier musical experiences. In the early twenties in Berlin, he listened to
a considerable amount of Brahms and Mahler, but this seems to have
had a less lasting influence on him than his later discovery of Monteverdi,
Bach, and Mozart.
He liked the deeper voice ranges, e.g., mezzo soprano or contralto,
but much less sopranos or tenors. His appreciation of music was quite
refined and deep. Once, my sister, pianist Marika Papaioannou, an admirer
and friend of Arthur Rubinstein, persuaded Kazantzakis to attend a
concert by him. After the concert, Kazantzakis remarked: "He is really
a striking virtuoso, but I don't think he has reached the true depths of
music to the desirable degree." This comment was appropriate at that
time, when the still-young Rubinstein had not yet reached the maturity
and depth of his later years.
Kazantzakis's numerous trips throughout the world led him to get
to know much about non-European musical cultures, which he appreciated.
Beyond Greek folk music, which he liked very much—especially that of
Crete, where he was born and lived during his youth, but also of many
other regions of his country, which he had carefully and systematically
explored—he was also especially interested in the music of more remote
countries. He particularly admired Japanese music. In his numerous travel
books, one finds many interesting passages referring to music and dance.
Even some indirect approaches, like the "Africanizing" dances of Sent
m'Ahesa in Berlin, whom he liked a great deal, prove his passion for a
closer contact with the dances of remote civilizations, especially those of
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Black Africa and Central and Eastern Asia. He saw in music and dance
a manifestation of extreme elevation, often almost a religious one. In
Japan, he was impressed by a "mute concert," which he attended, where
the musicians feigned to play their instruments, but produced no sound
whatsoever; listeners of this strange ritual were supposed to reproduce
within themselves the appropriate sounds in a religious atmosphere (somewhat like—but in a different sense—contemporary attempts by Kagel,
Cage, Schnebel).
Let us now approach our second point of view: music written by
various composers, Greek or foreign, on texts or ideas by Kazantzakis.
We can distinguish two main cases: one, incidental music, serving as an
accompaniment to the numerous performances of Kazantzakis's plays, or
novels adapted for the theater; and two, more autonomous music based
on his texts and/or ideas.*
A. First case: Incidental Music by Greek Composers (composer usually
chosen by the director or producer). "Kapetan Michalis," version A
(Katrakis), music by Manos Hadjidakis*; version B, music by Mikis Theodorakis*; "Kouros," version A, music by Yannis Markopoulos*; "Teleftaios Peirasmos," music by Theofanidis (still unperformed) ; "Capodistrias," "Christopher Columbus" (Katrakis), music by M. Theodorakis*;
"Kapetan Michalis," version C (with Voglis), music by Basil Architectonidis; "Buddha," music (particularly remarkable) by Stephanos
Vassiliadis; "Kouros," Version 3 (performed in Cyprus), music by
Nassos Panayiotou; "Melissa," music by Arghyris Kounadis; "Kapetan
Michalis," version D (Hadjiskos), music by Alexandros Xenos. One
could note the rather high proportion of Cretan composers (shown with
an asterisk) who wrote incidental music to Kazantzakis's texts, often in
a style akin to Greek folk music.
B. Incidental Music by Foreign Composers. "Kouros" (U.S.), music
by Richard Calm; "Sodom and Gomorrha" (New York), music by
Serge Tcherepnine; "The Odyssey" (a modern sequel), arranged for
theater, University of Michigan and University of Wisconsin, music by
Morton Achter; "Christ Recrucified" (Oslo), music by Sparre Olson; the
same text (Helsinki, "Musiikin Johtaa"), music by Yngve Ingman; the
same text (Jules Dassin), music by Georges bark; "Christopher Columbus" (Argentina), music by Rodolfo Arizaga; "Zorba," music by Kander.
C. Second case: More Autonomous Music. Music on the "Odyssey,"
by Thomas Beveridge (sung by baritone Katz in the U.S.A.) ; "Report
to Kazantzakis," music by Costa Moundakis.*
A particularly important composition has been the "Greek Passion"
(1955-1959), by Bohuslav Martinu: this great Czech (Moravian) composer paid a visit to Kazantzakis, who neither knew him nor had heard
of him, in Antibes. He asked Kazantzakis to give him permission to set
*For the first case, credit goes to Mr. G. Anemoyannis, founder and director of
the new and important Kazantzakis Museum at Varvari (near Heraklion, in Crete),
for the essential information he was able to supply based on his museum's archives.
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Christ Recrucified to music. He immediately conquered Kazantzakis's
sympathy through his warmth, to such an extent that, before he could
explain the particulars of the music he intended to write, Kazantzakis told
him: "I have full confidence in you, do whatever you think best." "But
let me explain to you my intentions," answered Martinu." But Kazantzakis insisted this wasn't necessary. The opera was a spectacular success.
The important music critic and writer, Harry Halbreich, writes in the
Larousse Encyclopedia of Music: "Bohuslav Martinu (1890-1959) ranks,
next to Bart& or Prokofiev, as one of the greatest composers of the
twentieth century; his immense output (400 scores) has still to be discovered." And further: "Martinu is the author of fifteen operas . . .
The two highest peaks of his lyric output are undoubtedly `Juliet or the
Key to Dreams' (1936-37) . . . and 'Greek Passion' . . . a work vibrant
with generous humanity, his artistic testament."
One of the best-known Greek composers, if not the most able—noted,
among other things, for his efforts to support the movement around the
demotic language—Manolis Kalomiris (1883-1962), wished to give a
particularly prominent place, in his seven operas and other music, to
Greek poets renowned for propagating the demotic language, such as
Kostis Palamas and Kazantzakis. So he composed two three-act operas on
texts by the latter: one of his first was "0 Protomastoras" (1915, revised
1929, 1940). Just before his death, he dedared that he wished his last
opera to be based on a text by Kazantzakis; so he chose his play, "Constantine Palaeologos," "in order to start," as he said, "and to finish with
works by Kazantzakis." This last opera (1961), one of Kalomiris's best,
was a considerable success when first performed.
But what seems by far to be the most important contribution in this
area is the work of the Cretan (from Rethymno) composer Nikos
Mamangakis (born 1929), who has been very much concerned with
setting Kazantzakis's texts to music. He first composed a piece for musical
theater, "Music for Four Protagonists" (for four solo voices and ten
instruments, 1959-1960), of rather important dimensions, based on
"Zorba the Greek." He then flirted with the idea of writing music for
larger-scale works by his admired poet; he thought of the collection of
poems Terzines, but stopped after having written only one song, "Maria
Magdalena." A major work of his, his "Great Popular Liturgy," whose
composition started years ago and is expected to be completed in 1984
or 1985, has, as a finale, a rather grandiose setting of Kazantzakis's
"Credo" from his Askitiki (Salvatores Dei). Recently, he wrote a short
piece for solo guitar entitled "Encomium to Kazantzakis." But his most
significant contribution in this domain until now is his "Odyssey," based
on the monumental epic of the same title by Kazantzakis. Mamangakis
chose over 1,000 verses (taken from all 24 Rhapsodies) so as to assemble
a scenario retaining the great moments of the epic poem. He started
dealing with the composition of this major work in 1970. The preliminary
sketches took a first form in the summer of 1981, on the occasion of an
anticipated world premiere in Heraklion (Crete) ; the score was finished,
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but the performance was canceled due to extra-musical causes. Mamangakis immediately and radically revised the whole composition, amplifying
it in view of a performance two years later, on the occasion of Kazantzakis's one hundredth anniversary (1983). The composition, totally
rewritten, was ready in time, and rehearsals had started, with the music
for the ballets recorded, when a general strike of Greek musicians once
more canceled the new world premiere. The world premiere was finally
given on August 4, 1984, at Heraklion, with a Hungarian ballet, and
again at the Athens Festival, the Herod Atticus Theater, on August 7.
This multimedia work (a sort of modern opera) comprises a recitation
of the Kazantzakis scenario with musical accompaniment of various kinds
(alluding to byzantine psalms, itinerant rhapsodes, etc.) presented by
singers, narrators, and actors. This "axis" is "commented" on through
a score of ballads (solos, duets, or chorals) to the accompaniment of very
complex instrumental solos or duos in dialogue, interrupted here and
there by very short but usually terrifying tutti. This "comment" comprises six ballets accompanied by "itinerant musicians" carrying their
instruments, and revolving slowly with the dancers on the stage; these
ballets symbolize the principal themes Kazantzakis utilizes in his poem:
love, death, nature, metaphysics, dance, art. Various instrumental or vocal
interpolations ("intermedia") help organize the whole into nine major
sections (each comprising from 1 to 4 Rhapsodies). The structuring of
the overall form of this work, very carefully and efficiently organized,
helps achieve both a more marked intelligibility of the musical material
and a better coordination with Kazantzakis's text (as well as with the
evolution of his basic ideas).
The musical style and writing is of a harsh and aggressive avant-garde
character in the main passages, in correspondence with the harsh type of
Greek language used by Kazantzakis in his epic, but it accepts folkloristic
elements (Greek folk music tinged, as in Crete of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, with elements from the Renaissance). This juxtaposition of avant-garde and folk elements is manipulated in a very
persuasive way. Having followed the birth of Marnangakis's "Odyssey,"
and having heard both the music to the ballets and other excerpts of this
major work—surely the most important one written so far on Kazantzakis's
great poem—I dare say that, if the poet were still alive and could listen
to this music, he would have been truly satisfied.

Homer and Kazantzakis:
Masters of Wordcraft
by PETER COLACLIDES

I was a second-year student at the University of Athens when I first
heard of the Odyssey of Kazantzakis. It had just appeared and was already in the hands of an elite progressive group of Athenian intellectuals
who were reading it as a sacred text. I don't remember whether this reading was under the guidance of Kazantzakis himself or not, but very
probably it was being held secretly because Greece was then under the
dictatorship of Metaxa.s. The rumors about the Odyssey were that it was
an extremely long poem of profound meaning, written in a difficult
language, influenced by Nietzsche's Zarathustra, nihilistic, Cretan rather
than Greek. One thing is certain: I didn't read it then nor afterwards
for many, many years to come. Was I deterred by its Cyclopean dimensions, the mystique created around it, its allegedly colossal and superhuman protagonists? I couldn't help feeling somehow distant toward
Kazantzakis in general, even after I met him ten years later when I was
a graduate student in Paris, at a time when his novels were at the center
of his reputation.
Two of my recollections of Kazantzakis remained persistently vivid
before. I started venturing through his Odyssey. The first was the way
in which Saint Francis of Assisi, in Kazantzakis's novel about him,
apostrophizes, shortly before dying, different kinds of fruit as his brothers
and sisters. The transposition from a non-person to a person and the
subsequent type of fraternization was facilitated by the fact that in modern
Greek most of the names for fruit are of the neuter gender, such as
atcoptara, xspiocrx, drxXara, poSerrxtvcc, and that, apart from
ecaeXcpbg and BEXrpii, there is also the neuter form abacpc, or acaiprpt,
embracing in its plural, &Say tor both brother and sister. It was the
language that offered to Kazantzakis the possibility of personification,
just as it was Russian that allowed Pasternak to call "life" his "sister"
in the title of one of his collections of poems, since in Russian the word
for "life" is feminine.
The second recollection was that of the words written on Kazantzakis's
tomb: "I do not fear anything, I do not hope for anything, I am free."
These two recollections came back to me very often while I was reading
the Odyssey. What attracted me in particular to this work was, first, the
'
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realization that it is the most representative, both as conception and execution, of the author's philosophy of life; second, the fact that it contains
a lexical wealth and an endeavor to manipulate language never before
encountered in modern Greek literature, including the Erotaritos; third,
the conviction that it offers a limitless open field to all those who desire
to obtain an insight into the poetic intricacies of verbal art, into its
"wheels and pinions," to use Edgar Allan Poe's image.
A comparison with Homer offers itself automatically. Kazantzakis
intended his Odyssey to be a "Homeric" poem. There was no other
model that could fit his plans.. There had been same important antecedents: the Epic of Digenis Akritas, the Erotaritos, and The
Dodecalogue of the Gypsy, the greatest achievement of Kostis Palamis.
He felt that his hero needed and deserved the dignified character and
dimensions of a Homeric epos in his actions and thought. The Odysseus
of Kazantzakis is not merely a semblance, a changed form of the Homeric
hero. He has, on the contrary, his essential features, emphasized certainly and amplified; he is his natural outgrowth. Apart from the identity
between the two heroes, the ancient and the modern, another process
of identification may be supposed to have taken place, this time by
empathy. Kazantzakis performs and recites like the epic singer described
by Frinkel: "When the epic singer ... rendered the long narrative of
Odysseus in epic verse and style, the situation reported fused with
the present. The singer became Odysseus, whose role he enacted...." 1
Odysseus was not only a hero but also a great singer and storyteller.
However, the most significant enactment, from the literary point of
view, is that of Kazantzakis taking upon himself the role of Homer, his
poetic and linguistic responsibility: Tac Itoct tia paccya, e& 7t t& Co)
taxoucrco0 'Oaucsaict. 2 Virgil had tried it before with his Aeneid; and
Ennius earlier, in the proem of his Annals, had made Homer appear to
him in a dream and say that his soul was embodied in Ennius. The task
of Kazantzakis was different from that of Ennius and Virgil; he had to
speak in modern Greek, "homerically" about a Homeric hero who was
also his own hero. How could he write "homerically," since he wasn't
obviously going to use "Homeric" Greek? He was faced, to a certain
degree, with a problem similar to the one facing the translator who aims
at an approximation of the original. He tried to solve it by practicing
something similar to that which Jakobson regards as the ideal translation: "I think," says Jakobson, "that we most approximate the art of the
original when a form is chosen which, in the sphere of forms of the
given poetic language, corresponds functionally, not merely externally,
to the form of the original." 8 This is what Kazantzakis will do in
translating, after having written his Odyssey, the Homeric epics. But
1 Hermann Frankel, Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy (Oxford, 1975),
2Book I, 73.
3Roman Jakobson, Selected Writings, V (The Hague, 1979), p. 134.
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the model for the language and the style of his translations will be his
own Odyssey.
The Odyssey is a response to the Homeric poems as works of verbal
art in the first place. Besides its ideological or philosophical or compositional aims and achievements, the Odyssey of Kazantzakis in its
linguistic aspect is an attempt to transpose and reproduce the Homeric
diction. Here, in the diction of his own Odyssey, and his later Homeric
translations in collaboration with Minis Kakridis, lay the great challenge
for Kazantzakis to test his verbal power and the powers of modern
Greek. The essentially anti-lyrical Kazantzakis found in Homer's epic
style his verbal prototype, as he had found his hero in Odysseus. What
did Kazantzakis put on the balance as the counterpart of Homer's word
mastery? Before I come to this I would like for awhile to consider
Homer's poetic language.
There is a nearly overall agreement among scholars nowadays on
two points: first, that the Homeric language was a language of artificial
character which had no equivalent in the spoken vernacular of any Greek
city; second, that the groundwork of the Homeric poems was oral poetry
of mostly formulaic character. Oral compositions admittedly have at
their disposal a large formulaic stock. The formulaic texture of the
Homeric epic and the traditional, artificial character of its language are
typical trends of a poetic form which is sanctioned and censured by the
milieu to which it addresses itself. The most interesting thing about this
socially sanctioned verbal artistic work is its potential character. It is a
complex depository of norms and directions, an embroidery pattern on
the basis of which the epic or the folklore singer can improvise and be
creative to a certain degree. Speaking about the improvisations of the
singers in living epic, Frankel says that "for them song is, so to say,
a language, in which they are able to speak freely." 4
Since I quoted Frankers use of the term language with reference to
the epic song, it would make better sense to go back to the distinction
introduced by Saussure between langue (that is, the social level of language underlying all its uses) and parole (that is, the individual speech
performances) and to apply, with Jakobson, the notion of langue, on
one hand, to the extra-personal character and the potential mode of
existence of the oral poetic work, and the notion of parole, on the other
hand, to the concrete and varying realizations of the individual singers. 8
The uniqueness of the Homeric epic is that it combines langue, in other
words a filing cabinet of preconceived or prefabricated possibilities, in
its oral poetry aspect, and parole, actual performance, in its given
written form. It is in parole, as applied to both language and literature,
that one can see the language in operation and have an insight into the
creative power and the productivity of language. But conversely, the
manifestations in the realm of parole, the individual utterances, cannot
4Fankel,

Ibid., p. 16.
Selected Writings, N (The Hague, 1966), pp. 6-7.

5Jakobson,
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be considered without reference to langue, "to the existing complex
of norms." 6
It is this creative side in Homer which started attracting the attention
of scholars more and more once the oral poetry dimension had been
generally accepted. "The significance of the formula," writes Schadewaldt,
"has been exaggerated. The Iliad contains a great number of nonformulac elements, which presuppose a certain degree of creative
activity. ..." 7 According to Heubeck, although the study of oral poetry
has revealed the roots from and the soil on which Homer grew, his
importance lies less in the continuation of an old tradition and much
more in its transgression, in the fact that he has opened up the door
to a new poetic territory. 8 In spite of the new paths opened to epic
poetry by Homer, the old traditional style, the only elevated style
worthy of the heroic deeds referred to, was kept unaltered. According
to Lesky: "We must never forget how much free and original poetry
there is in both the Iliad and the Odyssey, apart from the traditional
formulae. It is where [Homer's] creation is relatively free of the
traditional that we most catch the tones of his voice.... To evaluate the
findings of Parry and his school it is high time that we considered not
only what we have learned about the formulaic element in Homer,
but also those parts which are outside the sphere of the formula." 9 In
support of this, Lesky quotes the following statement from Hainsworth:
"The evidently large proportion of wholly isolated unique phrases in
Homer implies some degree of creativity inspired only by context." 1 °
Mobility, variability, flexibility, and inventiveness, with regard either
to meanings or forms—these are the marks of creative poetic will focused
on expressivity. One should certainly distinguish between those cases in
which the new and strange formation is conditioned by the meter and
those in which it imposes itself upon the metrical pattern and, so to say,
outweighs it.
In his monumental book, Homerische WOrter, Manu Leumann speaks
about the relationship between the strangeness of poetic words and
their intelligibility. The poetic words, whether pseudoarchaisms or neologisms, appeal to our emotions and imagination, says Leumann, rather
than to our intelligence; the more rationally understandable a word is
the less effective it is in stirring our feelings. 11 A word may be meaningful in Homer, in spite of its strangeness, if the meaning is carried by
a part of the word (its stem, for instance) or is perceptible in its function. The adverbial Lal.tc, when spoken, reminds us of gmbv, "readily,"
6Jakobson, Selected Writings, III (The Hague, 1981), p. 5.
7Joachim Latacz (ed.), Homer: Tradition and Neuerung

p. 533.

8 Latacz, Ibid.,

(Darmstadt, 1979),

p. 568.
Lesky, A History of Greek Literature (London, 1966), pp. 63-64.
10 Lesky, Homeros (Stuttgart, 1967), p. 14.
11 Manu Leumann, Homeriscbe WOrter (Basel, 1950), p. 34.
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and in E6-entt, "by the will," one can perceive the function of an
abstract noun. 12 When the intelligibility of a word does not depend at
all on its formal aspect, support is provided by the context. A rare
word or a hapax legomenon, even if unintelligible in itself, does not
prevent the scene in which it figures to be properly understood. One has
the impression that the poet in some such cases was calling upon the
listener to explain the obscure word for himself and to enjoy his own
interpretation, especially if the poet had made use of it with discretion.
One of Leumann's great contributions was to show the mobility and
variability of the Homeric language in both its meanings and forms by
explaining strange words and transfers of meanings on the basis of
intra-Homeric dependencies, involving very often what has been called
"productive misunderstandings." He agrees for example with Aristarchos
and his school in interpreting ecyyeX/7I6 (II. 11.140) as a masculine
noun, meaning "messenger," and finds a reason for this semantic shift
from message to messenger in the misreading of the Il. 3.206. 13 Another case of a slightly different creative process is for Leumann
the adjective 1718,510 ,E(4, "sweet to drink," appearing three times
in the Odyssey, which he explains as an artificial coalescence of two
words, 17185 and no.c6v, resulting again from the misinterpretation of a
certain line. 14 For Leumann, such misunderstandings were an argument
in favor of the analytical point of view. Others, like Kirk and Lesky,
who praise Leumann for his acuteness, reject the idea of direct interdependence between single lines, and attribute the coexistence of what
is right and what seems to be contrived to the long and rich prehistory
of the language used by Homer.
In an article published in Symbolae Osloenses (56, 1981, pp. 7-11)—
under the title "Creativite dans un vers d'Homere"—I have tried to
show the amount of artistic remolding underlying line 490 in the
twenty-second book of the Iliad: •111.1.4cp 8' 8pcpconDthv 7cavaiDilAnca nost8a.
Olac, "the day of orphanhood severs a child completely from companions of his own age. ' The expression .p.,ccp 8pcpccvot6y, in conjunction with TcavoccpiPaDta 17,718a T/Olgat, is based on elements taken from
the sixth book (line 432: trij isaT8' 8pcpconxbv 8ip,K, "do not make
your child an orphan," and line 463: Boacov ki,ccp, the day of slavery,"
which follows line 455: eXeliespov 171.1,c4rD dototipac, "having taken away
the day of liberty") and the third book (lines 174- 175: OriXailoY
onoUG XuroCiacchtcaSi riPLuyitnv pat 4.71Atx,tilv &pwczcvAv,
'having left behind my chamber and my kinsmen, my darling daughter
and my lovely companions"). lictvaciDilXt4 is the equivalent of something like 6pcpavbc bwrlAtxtic, "bereft of all companions of his
own age." It is not only a hapax, but also a very original compound.
Its second member, mcpip4, will appear as an independent word only

r

12 Leumann, Ibid., p. 35.
18 Leumann, Ibid., p. 173.

vtaumano, Ibid., p. 68.
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after Homer and will mean either "beyond youth, elder" or "minor,
infant." 'Acp.flAt4, as a constituent of navcccpilXt4, must go back to constructions like dog aveufr evriAtxttri, 1.1,00y0G deep' 61/71Xottilg, "alone,
without companions of the same age." The extreme concision characterizing line 490 is achieved by the combination of these two condensed
expressive means: p,ccp 6pcpcomby and TCOGvacrilAtE. What is also
noticeable is how this line is integrated into its immediate context. It
is preceded in line 489 by &XXot, 'yap of emoup*muncy apoiSpccg, "others
will rob him of his lands," and is followed in line 491 by 7C6elna.
ikcevvilp,uxz, "he hangs down his head altogether." We have three assertive statements arranged on a temporal scale: the gradual passage
from a prospective assertion alcoupiicsouaty apotipac, "will rob him of
his lands," to a statement of general character, expressed by the present
TEO7inc, "puts in a certain condition," "makes," and from this to the
affirmation of an accomplished fact with the perfect 137cep..viAluxe, "he
hangs down his head." The three lines are tightly bound together by
two repetitions: the idea of taking away contained in dutouAnovacv
resumed by ducb in— izy.Xtxct; the total conditioning expressed by
7cisty— of 7ccevasoilAnta resumed by the nciev-ca in the following line.
'AIToupipousty apoipag at the end of line 489, followed by tap, "day,"
makes one also think of tucp eutoilpccc, "having taken the day away"
at the end of line 455 in the sixth book.
In the fourth book of the Iliad (lines 155-182), where Agamemnon
addresses Menelaos, we see Homer playing with the figures of
paregmenon and po/yptotora (oOx gtazonev, tenet, ovx dvcascrta, ateXeu-c-4tcp, oa0' °kw; ... TeX&asts), all references to the notion of fulfillment, held together between two occurrences of altov, "fruitless,
idle," a notion opposite to that of the also Homeric TaXenpOpoc "bringing fulfillment" In this same fourth book we find, in consecutive lines
(323-324), the etymological combinations yipcq yep6mov, "the privilege of the old men," ocixpAg oavinnount, "they spear-fight throwing
the spears." In two other consecutive lines of the same book (394-395),
we find two combinations of proper names, the one based on sound
repetition (Mcztuw AEllovtanc), the other on etymological connection
(Akocpdvoco, lioAucp6vv%). Odysseus and Agamemnon finish their
short speeches in the same book by using parallel. sentences (line 355:
a veljAbA tcc, 134 s t,g, "you talk words of wind"; line 363: tizzapAhvca
osiev, "may they give to the winds"). 'Avelltatoq and petcquiwcoc,
quasi-synonymous, are both etymologically connected with &vei_toq, meaning "empty, idle, vain, like the wind, taken by the wind." Another
instance of parallelism is observable in lines 402-403: two genitives of
the same form and in the same order (noun followed by adjective)
embracing gyuctv and acileiclurco. 'Evorli, meaning "rebuke, reproach,
abuse," is etymologically related to iytaato, which means "reprove, attack." This verb is usually accompanied by the instrumental datives
,
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uSOcp, i7ciaacn, the same ones being used or implied with ktelPOpat
"answer."
In lines 422-438 of the same book, the Trojans are described as
very noisy in contradistinction to the Greeks, who proceed silently to
the battle. The degree of elaboration, the complexity, richness, and
variety, contained in this passage can be more easily appreciated if one
compares it with the beginning of the third book, where the noisy
Trojans were already opposed to the quiet Greeks. If, all other considerations put aside, we pay attention only to terms referring to sound,
we notice that in the passage of the third book there are only two,
xXocyril and gV017ii (the first used three times) as opposed to curl],
while in the passage of the fourth book we have for silence & and
avyil, but for noise or voice,
Cipipzt,valutzuiccr., ckArxXvc6;,
rzO6A,
6o;, yijpug, yACticscsa...,
v oAtixAvcot. In this lexical agglomeration nothing
is thrown in at random; everything is properly used and fits in the
place in which it stands.
There are in Homer other examples also illustrating what Lesky
has called "the lively response to the impressions of the senses."" Bruno
Snell has analyzed the nine verbs meaning "to see" in Homer and
shown their differences. Lesky has written a book on the richness of
the Homeric vocabulary to describe the sea. The particular interest of the
terms for sound and voice lies in the fact that they are not only scattered
here and there throughout the poems like the terms for seeing or for
the sea, but that they are all brought together in our passage of the
fourth book as material used to build up a cohesive text.
The similes contained in the passage of the fourth book on the two
armies confirm Shipp's point of view with regard to the somewhat
peculiar character of the similes in Homer. Not only 7G0Aunestton in
line 433, an equivalent of TroAtnailton, "exceeding rich," noticed by
Shipp, is unique in Homer," but also the word for voice, rilpug, which
appears only here; 477xic, "unceasingly," in line 435, even if etymologically related to —exits and not to gel, "noise," points back to
noXulxir, "loud-sounding," in line 422; %optiac:rauct, gains a crest,"
and xopucpormt, "comes to a head," reflect each other. One can measure
the degree of elaboration that took place for the composition of line 438:
daXac yXCOace klijincro, noLixXvot faccv avbpag,
"the language of these men was mixed, since they were called there
from many places," by comparing it with lines 803-804 of the second
book:
7CoUot ''&p Itovs& &acu plya pceqwu gnIxoupoc,
clA)k.cov yX6jcsaa rcoAvanapion elcv8pdnuov,
"there are many allies about the great city of Priam, but the widespread
nations speak different languages." HoLix)Ncot and kE)toopot will
15 Lesky, A History of Greek Literature, p. 64.
16 G. P. Shipp, Studies in the Language of Homer (Cambridge, 1953), p. 63.
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appear joined together in II. 10.420. According to Shipp, the similes are
the places of the Homeric poems, especially of the Iliad, where the
world of the poet and his audience asserts itself; and this world coexists
with the spirit still retained in the narrative, a narrative which had
begun to unfold a long time ago in songs of aristocratic warriors composed
for their peers."'
Another creative process may be seen in the way Homer sometimes
handles abstract nouns. Walter Porzig spoke about this handling in
a very important book, published in 1942, which has passed unnoticed, .
Die Namen fur Satzinhalte im Griechischen and im lndogermanischen.
A "nomen actionis" or a "nomen qualitatis" takes up again, by resuming
it, a foregoing sentence and is itself inserted in a new sentence. 18 It
functions as a link between the sentence in which it appears and the
sentence in which it resumes the predicative basis. It plays a double
role: it represents, it stands for a sentence, but it serves also as the
name of an object, in the sense of a substantivized process. Homer
exploits poetically one of the inherent features of language, its ability
to present the same state of affairs, the same reality, in different ways.
When the presentation is done by means of an abstract noun, what
happens is a hypostatization, a reification of the action or the state
referred to. I pick up a few examples which I find quoted by Porzig:
"battlerage," following tudyncct, in Il. 6.101; =paw, "weariness," following xecp.watv in II. 7.6; betnveucrtc, "respite from," following civocavetiowatv in Il. 11.801; 151tooxsatvat, "promises," following
157tb laxsTo in Il. 13.369; &rip), "bewilderment," following etecoOalc
in Od. 21.302. One might draw a parallel between the abstract nouns,
as used in the examples given by Porzig, and the similes in Homer.
They both stand in relationship with something else, but they stand
also on their own, they lead their own life as independent images of
reality.
Instead of sentences followed by nouns which resume their predicative content, we can fall upon the opposite phenomenon in Homer,
a word followed by its definition. It was Kakridis who pointed out
this phenomenon and said: "In Homer we observe that a word, especially if it is a compound word, is immediately followed by a relative
clause, which states nothing new, but only analyzes the compound word
into its parts or replaces these with synonyms." 19 By this turn of expression, according to Kakridis, the poet serves his esthetic and not his
rational purposes; his argument, with regard to this, is that a similar
device is in use in modem Greek popular songs. He incorporates this
device along with others in a special class, which he calls "elements of
popular style in Homer."
17 Shipp,

Ibid., p. 82.
liWalter Porzig, Die Namen fir Satzinhalte im Griecbiscben and ins Indogermaniscben (Berlin, 1942), p. 32.
19Johannes Kakridis, Homeric Researches (Lund, 1949), P. 125.
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In his introduction to the translation of the Homeric Odyssey, in
which he assisted Kazantzakis and which he completed alone after
Kazantzakis's death, Kakridis characterizes Homer's style as a combination of three constituents: stereotyped elements taken from the ancient
epic tradition; turns of expression and thematic elements borrowed, directly or indirectly, from contemporary popular poetry; and strictly
personal elements pointing to Homer's wordcraft. Homer would not
hesitate to use vocabulary taken from the current vernacular, when appropriate; that is, in what Frankel calls "lively and vivid pieces," like
the incriminations in the first book of the Iliad. And there are cases,
especially in the Odyssey, where Homer, if we agree with Frankel's
characterization, "descends to the vulgar." 2 a Such is the case, according
to Frankel, in a passage of the twentieth book of the Odyssey (lines
25-30), in which the restless tossing of Odysseus in bed is compared to
the turning of a sausage, full of fat and blood, over the fire. The
crudeness of the simile must be seen within its context in order to shake
off much of its vulgarity. Odysseus' restlessness is conditioned by his
state of mind, described in the most vivid terms. His heart is represented
literally as barking (line 13). A simile follows (lines 14-15) introducing the heart as a bitch ready to rush to the protection of her puppies.
The heart is personified and addressed in the second person (lines
18-21) with a new reference to dog-like circumstances; the heart is also
reminded of the day when the Cyclops ate up the companions of
Odysseus. In contrast to his heart, that finally calms down, Odysseus
himself keeps turning around in his bed; the image of the sausage combines three significant references: one to the blazing fire, one to the
swift movement, and one to the impatient hunger of somebody who
performs the turning movement of roasting. This passage of the Odyssey,
with its crudeness, liveliness, and concreteness, has something "Kazantzakian" about it.
Homer's word mastery, his creative devices, are not to be found
in every portion of his text; they are distributed with measure and
discretion. To use a simile myself: if you want to fish in Homer, you
have to be patient and wait for a bite or a catch. With Kazantzakis, on
the contrary, you don't need a rod or even a net; wherever you dip your
hand, you pull it out full of fish. One is faced with an incessant
creative process. The entire text is linguistically so rich that an arbitrary
choice of one or two pages can provide ample material for investigation
and general conclusions.
I have just used the expression "arbitrary choice." I had started
looking in Kazantzakis for something comparable to what I called a
"Kazantzakian" passage in the Homeric Odyssey. Almost without effort, my eyes fell upon a page in book ten of Kazantzakis's Odyssey
with references to the heart resembling the Homeric references. In line
913, the heart is compared to a floundering fish; in line 933, to a
20 Frankel,

Ibid., p. 44.
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jumping kid; and in lines 937-938, the various parts of the ship are
harmonized in a close friendship with the heart. But the animation of
the heart is not something exceptional in Kazantzakis. If one reads
through the following eighty-one lines containing the references to the
heart, one becomes easily aware of the state of flux in which the world
of Kazanoakis keeps moving:
InflAto; rack acayot5p2CE v yqjg, u'rcvoacse 3J Taat,Tata,
%at co noXincaeou ..c&,T6vcc-coc Aax-capcagva LTpipay
6ao
fEhdcan mv-r..oVrtrove Tip+ TOUTCZtVii TCX(OTt too.
M& Ztdecpvou cbg 4)&pc asodcpga 31 aapac& xt &Aacpcaapivoc cycdc01*
oatta Tcopcpup66, OoXbc xoxAoc%93961taa
o no.ccq.1.6g,
%Cd /SCGTt cpeipas exec)49y-co4xc sivecTAatope 6Xo Ackawri
xopcpk %op* -ct; arsq xouppaack, %at a& vlat& yucagav
adcarcpa, xcuptouSdc%Loc.
atituxtaviva at& Ica's& yap&
TuaLare9dc Italtiata Gpoparc& t& tPdtpta poPaXolisav,
la &nem) tout xciloGaa 9E 7caXapyot t t' &were& pal.ptdc
xc of xmotcvdcpupot. Xrp.4cpc1/49c cpocvExoupot, %at Tpciiyay.
agapk p,ac mccarp6v.ga tai Stivalrri Ocopthvrag
o-gropmak7cAlip.iitipa toO cpoPepog atorlato0
-'?iv TCYJXTt,
p.,& a13-thg tb &XX() crsocxecrb voyist, tb von, xat r.inlAavavya4ac:
«lVimpb xaXdcp.A. &yet) Aorgoutica, craw arca toO prarraou,
Ova'
tpO axo.ceevo0 Ozo0 ITO6 1CX711341,UpdCZE xat %af3aAdcac
It& al-iv stopcpii %opcpt toO xaAap.tog, crthy aro dtveb -ct; adcpxac,
6 Taicap.bg &Apt(); xpglistar, a& u& 6pocsocrcaXESab>
poxcEvaz, %at pouToGcsocv 69osep& t& 7c68La TOU Ott Mann,
gac 13mOcig, %at MytaCe zet); in& O& yEvav ay..opTcoxdl c,,
xapac& v' apvidi ouv'
Thy gpm tout%or,At,dc GE auv-cpbcpot too %MI
v.& c avacrrivaCe, tb potVaava coO ya6a0d. atbv 6rco
zotxpol3poycdca adtv xt5tta Taxi &waist a CroAaril an7Ph.vipa.
1VIevalg a& plyt TvliS7iEe 5capBcdc, 5a 6 ya5po; xamativcog
Toy.
xt/miat, at evramilliva TOO %opiLt& v& Eavalmet.
Ka-cdcarcpli yXaparcoaa. ITOU C7Capv6cat 'as cptipouyag %at TcEvec,
yap& 171 rc)airmr TOW
%apndsvt4s iXacpptac at 11Xc6Aoucrca
sa 6 iccAuf36caavoc ecvayaX)adcar., 7CCEVIA, axotvc& xat tiAcc
Ixouv!
7c6Sc aocpcXcoEiv acpc,r& p. 'c iv v.apStdc %at stasoct.rh
II& atb xouPptc adaTape dcXacppt& %at arb Ospc6 too gOotipOii,
nob dcv&TcXe)pa cl7CXtuitivo potixo4s, %at 650tae yeAdwrac
Tt XMXTap°150G4 yOUXTCG too f3aNdc a-ct; jtaXXcapiG aoutdcle;*
aevttho71 6 ya[3a0k, dcxpdcvotEe 'r& cpouaxonavoc p4-cca,,
a& v& 46tdocpcva b'vetpo %zAb strip xscpaki] Tot) andv)(0
aPilcrec Spayed too.
%al icdtAE apciAte t& PAicpapa,
cEitiTcva, ItoptLE ttou TpusXoxduccoXo, V)Tcvoc,, 6apcdc p.ou adcpmc'
Icat
Eaw.Ovecpo
ad as yam& v& cpdatth.
%r. 6 yaf3a0k rktXthvat,
Xapi! nlhrav t&xabaa too clg t'
(Par& 'rep& wht xaqsaXcc. apTcge, *vac cpont tterfcX71,
%at x6pecPs 1 Taeoticsa at& .cpaxcat &v.rporcaXiliOni too;.
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TOte
Ttg Itp5p.yac -cat asptcycar astotvtac xXscp-cat s-couXourcdnost 950
-c6 putsp6 xecpiXt ivi-cpouArt %at aicrias 6 imaX6c tot'
-ct tag a-c6 cpcbg, ac' ITX6pa. 6p065, yep66, xaxiptCs 6 Auacsiac!
'An' Tip no r/1 xapi TOU
'XMOS %Mt reilps vat axAtAst
%at atb xouPiptt a& axotv.46xotpog vac xouPapolcuXarott*
955
xt cbg 7CtaC xoupia-ct stat5p.ays, .rofi &Tint ipTcist -cac y6vot,
xt 6 yalkteig t8 auv-cptp,pivo &pilau TOG Sootpi xscpciat
xt ivapto-coOv
rco6 'as xt Inas scat Xarcapist =pat& T014.
Mi, yiArcas -co0 1T0Xul3dcaavou -c6 yccuptaaplvo a-c6p,o4:
41IptIvra vac pills tub tircouxtat c.Polf, -c6 rspwto rt6T6 'vat xpiog*
aacv Td4 apocri-ca xwptxi, Oat 'pOotivs scat Tat. A6yta.
960
Eoupccat p,ou, ,atv-cs xt dvatin cptlycti, xt ia15, Turcotixa, nig ttou,
-rac Sob pouvostoppth, tots ai Otoptii r v TcAthpa vac xpe74ouv.p
roviTtas 6 yxaP65 !Lag ytac port&, xt o yotflocOatg a/yer-cat:
«"E xcucativto Lou, wrgxetc Su TA; anap-capist tb cptat
ativ-cag tb yuotAtarb xspiXt TOU TcsExotIrx '"c6 Xmolcset 965
Ott= xt gp,st; acpapgapz, ipcpayoUg acv arco e5s IA; icri ixe0
Kipay t& au6 Pouvoxoptuat crcep6, xt ixvipt Sev is:Iptatv*
p.at tai of Sub, T' euTOICCVIAL% 00U, TtY 7:Xarcottavt =tea
-cop ttaxptvoa mono() aup,TCCGCYOUpS %Mt ThY nAto-ct copoupoOtts.
AouXatac -cop noaapto0 aopicmixa y r,2c .76 tpw ileou.
970
gp i to*
ntpcs -c& xpaartaxtat xat xou(3raal apoac6 vsp6 cm& ant-cta,
xc aatp.spo0 ' cptovipa itou itaoyist a-cac cpXoyocrrevoptipta:
la 6 xrc(1)spb5
aoupottat TOU ae (1)C%1Z, 6Stn -cp€xst,
xapotittzvoug papist, eXtcro6g axoTcok, alccog cpurstat l ttotpa,
975
xat tag a-a; -ciPAsc isaparbystat xat Stayougat noopira.
9E/ 7cetvcc 62‘ 1-1.6C0i; "C610 p ysvcx8 noPysvtx6 -thy xivst,
scat astXtv6 yupvoptts crztv Taunt, a-cptoy6p.aa-cs xt of au6 /lag,
-cpcbtts ipnarcac xt ircoaTcspiCoup,s %at Xilts xt 8Xo Xips
ytac paxptvac -roclata scat xrcpag xat xaXocapoativsg&g vat cravat a-ct; rcoTottuig 6p0b -c6 turcep6 axoupf ccoub)
980
McloOcre, isspiyyte %at xiasus tots gtrcicl)uxou t& y6va•
ttat tb iyaMptacrco puaX6 pzuyxac -cpaPtx-rt atb xauxf -rou:
eBoXsti-ciptav xt of Sub atb Tanstv6 tb lispoSou).00pit
scat TCE.704clov a& yXux6ptCa -ctv ItoAt-caivrt ttvtivry
Lori ipiaouv of &XXot Sub not!), ti5g
ati)Lcc, s'euXfcsccv.» 985
/xucp-c6; PouXaSourcav -c& cppiya mug Tcalg vac avrtcpouvvbast,
xt of pA&p,ri Si c TOU a5vTr4ay pat scat -co0 'crcpcovav a-cpwafata*
ciltat-ca gyms dGITX(ocre tou wixpou atb xapiPt
scat cpthvas -c6v aTcvo ete -cat vspi,
-ctg apoairsg cpoOrcsg
xt aka; gnp6PaXe p.' gva xAtop6 atb xipt -coo perciat.
990
.

-

-

Animate and inanimate beings fuse into one another by means of similes
or by the use of appropriate adjectives and verbs. Here are a few
examples at random: the sun ransacks the earth, which is later mounted
by the river; knees and hands are full of longing; feet plunge deep
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roots in mud; the sound of snoring resembles that of waves in a cavern;
a vessel tosses like a seagull fluttering its wings; one of Odysseus'
comrades rolls on the deck like a hedgehog; there is talk of mountainbodies; the state of despair of his friends is compared to the throbbing
of a headless snake; memory in its stickiness is represented as being
licked like licorice.
On the basis of this passage one can see some of the verbal constituents of the Odyssey. There are Homerisms; I interpret as such the
use of substantivized epithets or nomina agentis, especially those applied
to Odysseus, like TcoXUncceog, "having suffered much," IcoXo§icavos,
"having endured much," soEctpdr,c, "archer," &cp-cectpuxog, "having seven
souls, having seven lives." The Homeric elements spread from the
strictly verbal to the motif material: I understand as Homeric the
precedence of eating over talking (959-960) or the invitation to sleep
as to a person (989).
There are erudite reminiscences in Kazantzakis: the compound ErntL6yelp°, "shadowy dream," (946) comes directly from the Pindaric
aztaG &yap avOpenco, "man is a dream of a shadow"; the identification
of man with a small reed, but, at the same time, the praise of man's
mind (924-927), go certainly back to Pascal's famous statement:
"I'homme est un roseau, mais un roseau pensant" ("man is a reed, but
a thinking reed"). One can also hear distinct voices from modem
Greek folk songs. When Kazantzakis says in line 938: noig, cocpatorn
acpcxr& 11 viri =pat& xal4ccpcp.6 Siv Ixouv, "how they are tied up
tightly with the heart and cannot be untied," what comes to mind is
the well-known line: yvtogorrett emspOyeva. cal xtoptapb aav Ixouv,
"husbands and wives recognize one another and cannot be separated."
What one finds in abundance are everyday idiomatic expressions, colloquialisms, even vulgarisms, turns of expression and words, if not
anti-poetic, at least non-poetic. I start with single words: XtpAcpcxot,
"greedy because of hunger" (920); %czpcaisc, "mounts," implying
sexual intercourse (925); adaTopa, "leapt" (939); E.'couXolinclivec,
"sticks out" (950); ecvdapouXez, "in an upward direction" (951);
xavigs, "was laughing" (952); rtafidg, "cross-eyed" (963); 7ciay=taw), "smothering" (968); papist, "strikes, plays," in connection
with axono65, "tunes" (974); eLycatcpcacto, "unflattered" (982); ncniXiCotn, "lick" (984). Among idiomatic turns, I mention: nilyccv 'c&
xaaim 'coo (% ockta, "the corners of his mouth went up to his ears
in a broad grin" (947); nipvat yaw?) tieyean, "he lets a loud sound"
(948); tick 'xccoa, "he lost his mind" (953); 'rcpa yae oxX7Aec,
"started screaming" (953); •c& noIS gwles, all that he went
through" (957); willow pup& "flew away" (967); Boulaa -coo nokpcoO, "odd job" (970); Tb @ova= -cb Epp,o, "the miserable bread"
(970); mci 6),.0 Xip,z, "and we keep talking" (978).
But the sector in which the word-mastery of Kazantzakis can be
seen at its best is that which is considered to be the most dynamic and
-
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the least predictable of all morphological processes, namely that of
derivation and composition. In this respect, Kazantzakis surpasses all
modern Greek poets, including SikelianOs and Palamas; he could be
compared only to James Joyce and the Russian poet Velimir Khlebnikov.
Even if a great number of strange or unusual non-compound words have
not been created by Kazantzakis, one is struck by the freedom with
which he handles derivational or inflectional suffixes and prefixes: he
puts the form Accrcaptatliva, "full of anxious desire," together with
Tae y6vccca, "the knees," in line 911, and the very unusual Actx-capo6csa,
"longing," with cpo6xta, "fist," in line 941; he changes Tac, y6vcrtcc into
Ta ydvcc, in 981; he has OX.fittspot3 in line 972 instead of the current
amtepk, "all day long"; he has coined, perhaps, in 976 isoksvcx6,
ignoble," on the basis of the preceding fiyavtx6, "noble."
Still, his most productive class of words are the compounds. They
evidence the creative potential of modern Greek in competition with
Homeric Greek. Folk poetry certainly paved the way here as well as
elsewhere. Glancing through the 'ExXoycd, dcicb Tec TpayoliSca to0
TAX•rivoto0 Aaoi by Nikdlaos Politis, I found a number of compounds
which could be considered as formative models for Kazantzakis; but
in Kazantzakis their frequency is so overwhelming that they become
one of the dominant features of his diction. I pick up the following
examples: xoxXaxoSpdiurs (914), in which two actions are combined
(boiling and moving forward); t.p1Xcrva.v-cpa.4ac (923), where the
upward looking is reinforced by 4:7P dc; ecvt pcerccaipata, "manly wrestling," in line 949; xouliccpotuXceTat (954), similar to xoxXcsoSpOpase,
in which xouPopcgsTou and suAtita.c are unified; opXoyocrtsvopOtua
(972), with reference to the burning heat of the narrow streets; and
last, the wonderful IlepoaouXocped. (983), in which the two parts of
"

the idiomatic expression, tapoackat-p.spocpdct, "spending one day's wages
on one day's food," are fused together. A triple aim is achieved by the
use of these compounds, whether nominal or verbal: a great condensation of expression with the confinement of syntactic and metrical
structures into one-word boundaries, a compliance with tendencies inherent in modern Greek folk poetry, and last, but not least, an imitation
of Homeric diction.
In order to find a metrical channel for his many adjectives and
his long compounds, Kazantzakis has chosen a very comfortable vehicle:
the seventeen-syllable verse. It is a slight, but significant extension of
the traditional fifteen-syllable verse. It represents a happy compromise
between the latter and the accentual dactylic hexameter. Always preceded
by a word boundary, the last seven syllables of every line in the Odyssey
have the same metrical pattern as the second half of the fifteen-syllable
verse. This compromise shows Kazantzakis's double loyalty: loyalty to
Homer and loyalty to modern Greek folk poetry.
I have used the term "extension" with reference to the seventeensyllable verse. I would use the same term for the whole diction of
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Kazantzakis with regard to folk poetry. He has adopted and expanded
the kind of speech one finds in Greek folk songs, but he has enriched
it with all possible forms of demotic Greek, whether rural or urban.
The main feature of this speech, its all encompassing unifying element,
its special unfaltering tone, is its manliness, its virility. One can see
it, for example, in the very frequent use of augmentative formations.
In spite of the popular constituents and its personal tone, the speech
of the Odyssey is, to a large degree, an artificial speech. It will never
be spoken as such, but it shows all the potential of which modern Greek
is capable. By bringing its potential to light, Kazantzalcis has offered in
his Odyssey one of the few possible equivalents of Homeric Greek.
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